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The social and economic objectives of society in the United

States are many and varied. All objectives, in turn, cannot be

achieved simultaneously because of a finite resource base. The prob-

lem of finding an optimum, in some sense, level of achievement for

the various objectives is complicated by lack of a common measure of

value. As a result, trade-offs must be calculated and presented to a

decision body for choice. The purpose of this study was to define and

indicate the elements affecting the trade-off ratio. A guiding premise

of the study was that any planning group, private or public, is involved

in isolating a multiple product production function. Multiple output

production theory provided the basis for development of a conceptual

model useful in the calculation of trade-offs.

Water resource production processes were described in the
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context of multiple output production theory. Several possible produc-

tion relations among water products were outlined. It was argued that

production relations descriptive of water resource development have to

be understood to calculate trade-off ratios. Several empirical cases

were examined to illustrate problems and procedures in the trade-off

calculation process. The absolute level of investment was shown to be

very important in the trade-off calculation process. Other recom-

mended approaches for calculating trade -offs were compared with the

recommended approach in this study. Most other approaches were

found to be deficient in many respects. It was shown that net dollar

benefits can be traded-off for increases in non-money valued products

only if the investment levels for the various alternatives are the same

and the money valued products are kept in equilibrium proportions.

The theoretical concepts of joint products, joint costs, interdependence,

independence, compleinentar ity, and competitiveness were also

defined concisely in the study. The Federal document used in planning

water and related land resource development projects was evaluated in

light of the results of the study. The approach to delineation of the

number of plans should be modified. Alternative plans should reflect

the same investment cost. Also, the notions of complementary and

conflicting products should be defined more concisely. Underlying

production relations need to be identified to facilitate plan formulation

and trade-off calculations.
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MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE PLANNING PROCEDURES IN WATER
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: THE

TRADE-OFF RATIO

I, INTRODUCTION

The social and economic objectives of society in the United

States are many and varied. A great deal of concern has been

expressed by individuals and groups of this society, especially in

recent years, over the direction the Nation should take relative to the

achievement of the various objectives. The various social and eco-

nomic objectives relating to income and poverty, health and illness,

learning, science, and art, participation-alienation, public order and

safety, social mobility, and physical environment cannot all be

achieved simultaneously. 1 The resources of the Nation, while

abundant by most standards, are indeed limited. As a result, choices

must be made.

Public investment can be used to encourage the attainment of

various objectives at the cost of lower levels of achievement for other

objectives. Public expenditure affects the direction society takes

over the Nation's transformation surface (or several surfaces) in the

'These social objectives were outlined in U.S. Dept. of HEW
("Toward a Social Report", 1969). Any attempt at describing the rela-
tions among these objectives raises several significant conceptual and
empirical issues. See Castle ("Economics of . . . ", 1973).
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attempt to reach a social and economic optimum. The correct

allocation of resources by the public sector, in turn, requires the use

of multiple objective planning procedures. Alternative trade -offs

among objectives can then be calculated and presented to society for

choice. Explicit recognition of a need to consider a multiple objective

function in the planning of public investment has had a profound effect

on procedures used by many government agencies. The planning

procedures used by government agencies involved in natural resource

development, especially water resource development, are no excep-

tion.

Evolution of Water Resource Planning Procedures

Natural resource development has always been of concern to

citizens of the United States. In early periods of the history of this

country, natural resources were readily available and essentially free

for use by anyone having access to the man-made capital items neces-

sary to transform natural resources into products useable by society.

This state of affairs lasted for over a hundred years. Private devel-

opers, with very little public interference through government controls,

converted vast amounts of the natural resource base of this country

into a great number of products desired by the populace here and

abroad. Natural resources were abundant relative to the demands

placed on the use of natural deposits and natures flows. This was true



for several of the natural resources including water. As society

progressed and the population increased, however, the public became

aware of a need for conservation and orderly development of the

remaining natural resource base of the Nation. This was especially

evident in water and related land development. By the beginning of the

twentieth century, most of the easily obtained water resources were

under the control of private developers. Also, much of the remaining

public land was lacking the necessary water to produce agricultural

crops and support an expanded population base. The arid west brought

forth calls for "making the deserts bloomY. The water resource had

entered the public eye. Legislation was enacted to involve the public,

through the Federal treasury, in water and related land resource

development and management. The reclamation, irrigation, and flood

control acts had a tremendous impact on water resource development

in this Nation. Public investment in development, conservation, and

management expanded rapidly in an attempt to improve social welfare.

As water resource budgets expanded, the birth of water resource

planning occurred. Expenditures on development and management of

the water resource could not be made until a plan had been developed

and accepted.

Planning legislation pertaining to water and related land

resource development has taken a long and arduous path to arrive at

the procedures in use today. Prior to 1936, there was, essentially,
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no requirement for detailed planning. The famous phrase that

benefits to whomsoever they should accrue shall exceed the

costs.. H, which was imbedded in the Flood Control Act of 1936

(U.S. Congress, Flood Control. .. , 1936, p. 1570), set the stage for

the development (and many revisions) of water resource and related

land development planning procedures. Emphasis was placed on cal-

culating dollar benefits and costs in the earlier planning legislation.
Z

Dollar benefit-cost ratios were calculated for every potential project

in the attempt to gain support from the Federal treasury. In more

recent years, objectives other than maximization of net dollar benefits

have been made explicit in planning procedures. This is a reflection

of social concern over the direction of this Nation in striving to dis-

cover the optimum point on the transformation surface. Water and

related land resource development, it is sensed, contributes in some

manner to the achievement of various social objectives. The most

recent planning document, which reflects this mood, outlines the

broad conceptual base and some general techniques for the application

of multiple objective planning procedures in water resource planning.

The title of this document is "Principles and Standards for Planning

2The earlier planning legislation and guidelines included the
1950 'Green Book', the revised version in 1958 (U.S. Federal...
1958), and Senate Document 97 (U.S. Water Resources Council,
"Policies, Standards, . . . ", 1962).
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Water and Related Land Resources Development' (Water Resources

Council, "Establishment of... ", 1973). This document is to guide all

water and related land resource planning after October1 1973.

Need for Study

Multiple objective planning procedures have emerged from a

felt need for dealing explicitly with incommensurables in planning.

Many products provided through water and related land resource

development do not have known market prices. In turn, it is felt

these products contribute to the achievement of several of the social

objectives. The purpose of multiple objective planning procedures,

then, is to provide a means for assembling the information needed by

a decision body to make rational decisions regarding the proposed

public investment. The various features of a project must be dis-

played in such a manner that a decision body can decide if the project

would contribute the correct combination of products as dictated by

social preferences. The implicit assumption behind multiple objective

planning procedures, of course, is that a decision body does exist that

can accurately reflect the preferences of society toward various pro-

ducts from a water resource project.

The final product from the application of multiple objective

planning procedures is, in most simple terms, a set of trade-off

ratios. The concept of a trade-off ratio has not, however, been



defined rigorously. The conceptual base and procedures for calculat-

ing trade -offs have not been developed to a point where the actual

ratios can be calculated by resource planners at the practical, real

world project level. The concept of a trade-off needs to be defined

concisely if it is to become a useful tool in multiple objective planning

such as to facilitate the eventual selection of the optimum product

mix. Some means must be found for relating objectives. Multiple

objective planning procedures could lead to distorted resource alloca-

tion if the resource planner, unknowingly, calculates the trade-off

ratios incorrectly. There is a great deal at stake as public invest-

ment in water and related land resource development is large. Yet,

the trade-off ratio, which is the needed end product of planning, has

not been defined.

Objectives of the Study

The overall purpose of this study was to define and indicate the

elements affecting the trade-off ratio. More specific objectives were:

1. to develop the conceptual base for the trade-off ratio calcu-

lation process,

2. to outline some actual trade-off ratio calculation procedures

for water resource planning and development based on the

conceptual base provided.

A base of reference or line of reasoning is provided in the study by the
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contention that any planning group, private or public, is, essentially,

charged with isolating a multiple product production function. It can

be argued that planning (at least economic planning) is concerned with

finding the optimum combination of factors- -land, labor, capital, and

management- -such as to provide the optimum (in some sense) product

mix. The need for calculating trade-offs, in turn, arises when some

of the products and/or factors do not have known, market determined

prices.

Organization of Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is divided into five chapters and four

appendices. A review of the literature on trade-off ratio calculation

and use is presented in Chapter II. The conceptual model is developed

in Chapter III and used to describe the production processes of water

resource development in Chapter IV. Several procedural issues are

raised in Chapter IV. Some actual examples of trade-off calculations,

developed with the conceptual models of Chapters III and IV, are pre-

sented in Chapter V. The material of Chapter V is used to illustrate

and reconcile the procedural issues raised in Chapter IV. The sum-

mary, conclusions, and recommendations for further research are

presented in Chapter VI. The appendices provide supplementary

information relating to, but not having a direct bearing on, the main

plan and conclusions of the study.



II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Several studies dealing with the problem of incommensurable

benefits (and costs) have been accomplished in recent years. Recent

revision of the planning procedures for water resource development

as well as the earlier work on the planning, programming, and

budgeting system of the Federal government (U.S. Congress, 'The

Analysis and. . ", 1969)has led to concern for discovering the

theoretical base for handling multiple objective functions. Govern-

ment, at all levels, has become increasingly involved in providing

many products to satisfy the multiple objectives of society. By the

very nature of many of these products, the problem of incommensur-

able outputs becomes reality very early in the optimization process.

Discussions of the optimization process under such conditions even-

tually reduce down to one central element--the concept of a "trade-

off ratio" and/or the procedure for calculating that ratio. All of the

literature on multiple objective functions and planning procedures has

this central element.

An overview and discussion of past work on the nature of the

optimization process with incommensurable outputs is provided in

Freeman (1969). Expenditures in the public sector are made to

improve human welfare through changes in such outputs as education,

transportation, cleaner air, and flood control benefits (Freeman,



1969, p. 565). Choices must be made among all of the outputs as

more of everything is not a realistic alternative. The choice process,

of course, requires some criterion for choice. This is the central

problem as not all outputs can be expressed in the same unit of

measure. A criterion of efficiency, for example, may not be suffi-

cient if one or more of the outputs lack money prices. The multiple

objective problem emerges as a problem in valuation (Freeman, 1969,

p. 566); i. e. , the multiple objective problem would not exist if all

outputs had market values or if all outputs could be valued in some

other measure of value. Several approaches have been suggested for

dealing with the multiple objective problem where noncommensurate

benefits and costs are involved (Freeman, 1969, p. 569). The outputs

of the particular project must be measurable, in some sense, in order

to implement any of the techniques.

An approach using a schedule of money and non-money valued

outputs has been recommended by McKean (Freeman, 1969, p. 569).

The schedule is presented to the decision making entity. The net

money benefits and the unvalued (in a money sense) benefits are

determined for several alternative plans of development. The particu-

lar plan selected by the decision making entity gives an implicit value

of the non-money valued output. The value so obtained for the non-

money valued benefit reflects the subjective evaluation of society1s pre-

ferences as viewed by the decision making entity (Freeman, 1969, p.570).
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Another approach was attributed to Marglin (Freeman, 1969,

p. 571). In this approach, some minimum level of one output serves

as a constraint in determining the amounts of other outputs provided.

This approach is basically the same as one recommended by McKean

(Freeman, 1969, p. 571). The choice of the minimum value of one or

more outputs implies an implicit valuation of those outputs in terms of

the money valued outputs produced. In both cases choice of a particu-

lar product mix implies a certain money value for the non-money

valued outputs. Freeman argues that value should be allowed to deter-

mine choice rather than choice determine value as in the McKean and

Marglin approaches. The use of explicit weights on non-money valued

benefits would allow value to determine choice (Freeman, 1969, p. 571).

The alternative of assigning explicit weights has been suggested

by Eckstein and Marglin (Freeman, 1969, p. 571). It is argued that

weights on non-money valued outputs should be assigned independently of

any particular project. The same set of weights can then be used to

evaluate designs of projects and, eventually, to select projects. This

approach would entail assigning "money units" to all measurable out-

puts before a choice of project is made. The criteria then becomes

one of maximizing the sum of valued benefits (Freeman, 1969, p. 572).

Freeman argues that value should be made explicit as r .decis ions are

more likely to reflect the general preferences of society, and less

likely to be influenced by the pressures from special interest groups--
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(and) likely to be more consistent over a wider range of choices and a

longer period of time' (Freeman, 1969, p. 572).

Several approaches to assigning explicit weights have been

suggested. Freeman sees these approaches as finding the weights in

the political and administrative spheres. Eckstein has suggested that

weights be derived from past decisions on resource allocation

(expenditure) and taxation (Freeman, 1969, p. 573). Whether accom-

pushed from use of expenditure data or taxation (marginal effective

tax rates), the difficulty of defining the transformation conditions still

remains; i. e. , the manner in which one benefit can be exchanged for

another benefit must be known (Freeman, 1969, p. 574). Rather than

extracting the weights from previous resource allocations and/or

taxation decisions, Freeman suggests that several alternative weight-

ing functions be presented the decision making entity. The choice of

functional form will then reflect the preferences of that entity. The

particular function chosen can then be used to evaluate proposed pro-

ject plans (Freeman, 1969, pp. 575-577).

Maass has also proposed that trade-offs be calculated when a

multiple objective function prevails. The arguments of the multiple

objective function in that paper were economic efficiency and income

distribution. With these two objectives, ". . . all that is needed to solve

the maximization equation is to specify the trade-off ratio between

efficiency and income redistribution" (Maass, 1966, p. 210). Maass
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speaks of maximizing one of the objectives subject to a constraint on

the other objective or the assignment of explicit weights to each

objective. Both of these approaches are attributed to Marglin (Maass,

1966, pp. 209-210).

Maass views economic efficiency as meaning the maximization

of net national income from a particular project. In essence, then,

the trade -off s to be calculated are between net national income and net

income distribution benefits (Maass, 1966, p. 220). Further, it was

recommended that trade-off calculations should be accomplished

between ".. . economic efficiency and the most important non-efficiency

objective. . . if income distribution is not of concern" (Maass, 1966,

p. 225). In any case, net national income is to be "traded-off" for

other objectives in the multiple objective function.

The concern in another paper was also with trade-offs between

net national income benefits and net regional income benefits (Major,

1969, pp. 1174-1178). The discussion in the article is framed in

terms of water resource projects. Accounts for various objectives

should be determined. The figure presented in that paper is repro-

duced, in part, in Figure 1. The vertical axis represents net national

income benefits and the horizontal axis represents net regional income

benefits only to a specific region (Major, 1969, p. 1175). The

"transformation curve", TT, is assumed to represent income effects

only in one region; i. e. , the effects of the project on the income to
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other regions are assumed away. The net benefit "transformation

curve" is purported to represent "...net benefits available from pro jects

that can be designed in the water resources programs.. a wider analy-

sis would deal with a curve for all government investment sectors"

(Major, 1969, p. 1176). The social indifference curves can be found

by ". . (can use) decisions reached in an informed legislative

process" (Major, 1969, p. 1176). The optimum combination of net

national and regional income is then given by point A in Figure 1.

The tangency point at A gives the ". . . relative marginal social values

placed on net national income benefits and net regional income bene-

fits to the specified region" (Major, 1969, p. 1176). In Major's view,

point A is obtained from the maximization of the expression:

l(B -c ) + 0. 4(B -c
n n r r

where,

B = (gross) benefits,

C = (gross) costs,

n and r = national and regional, respectively.

The values of 1.0 and 0. 4 were used for illustrative purposes. The

implication is that $1. 00 of net national income is equivalent to $2. 50

of net regional income.

The benefit-cost ratio is also presented and is said to be:
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1. O(B ) + O.4(B
n r

1.O(C )+O.4(C
n r

The weights, again, are given by the tangency of the social indiffer-

ence curve to the net benefit transformation curve. In addition, the

weights will change ". . as preferences and the transformation curve

shift! (Major, 1969, p. 1176). The factors that may shift these func-

tions are not delineated. The balance of the paper is devoted to

arguing that evaluation procedures in water resource development

should be modified to use the benefit-cost ratio which includes weights.

Other use of benefit-cost ratios will give points such as B in Figure

1 where zero weights are attached to B and C (Major, 1969,r r

p. 1177),

The approach to determining the optimum levels of achievement

of more than one objective, as supported by Maass and Major, is

also recommended by Marglin (1967, pp. 24-39). All three

authors propose to determine net effect transformation curves. The

relation is usually presented graphically with net national income on

the vertical axis and some other "objective" on the horizontal axis.

Implicit weights result from finding the tangency of a welfare function

or social indifference curve to the determined net effect transformation

3"Net national income" and "net dollar benefits" are used inter-
changeably in the article.
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curve. The effect of various shapes of the transformation curve is

also discussed (Marglin, 1967, pp. 34-39).

Further discussion of concepts related to optimization of a

multiple objective function was encouraged by the development of

multiple objective planning procedures in 1969 to be used in water

resource planning and development. The "Blue Book" (U.S. Water

Resources Council, "Procedures for. ", 1969) was an attempt at

providing a better set of planning procedures than available at the

time for water resource planning. Several recommendations for

revision in the planning procedures were made in that document. The

national objectives of water resource development were determined to

include national economic development, regional development,

environmental enhancement, and improvements in the well-being of

people (WRC, "Procedures for. . . ", 1969, p. 3). The WRC delineated

many areas for further discussion and study.

Evaluation standards were to be developed that would take full

account of all tangible and intangible benefits and costs of a particular

project (WRC, "Procedures for. . ", 1969, p. 11). Water resource

projects were viewed as contributing to multi-objectives and, as a

result, ". - . projects (should be) designed in accordance with some

balance among these objectives.. . " (WRC, "Procedures for. . .

4The U.S. Water Resources Council is herein after referred to
by the acronym "WRC ".
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1969, p. 17). More than one objective was to be considered in

planning. Indeed, projects and plans were

. to be designed on the basis of several different relative
emphasis on various objectives. . .to provide information to
the Executive Branch and the Congress on what exactly can
be achieved through water resource development (WRC,
'Procedures for.. . ", 1969, p. 18).

Different mixes of objectives were to be included in plans and pre-

sented to the decision making entity. A system of accounts was to be

used to relate each project benefit to one or more of the multiple

objectives. For those benefits that do not have a market price, the

public planning process can establish the value (WRC, "Procedures

for.. . ", 1969, p. 37). The respective categories of benefits were

viewed as market valued and non-market valued benefits. Some unit

of measure was to be attached to non-market valued benefits when

possible. Non-market valued benefits could be evaluated in a mone-

tary context, however, by determining the market valued benefits

foregone by providing non-market valued benefits or by the alternative

cost method (WRC, "Procedures for.. . ", 1969, p. 38).

Plans were to be formulated in economic terms; i. e. , national

income should be estimated. The effect of considering non-money

valued benefits can then be determined by using the national income

levels foregone to achieve non-money valued benefits (WRC,

"Procedures for. . . ", 1969, p. 54). In essence, ".. . the trade-off

between objectives can be described and measured to some extent"



(WRC, "Procedures for. . . ", 1969, p. 55). The four account system

was to ". . . reveal the cost in national income terms of achieving the

other objectives" (WRC, 'Procedures for. . . ", 1969, P. 57). The

opportunities foregone were defined as the ". . . differences between

net benefits of the plan under analysis as compared with the relevant

alternative for each objective" (WRC, "Procedures for. . - ", 1969,

.:
The "Blue Book" also includes references to complementary and

supplementary projects and programs. Outputs such as open space,

park land acquisitions, natural beauty enhancement, model cities, and

urban renewal are viewed as being complementary or supplementary

to water resource development (WRC, "Procedures for. .. ", 1969,

p. 68). All projects and programs of the government must be taken

into consideration in water resource development (WRC, "Procedures

for.. . ", 1969, p 69).

The Water Resources Council requested that tests be made of the

proposed water resource planning guidelines as presented in the "Blue

Book". Most of these tests were accomplished during the period

September, 1969 to July, 1970. The test teams were to use the guide-

lines to measure all benefits and costs and to formulate alternative

plans. A total of 19 tests were conducted on 10 projects (WRC, "A

Summary... ", 1970, pp. 1-2).
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One of the most significant test reports to this study was the

test accomplished by Major (1970). A net benefit transformation

curve was utilized in the analysis. The concept of a net benefit trans-

formation curve was justified by the reasoning that ". . . (since) a unit

of benefit cancels a unit of cost for a given objective, we are inter-

ested only in the net benefits toward each objective of each alternative

project or program design" (Major, 1970, p. 5). Each combination of

net benefits toward the objectives of concern are plotted in an

"objective-objective" diagram. The boundary of the resulting set of

points is the transformation curve. This boundary then represents the

.technically feasible choices... "(Major, 1970, pp. 5-6).

A net benefit transformation curve was then derived for net

dollar benefits vs ecological acres saved. The net benefit transfor-

mation curve, so derived, is reproduced in Figure Z. Net benefits

were found to increase at the same time as ecological acres saved

increased to approximately ZOO acres. Net benefits were then deter-

mined to decrease for further increases in ecological acres. The

optimum combination of net national income and ecological acres was

found by imposing a social indifference curve on the diagram and

finding the tangency point. The "trade-off", then, was viewed as the

5Net dollar benefits from the project were used as a measure of
net national product (or income). Also, the various combinations
were generated with alternative plans for development.
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exchange of ecological acres saved for net dollar benefits. In essence,

the Uslope of the net benefit transformation curve reproduced in Fig-

ure 2 was viewed as the trade-off ratio.

Several other test teams also dealt explicitly with the question

of non-commensurate benefits and costs and the trade-off ratio con-

cept. The procedure for calculating the trade-offs were found lacking

by most teams (WRC, "A Summary. 1970, p. 21). One test team

specified that agencies should only define the nature of trade-offs

involved and not try to define the goals of society (WRC, "A Summary

U p. II-C-6). Another team discovered that U the Task Force

report (Blue Book) had not presented a means whereby.. .trade-offs

between each component (can be) highlighted. .. " (WRC, "A Summary

", 1970, p. II-D-8). Still another test team determined that the

trade-offs cannot be calculated if project costs are arbitrarily

allocated between various objectives (WRC, "A Summary. . . ", 1970,

p. IU-A-15). Another team felt one trade-off was represented by the

difference in return from a 160 acre farm as compared to the most

efficient size farm (implicitly assumed larger). The 160 acre limita-

tion on irrigable acres was assumed to represent a return to the

well-being account. The value of the addition to well-being was

assumed measurable by the difference in returns from the "efficient"

vs. the 160 acre farm (WRC, "A Summary.. . ", 1970, p. 1II-B-l).
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A trade-off ratio between net dollar benefits and acres of green-

belt was calculated by one team. Several alternative plans for devel-

opment, all with different costs, were used in the calculation process

(Tennessee Valley Authority, 1970, pp. 36-38). General directions of

change were found in another study (U.S. Corp of Engineers, 1970).

Irrigation benefits were thought to decline for increases in environ-

mental quality. An interesting statement was that ".
. the trade-offs

(for that particular project) might carry an increasingly high price

tag" (U.S. Corp of Engineers, 1970, p. 62). A hypothetical goal

function showing the relationship between net national income benefits

and environmental quality benefits was discussed by another team

(Schramm, 1970, pp. 28-33). The functional relation was referred to

as a "trade-off function". In general, nearly all teams recommended

further research into means for calculating trade-offs.

The recommendations of the test teams, the public, federal

agencies, and further revision by the Special Task Force of the Water

Resources Council resulted in a revised planning document in July,

1970 (WRC, "Principles. .. ", and "Standards. . . ", 1970). A few more

recommendations were made to the Water Resources Council in

August, 1970. The Water Resources Council made some more revi-

sions, which gave rise to the Principles and Standards as published in

December, 1971 (WRC, "Proposed Principles. . . ", 1971). The

Principles and Standards changed considerably from the "Blue Book"
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in 1969. Much more detail regarding non-commensurate benefits and

trade-off calculations was presented in the 1971 publication.

Several alternative plans for development were to be formulated

for each potential project site. The number of plans formulated, in

addition to other factors, ". . . will depend upon complementarities or

conflicts among specified components of the objectives. . . " (WRC,

'Proposed Principles. . . ", 1971, p. 24148). If trade -offs are

expected to be large, an alternative plan for each objective is to be

formulated. One alternative plan will represent maximum national

income and one plan should achieve a very high level of environmental

quality. Other combinations may be formed so no best plan is missed.

The trade -offs are to be displayed in order to facilitate the determina-

tion of the most desirable mix of beneficial effects. Trade-offs are to

be presented such as ". . . to facilitate administrative and legislative

review and decision" (WRC, "Proposed Principles. . . ", 1971, p.

24148). It was also noted that several of the components of the multi-

objectives may affect one another in adverse (or beneficial) ways.

This phenomenon, common in plan formulation, was referred to as a

"joint effect relationship" (WRC, "Proposed Principles. . . ", 1971,

p. 24151). At one point, a specific type of trade-off was mentioned,

as specified in the following quotation (WRC, "Proposed Principles

" 1971, p. 24151):



Explicit recognition should be given to the desirability of
diverting a portion of the Nation's resources from produc-
tion of more conventional market oriented goods and
services in order to accomplish environmental objectives.
As incomes and living levels increase, society appears
less willing to accept environmental deterioration in
exchange for additional goods and services in the market
place (underlining added).

The calculation of trade -offs is seen as a very integral part of the

planning arid development process. The planning process, as

described by the Water Resources Council, was represented as

(WRC, "Proposed Principles. . . ', p. 24168):

The Planning Process

i*l. Specify components of
the multi-objectives

I

relevant to planning
I setting.

L-. Review and reconsider
the specified com-
ponents and formulate 4
additional alternative
plans.

24

2. Evaluate resource capabilities
and expected conditions without
any plan.

3. Formulate alternative plans to
achieve varying levels of con-
tributions to the specified com-
ponents of the multiobjectives.

4. Analyze the differences among
alternative plans to show
trade-offs among the specified
components of the multi-
objectives.

6. Select a recommended plan
from among the alternatives
based upon an evaluation of the
trade -off s among the various
objectives.
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The process for formulation of alternative plans was also

outlined in the WRC guidelines. It was noted that complementary

components are related in such a manner that ". . . the satisfaction of

one component need does not preclude the satisfaction of the other

component needs... " (WRC, "Proposed Principles... ", 1971,

p. 24171). Given components (products, benefits) are complementary,

only one plan for development is needed. The implication was that

trade-offs were not needed. The need for alternative plans is seen as

arising, in part, from components that are "conflicting". Components

(products, benefits) that are in conflict are related in such a manner

that ". . . the satisfaction of one will reduce the satisfaction of others".

The complementary components are seen as '.. . the building blocks

for the formulation of alternative plans'7 (WRC, 'Proposed

Principles.. ", 1971, p. 24172). The number of alternative plans

presented is a function of the number of component needs; i.e., there

should be ". . at least one plan that generally satisfies each specified

component need of the multiobjectives". The trade-off calculation

process is seen to be facilitated by forming one plan with emphasis on

the national economic developmentobjective. In addition, another plan

should emphasize environmental quality. Plans with varying degrees

of contribution to each of these objectives are also formulated. Given

all these plans, trade-offs can be calculated. Movement away from

the maximum environmental quality level obtained in one plan toward
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higher levels of national income achievement in another plan is seen as

a "trade-off" (WRC, "Proposed Principles.. . , 1971, p. 24172).

The multiple objective planning procedures were then submitted

to more testing and review. The WRC made some more revisions and

published the document in 1973. This version was approved by the

President and placed in effect on October 25, 1973. The most signifi-

cant change in the document was a reduction in the number of objec-

tives from four to two, as given by (WRC, "Establishment of.. .

1973, p. 24781):

1. to enhance national economic development by increasing
the value of the Nation's output of goods and services and
improving national economic efficiency,

2. to enhance the quality of the environment by the man-
agement, conservation, preservation, creation,
restoration, or improvement of the quality of certain
natural and cultural resources and ecological systems.

The effects of proposed projects on regional development and social

well-being were still to be displayed. These two elements were no

longer to be considered, however, as objectives. Several other

changes were also made, but none that changed the basic recommenda-

tions regarding trade-off ratio calculations.

Trade -offs were still to be calculated among the components of

the objectives. Also, trade-offs were to be used to select a recom-

mended plan from all those developed by the planning agency (WRC,

"Establishment of. . . ", 1973, p. 24824). At least one plan
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emphasizing national economic development and one with emphasis on

environmental quality were to be developed. Also, u other alterna-

tive plans reflecting significant trade -offs between the national eco-

nomic development and environmental quality objectives may be

formulated so as not to overlook a best overall plan' (WRC, "Estab-

lishment of. . . ", 1973, p. 24830). The relative value of components

measured in non-monetary terms can be estimated by calculating what

is given up or traded-off among plans. It was also noted that the pur-

pose of calculating trade -offs was not ".. . to convert such effects to

monetary equivalents but to gain an insight with respect to the relative

value of such effects by understanding their impact upon monetary

values..."(WRC, "Establishment of...", 1973, P. 24831). Trade-

offs, as in the earlier documents, were not defined explicitly.

Trade -offs were, however, most frequently referred to as signifying

the monetary loss from providing some non-monetary (non-money

valued) component of an objective. In fact, in one hypothetical

(numerical) example, a trade-off between net dollar benefits and

contributions to the environmental quality objective was discussed.

It appears the designers of the new planning procedures felt that no

further definition of a "trade-off ratio" was necessary.

A few papers and articles have been published regarding very

specific approaches to calculating the trade-offs among incommen-

surables. One approach to calculating trade-offs involves use of total



and marginal benefit functions (Deyine, 1966). Some (hypothetical)

total benefit functions were used to illustrate that approach. Two of

the tables used to calculate the trade-offs1T in that approach are

reproduced here in Tables 1 and 2. The total costs of producing

either water for reclamation or recreation hours is presented in Table

1. A total of $1,000,000, for example, can be used to provide

$1,375,000 in total dollar benefits or 3,700, 000 user-hours (benefits)

of recreation. Combinations are also possible (DeVine, 1966, P. 385).

A total of $700, 000 could be allocated to water reclamation leaving

$300, 000 for provision of recreation hours, for example. This allo-

cation would give $1,225,000 of total benefits and 1,950,000 user-

hours of recreation (Table 1). Trade-offs can be determined by

looking at the marginal changes (IjeVine, 1966, p. 385). The trade-

offs calculated by this process are presented in Table 2. Starting with

an initial allocation of $800, 000 to water reclamation (WR) and

$200, 000 to recreation (R), a reduction of $100, 000 to WR results in

a $75, 000 reduction in total dollar benefits. The increase in recrea-

tion benefits, however, is 700, 000 user-hours. The implicit value of

user-hours of R is $0. 11 per hour (Table 2). A reduction in the allo-

cation of cost to WR from $100, 000 to 0 results in a decrease in total

dollar benefits of $250, 000 and an increase in total recreation benefits

of 25, 000 user-hours. The implicit value of recreation for that case

is $10.00 per hour.
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Table 1. Total costs and total benefits.

Water Reclamation Recreation

Total Incremental Total Incremental Total Incremental

Cost Cost Benefit Benefit Benefit Benefit

(dollars) -(hours) ----------

100, 000 100, 000 250, 000 250, 000 600, 000 600, 000

200, 000 100, 000 475, 000 225, 000 1, 250, 000 650, 000

300, 000 100, 000 675, 000 200, 000 1, 950, 000 700, 000

400, 000 100, 000 850, 000 175, 000 2, 650, 000 700, 000

500, 000 100, 000 1, 000, 000 150, 000 3, 150, 000 500, 000

600, 000 100, 000 1, 125, 000 125, 000 3, 450, 000 300, 000

700, 000 100, 000 1, 225, 000 100, 000 3, 550, 000 100, 000

800, 000 100, 000 1, 300, 000 75, 000 3, 62S, 000 75, 000

900, 000 100, 000 1, 350, 000 50, 000 3, 675, 000 50, 000

1, 000, 000 100, 000 1, 375, 000 25, 000 3, 700, 000 25, 000

Reproduced from (DeVine, 1966, P. 385).

Table 2. Marginal changes and trade-offs.

Reduce Investment
in Water Reclamation

in $100, 000
Increments to:

Give Up
Benefits

Valued at:

Trade -offs
To Get Additional

User-Hours of
Recreation of:

Implied
Minimum Value

of Recreation
(per hour)

(dollars) (dollars)

700, 000 75, 000 700, 000 0. 11

600, 000 100, 000 700, 000 0. 14

500, 000 125, 000 500, 000 0. 25

400, 000 150, 000 300, 000 0. 50

300,000 175,000 100,000 1.75

200,000 200,000 75,000 2.67

100, 000 225, 000 50, 000 4. 50

0 250,000 25,000 10.00

Reproduced from (DeVine, 1966, p. .386).
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This is a different approach than used by many of the teams that

tested the proposed Principles and Standards as total benefits are

utraded..offu for a non-money valued output and costs were held con-

stant. Net benefits were considered as the relevant ulossH figure in

most other recommendations and costs were allowed to vary.

Another recommended approach for calculating trade-offs

appeared in the literature in 1973 (Marshall, 1973), The recommen-

dation was "...based on that (approach) followed by the Water

Resources Council and a technique described in the literature for

treating incommensurable values in benefit cost analysis" (Marshall,

1973, p. 2). The "technique described in the literature" was the

article by DeVine (1966). It is not apparent to this author that either

of the recommendations by the Water Resources Council or DeVine

were followed exactly.

The approach recommended by Marshall also makes use of

marginal values. The table of hypothetical total benefit functions used

by Marshall is reproduced in Table 3. Expenditures were incremented

by $100, 000 to give various levels of national economic development

(NED), environmental quality (EQ), and regional development (RD)

benefits (Table 3). The measures of benefits are total; i. e. , net

benefits can only be obtained by subtracting the total expenditure fig-

ures (Marshall, 1973, p. 2). As an example, $500, 000 can be used to

provide $660, 000 of NED and 2 "units" of EQ and $850, 000 of RD



Table 3. Alternative project designs with multiobjectives.

Design

Expenditures
$iO3

Marginal Total

Benefits to

Marginal

NED

Total

Benefits EQ
Unit Index

Marginal Total

Benefits to RD
io

Marginal Total

1 100 100 200 200 0 0 250 250
2 100 200 160 360 0 0 200 450
3 100 300 130 490 0 0 150 600
4 100 400 100 590 -2 -2 150 750
5 100 500 70 660 4 2 100 850
6 100 600 40 700 2 4 80 930
7 100 700 10 710 6 10 50 980

Reproduced from (Marshall, 1973, p. 3).



benefits. These are different forms of total benefit functions than

recommended by DeVine (1973). In order for the two approaches to

be identical, the $500, 000 expenditure in Table 3 would have to allow

provision of $660, 000 of NED or 2 units of EQ or $850, 000 of RD

benefits. The benefit figures in Table 3 are, however, total figures

which is consistent with DeVine (1973) but apparently inconsistent with

recommendations made by the Water Resources Council (WRC,

"Establishment of... ", 1973). 6

The trade-off ratio calculation process recommended by

Marshall, as a result, is different. Marginal benefits are said to be

equal to marginal expenditures for Design 4. Designs 5 and 6 repre-

sent emphasis on ". . . marginal investments for environmental

enhancement.. ." (Marshall, 1973, p. 3). Controversy develops at

Design 4 as EQ was negative; thus, trade-off calculations are needed

for Designs 4-7 (Marshall, 1973, p. 3). The trade-off, under this

approach, is said to be determined by the choice of design. Choice of

Design 4 over Design 3 implies that RD benefits are worth at least an

EQ decline of -Z (Marshall, 1973, p. 4). If Design 5 is chosen, the

6The exact recommendation made by the Water Resources
Council is not clear to this author. Many of the teams that did test
studies, however, used net benefits in trade-off calculations (see
pages 16-27, this chapter).

7It should be noted, however, that marginal expenditures also
contribute to EQ and RD benefits.
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implication is that the 4 unit increase in EQ combined with the

$100, 000 increase in RD is worth the ". . . $30, 000 by which marginal

expenditures exceed marginal NED benefits" (Marshall, 1973, p. 4).

Further, selecting Design 6 rather than 5 implies that ". . . $60, 000 of

NED equivalent benefits are willingly foregone for 2 units of EQ bene-

fits and $80, 000 of RD benefits" (Marshall, 1973, p. 4). This is a

completely different approach than recommended by DeVine (1966) for

calculating trade-offs. In fact, the actual values of the trade-offs are

not calculated in Marshall's study (1973).

Another approach to calculating trade-offs is presented in Miller

(1973). The model used is attributed to the study by Major (1969)

referenced earlier in this chapter. A "net effect transformation func-

tion" is developed (Miller, 1973, p. 12). The optimum combination of

two objectives, say economic efficiency and environmental quality, is

determined in the following manner (Miller, 1973, p. 12):

The combination of social objectives is optimal at the point
where the net effect transformation function is tangent to
the highest attainable social indifference function. At that
point the slope of a line drawn tangent to both functions is
equal to the negative of the marginal weight on environ-
mental quality relative to economic efficiency and to the
negative of the marginal trade off between these two objec-
tives (underlining added).

The objective function used in the programming model was the present

value of net benefits; i.e. , the difference between the present value of

total benefits and total costs was maximized. This quantity was then
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changed by constraining the solution with various environmental

constraints. The environmental constraints were then changed sys-

tematically through the use of parametric programming (Miller, 1973,

p. 13). One of the trade-off functions so developed is reproduced in

Table 4. In order to reduce sediment phosphorous from 7, 521 to

6, 201 pounds (a change of 1320 pounds), net dollar benefits had to be

reduced from $63, 409 to $57, 790 (a change of $5, 619). The "trade-

off" ratio is $5, 619/13 20 Ibs $4. 26/pound. Similarly, the trade-off

ratio was determined to be $5. 95/pound for the next step (Table 4).

Net dollar benefits are ttraded_offU for improvements in the environ-

ment. Each of the points along the 'trade-off" function is a different

plan for development (which more than likely has a different cost).

Table 4. Trade-off between net dollar benefits and sedi-
ment phosphorous for West Boggs Creek.

Net National Sediment Phosphorous Trade-Off
Benefit Level, lbs Ratio, $/lbs

63,409 11, 190
63,409 0. 07,521
57,790 4. 266,201
50,289 5. 954,940
Reproduced from (Miller, 1973, p. 16).

Several alternative ways of optimizing a multiple objective

function, where some benefits (outputs, objectives) are incommensu-

rable, have been proposed in the literature. Some writers on the
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subject evaluate trade-offs'T by sacrificing net dollar benefits and

others recommend using total dollar benefits. Others used net

national income. In some cases, no mention is made of the type of

'benefits' (total or net) used in the trade-off calculation. Some

authors keep total expenditures or costs constant when evaluating

trade-off s while most make absolutely no reference to cost. At least

one writer felt that trade-off ratios were impossible to calculate

given that joint costs had been allocated among various project outputs,

while others see no relation between joint costs (and the allocation

problem) and trade-offs (at least no mention is made of any possible

relation). These authors are not speaking of the same "trade-off"

ratio. There seems to be considerable disagreement, at best, and

confusion, at worst, regarding the process for arriving at trade-offs.

The conceptual base for a trade-off ratio (or ratios) needs to be

developed to serve as a guideline for the development of procedures

useful in determining trade-offs.
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III. THEORY OF MULTIPLE OUTPUT PRODUCTION

The purposes of this chapter are: 1) to discuss the physical

characteristics of multiple output production, 2) to discuss the eco-

nomic optimization process, and 3) to indicate some problems associated

with the economic optimization process which give rise to a need

for trade-off calculations.

Physical Production Relationships

Multiple output production processes result whenever inputs can

(or must) be used jointly or can be used alternatively in the production

of more than one product; i.e. , the products are technically connected

This description of multiple output production includes only those

situations where products are related in some technical way via the

resources used in production. As a result, multiple output production

processes result completely from physical, technical phenomenon.

Products produced by a single firm, for example, would not be con-

sidered multiple outputs unless the products were related in some

manner to the same resources.

The most general case of multiple output production can be

described by the following system of production relations:

8This definition of multiple output production follows closely that
of Frisch (1965, p. 269). The remainder of this chapter was devel-
oped mainly from the basic framework provided in Frisch (1965,
pp. 269-289).



where,

1F (q 1q ,.. . ,q ;x ,x2,.. . ,x ) = 0
1 2 m 1 n

F2(q1,q2,. . ,q ;x1,x2,. . . ,x ) 0rn n

F(q1,q ,. . . ,q ;x ,x,,. . . ,x ) 0
2 ml n

q. products, (i = 1,2,.., ,m),

= inputs, (j = 1,Z,...,n),

= production relations, (k = 1,2,.,.
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(3. 1)

Each production relation, Fk, is assumed independent; i.e. , no

one production relation can be deduced from any other production

relation or combination of relations. A production relation is taken

to mean any relation among products and/or factors. To clarify this

definition, a convention in this study will be to label various forms of

production relations in the following manner:

1. F'(q1, q2. = 0 shall be referred to as "factor free"

relations,

2. Fk(x1, x2,. .
, x) 0 shall be referred to as "product free"

relations,

3. Fk(q1,q2,... Xn) = 0

"production function" relations,

shall be referred to as

9This type of independence says nothing of the relations among
products.



As a result of these specifications, any of the functions in (3. 1) may be

factor free, product free, or production function relations.
10 The

production relation label, then, is a more general description of the

functions 1k (k = 1,2,... ,).

The system of equations represented in (3. 1) are perfectly gen-

eral and, as a result, can be used to represent all production

processes involving one or more products. Consider, for example,

the relation between wool (W), mutton (M), feed (E), labor (L), other

operating expenditure (0) and capital stock (C) represented by the

system of equations:

W = f(E,L,O,C)

M = g(E,L,O,C)
or,

1

(3.2)
F (W;E,L,O,C) 0

F2(M;E,L,O,C) - 0

In (3. 2), there are two production function relations, F' and F2

2). The wool and mutton production process is characterized by

both products (simultaneously) using the same set of resources. A

slightly different set of equations can be used to describe grass seed

production (G) where smoke (S) from field burning is one of the

products. Defining the resources to be land (N), labor (L), capital

'°uFreeH in the sense that the factor or product does not appear
in the function.



(C), and management (M), the system of equations could be of the

form:

S f(G)

G = g(N,L,C,M),
or,

1

(3.3)
F (5G) 0

F2(G;N,L,C,M) = 0.

In (3. 3), there is one factor free relation and one production function

relation. Grass seed (G) is characterized as using the resources

while the other product (S) is always produced concurrently.

Another type of production process that can be represented in the gen-

eral system (3. 1) is durum wheat (D) and malting barley (B) produc-

tion. Again, using the same inputs N, L, C, and M, the system of

equations can be represented by:

f(D,B) g(N,L,C,M)

or, (3.4)

F'(D,B;N,L,C,M) = 0.

In (3.4), there is only one production relation and the specific form

is the 'production function" relation. This production process is best

characterized by one where the resources can be used alternatively in

the production of the two products. Other examples of production



processes could be given. 11

Several specific classes of production processes need to be

identified in order to facilitate analysis. As noted earlier, equation

set (3. 1) can be used to represent and analyze all production proc-

esses; i.e. , it is perfectly general. It becomes useful, therefore, to

delineate several major classes of production. The values of impor-

tance to defining the classes include the degree of assortment (a) and

the degree of coupling (i<) (Frisch, 1965, pp. Z69-270).

The degree of assortment (a) is defined as the difference

between the number of products (m) and the number of production

relations (hi.) as represented in equation set (3. 1); i.e. a = m

The degree of assortment gives an indication of the amount of flexi-

bility inherent in the physical production process with respect to the

possibility for choice in determination of the product mix. A higher

degree of assortment (a large) is generally associated with greater

flexibility in determining the relative amounts of each q. (i = I ,2,... ,m)

produced. The least amount of flexibility in choice of the product mix

''The equation set (3. 1) encompasses single as well as multiple
output production. The system of equations for a single output q1
from factors x1,x2, . .. ,x may be represented by

q1 f(xix.. ,x) or F'(q1x1,x2,.. . ,x). In this case, there is
one production relation, namely a Hproduction functionu relation.
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is associated with a o.
12 These are, however, only general

tendencies. The flexibility in choice of the product mix is also

related to the degree of coupling (K).

The degree of coupling (K) is defined as the number of factor

free relations that can be deduced from the general system (3. 1).
13

This concept, as with the degree of assortment, affects the flexibility

inherent in the production process with respect to choice in the pro-

duct mix. In general, a production process with a level of K > 1

reflects a system with no flexibility for the products of concern,

while K 0 implies more flexibility.

The amount of flexibility inherent in production processes, then,

is dependent upon the values of both a and K. The possible corn-

binations that can occur and that must be reconciled are:

'2The possibility also exists for a < 0. When this occurs, a
"product free" relation exists among the relations in equation set (3.1).
This relation was not considered in this study other than to note the
existence of such phenomenon. See Frisch (1965, p. 270 and
pp. 279-280).

'3A "factor free" relation results whenever two or more pro-
ducts are related in some definite manner irregardless of the level
or allocation of factors, Stated in slightly more mathematical terms,
the function describing the relation between two products (or among
several) does not have any factors as arguments.

4Again, the cases where a < 0 have been excluded from the
presentation. See Footnote 12. Frisch does not discuss "flexibility"
in production processes in the manner of this section. The only
reference to flexibility is some mention of choice under different types
of production (Frisch, 1965, p. 273).
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1. a0, K>O

2. a0, K0
3. a>O, <0
4. a>O, K>O.

The following equations serve to illustrate the effect of various values

for a and K on flexibility in production processes involving two

products:

F1(q1,q2) 0

F2(q2;x1,x2,... ,x) = 0 (3.5)

a (m - 4=(2 - 2)= 0, K = 1

1F (q1;x1,x2,.. . . ,x) = 0

F2(q2; x1, x ,... , x ) = 0 (3. 6)
2 n

a (m p)(Z - 2) 0, K = 0

F'(q1,q2;x1,x2,...,x) 0
(3.7)

a (m )(2 - 1)= 1, K 0.

The case where a > 0 and K > 0 does not exist for two products.

The most flexible set of product relations among (3. 5), (3. 6), and

(3.7) is represented by the production function relation in (3.7) where

a 1 and K = 0. Given the total amounts of each resource available,

the manager can still decide what product mix to provide. The least
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amount of flexibility available in choosing the product mix for two

products is represented in (3.5), where a. = 0 and K 1. The

manager can have no further influence on the product mix once the

total amount of each resource has been specified. Some degree of

flexibility between these extremes is represented in (3. 6) for ci 0

and K = 0. For two products, then, the greatest flexibility in choice

of the product mix will result with a > 0 and x 0, while the

least flexibility will result when a 0 and K > 0.

Consider now an example set of equations for m > 2 products,

in the general form of equations (3. 5)-(3. 7), as given by:

F'(q1,q) 0

F2(q2,q) 0

(3.8)
rn-iF (q ,q )rn-i rn

F(q x ,x ,...,x )0rn 1 2 n

a(m-i)0, x(m-1)>O

F'(q1;xx2 ,x) 0

F (q2x1,x2,. . . ,x) = 0

(3.9)

F(q ; x x , .. . , x ) = 0ml 2 n

a = (m-i.) = 0, K = 0
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F'(q1,q2,... ,q ;x ,x2,...,x) = 0ml
(3. 10)

a = (m-) = (rn-i) >0, K = 0

F1(q1,q2,. .. ,q ) = 0rn-i
2F (q q ;x ,x ,...,x ) = 0 (3.11)rn-i m 1 2 n

a. = (m-j.) (m-2) > 0, K > 0.

Given m products (rn > 2) the most flexible system is, again,

characterized by a. > 0 and K = 0 as represented in equation set

(3. 10). Any other possible equation set representing a production

process will always have less flexibility in choice of the ultimate pro-

duct mix. Also, the least flexible system is, as before, characterized

by a = 0 and K > 0 as represented in equation set (3. 8). The

classification process is complicated slightly, however, with the

introduction of m > 2 because of the possibility of a > 0 and

K >0, represented in (3.11). The relative amounts of flexibility in

(3.9) and (3. 11), although within the extremes identified in (3.8) and

(3. 10), has yet to be established.

Many different sets of production relations can be illustrated

for the case where both a and K are greater than zero. One such

case is given in equation set (3. 11). Other illustrations of a >0 and

K > 0 are represented in the following sets of equations:
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arguments can be made for equation sets (3. 13) and (3. 14); i.e.,

there is more flexibility in (3. 13) and (3. 14) than in (3.9). 15

The inherent flexibilities in production processes can now be

categorized for the general situation of m products, production

relations, and n factors. The following possibilities are listed in

ascending order representing the least to the most flexible type of

production process:

1. a0, <>O
2. cL=O, K0

3. a>0, K>0

4. a>0, K0.

These four combinations of parameters also define the major classes

of production as given by: 16

1. factorially determined production:

a. with coupling a = 0, K >0,

b. without coupling a = 0, K = 0,

'5The flexible relations in (3. 13) are the q2,q3 and q4q5
relations. The flexibility in (3. 14) exists for the q2,q4 and the
q1,q3 relations.

'6Factorially determined production with and without coupling
and assorted production without coupling are production laws deline-
ated byFrisch (.1965, pp. 269-281). The assorted production with
coupling, although not specifically excluded, is not discussed in Frisch.
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2. assorted production:

a. with coupling a > 0, K >0,

b. without coupling a >0, K 0

A verbal description of each of these classes can now be given.

Factor ially Determined Production

Factorially determined production is characterized by the degree

of assortment equal to zero (a 0). This type of production process

results whenever the amounts of each product produced are known as

soon as the factor quantities are given (Frisch, 1965, p. 270). Stated

in another manner, there is no flexibility in choice of the product mix

once the factor quantities are specified. 17 The major subclasses of

this type of production evolve from the value of K

Factorially Determined With Coupling. Factorially determined

production with coupling (K > 0) is a type of production process

where the relationships among the products are invariant with respect

to the factor quantities used. A somewhat general formulation of this

type of production is given in the equations:

'7Dillon characterized this type of production as "multiple
response without input control" (Dillon, 1968, pp. 42-43) instead of
"factorially determined production". Both labels, however, describe
the same type of production.



F'(q1,q)

F2(q2,

(3.15)

F1(q Yrn-i rn

F(q ;x,x,...,x)O.ml Z n

The products q1,q2,. . .q in (3. 15) are considered joint in pro-

duction; i. e. , there are several product relations that are factor free

as represented by F' - F' in (3. 15). The forms of F' - F'
of course, may vary. Linear functional forms would imply fixed

proportions among the products, while a non-linear form would imply

the relative amounts of products produced could vary for changes in

factor quantities. In any case, (i-l) of the functional relations

among the products are invariant with respect to the factor quantities;

1i.e., F F are factor free relations.

The exact nature of the relationship among the products of

course, has to be determined for each and every production process

under consideration. Consider, for example, the case of factorially

determined production with coupling in the case of two products and

two factors as represented in Figures 3 and 4. The isoquants or

iso-product curves for products q1 and q2 are represented by the

solid and dotted lines, respectively in Figure 3. Resource levels

x of x1 and x of x can be used to produce q and
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Figure 3. Isoquants for the factorially determined with coupling production law.
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of q1 and q2, respectively. The isoquants representing q

and q overlay one another; i. e. , the products are joint. Similarly,

q and q of q1 and q2 respectively, can be produced with

and of the respective resources Again the products are

joint as the isoquants for the two products coincide completely

(Figure 3).

Several alternative forms of relationships between the two

products are now possible. Curve DC in Figure 4 represents only one

of the many possible relationships. The manner in which changes

with a change in q1 can easily be discerned given knowledge of one

of these curves. Assume an increase in the amount of resources

represented by a movement from A to B in Figure 3. The amount of

q1 increased from q' to q and q2 increased from q to

q. Assuming the relevant relationship between q1 and q2 to be

0G., the change in the resource base caused an increase in both q1

and q2 as represented by the movement from (q, q) to (q1, q)

along curve DC (Figure 4). For this particular case, q2 increased

at a diminishing rate for an increase in q1. The same change in q1

and could result from a different initial and subsequent alloca-

tion of resources as is shown by the movement from C to D in Figure

3. The relationship between q1 and q2 is invariant with respect

to the factor quantities; i. e. , the relationship is factor free. Also, it

must be emphasized that curve DC is not a transformation (iso-factor,
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iso-resource) curve. The transformation tcurvetT for joint products

is only a point in product space. The product-product relation

normally discussed in the economic literature does not exist for this

case.

Factorially Determined Without Coupling. Another case of

factorially determined production is characterized by K = 0 or no

coupling. The relationship among the products now depends upon the

factor quantities used. The general formulation of this type of pro-

duction is given in the equations:

1 x) 0F (q1;x1,x2,...,
2 x) =0F (q2;x1,x..., n (3.16)

F(q;x1,x2,. . . ,x) = 0.

The products q1q2 . . . ,q in (3. 16) are considered separable in

production. The relative amounts of each product produced can be

varied (within limits) by changing the factor quantities. Separability

simply means that K = 0 (Frisch, 1965, p. 271).

The case of factorially determined production without coupling is

illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The isoquant maps for products q1

and q2 overlap but do not coincide completely (Figure 5). The

resource level represented at point A can be used to produce q of

q1 and q of q2. Increases in x1 and x2 along OF give
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Figure 5. Isoquants for the factorially determined without coupling production law.
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Figure 6. Relationship between two separable products.
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increases in q1 and q2 up to q and q at C. Further

increases in the resource level beyond point C results in further

increases in q1 but a decline in q2 (Figure 5). The nature of the

relationship between q1 and q2 for movements along OF in Figure

5 is illustrated by OF' in Figure 6. The amount of q2 and q1

both increase up to C', while q2 decreases for further increases in

q1 beyond C' (Figure 6). Movement along OF in Figure 5, of course,

requires changes in the amounts of resource used.

Many different relationships between q1 and will result

from different factor combinations. A slightly different path than OF

in Figure 5 will give a different relationship between and q2

in Figure 6. The relationship among products is not invariant with

respect to the factor quantities; i. e. the relationship is not factor

free. Also, as in the previous case, there is no transformation

(iso-factor, iso-resource) relation. The physical amounts of the van-

ous resources vary along all curves such as OF' in Figure 6. Also,

then, the product-product relation as normally presented in the

economic literature does not exist for this case.

Assorted Production

Assorted production is characterized by the degree of as sort-

ment being greater than zero (a > 0). This type of production

process describes a situation where a choice (regarding product mix)
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arises even though the factor quantities are given (Frisch, 1965,

p. 273). Stated in another manner, there is flexibility in choice of the

product mix once the factor quantities are specified. The major sub-

classes of this type of production, again, depend on the value of K.

Assorted With Coupling. Assorted production with coupling

(< > 0) is a type of production process where there is flexibility in

choice (regarding product mix) for some of the products and essen-

tially no choice for other products once the factor quantities are

specified. A somewhat general formulation of this type of production

is given by the equations:

F1(q1,q2) = 0

F2(q2,q) = 0

(3.17)

= 0mZ

The products q1q2, . . . ,q2q in (3. 17) are considered joint in

production while the relationship between q1 and q is con-

sidered assorted. The assorted production with coupling case is

essentially a mixture of the facto rially determined with coupling and

the assorted without coupling cases.
18

18This terminology is somewhat confusing. A production proc-
ess classified as "assorted with coupling" implies only that there is at
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As sorted Without Coupling. Assorted production without

coupling (K = 0) is a type of production process exhibiting greater

flexibility in choice of the product mix. This case is discussed most

frequently in the economic literature, but under different names.
19

A relationship among the products results from specification of the

factor quantities. The specific amounts of each product to produce

must still be determined. Stated in another manner, the product mix

is no longer factorially determined. Some further criteria beyond the

technical relations must be used to determine the relative amounts of

each product produced1 even though factor quantities are given. The

general formulation of this type of production is given in the equation:

least one factor free relation (a coupling) and at least one production
function re1ation (such as F1-' in 3. 17), All factor free relations, in
turn, arise from factorially determined production. This subclass
could also, then, be considered as representing "assorted and
factorially determined with coupling" production. It is, indeed, a
mixture. The important consideration is whether or not the alloca-
tions of each factor are known. If every allocation is known, the
assorted classification must be applied. If some are not known. there
is some mixture.

'9Dillon characterizes this type of production as "multiple
response with input control" (Dillon, 1968, pp. 44-45). Carison, on
the other hand, calls this form of production process "joint produc-
tion" (Carlsori, 1939, pp. 76-95). This case has also been described
as representing "joint, products", but technically independent products
were (supposedly) excluded from the discussion (Henderson, 1971,

pp. 89-98). The numerical example used in Henderson, however, is a
case of technically independent products by the Carison definition (see
Appendix B for a discussion of independence and interdependence).



F1(q1,q2,.. . ;x1,x2, ... ,x) = 0. (3.18)

The products q1,q2,...,q in (3.18) are considered assorted in

production. The underlying production functions are assumed to be

of the form:

,xq1 = q1(x11,x21, ni

q2 q2(x12,x22, n2 (3. 1a)

q =q (x ,x ,...,x
m m lm Zm nm

where x. (j = 1,2,... ,n; i 1,2,... ,m; i I j) represents the

amount of the jth resource allocated to the ith product.
20

The case of assorted production for two products and two factors

is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Given of and x of

x2, many relationships between and q2 can be generated.

The production functions of (3. 18a) are represented in Figure 7 for

two factors and two products. One of the relationships between q1

and q2 can be determined by a mapping of OR from factor space

(Figure 7) into product space (Figure 8) to give the production

20Another possible form of the underlying production function is
given by: q. q.(x1.x2.,. . . x.;q) (i,k = 1,2,... ,m; i I k). This

form of production function will also give rise to the summary rela-
tion shown in (3. 18) (Mundlak, 1971, p. 493; Samuelson, 'The Funda-
mental. . 1966, pp. 34-35).

I-

_
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possibility or transformation curve AB. A larger amount of

resources, and will give another relationship between

q1 and q2 as determined by the mapping of QS (Figure 7) into pro-

duct space. The resulting transformation curve in product space is

CD (Figure 8). A change in the factor quantities gave rise to an

entirely new relationship between q1 and q2. A decrease in q2

is always associated with an increase in q1 along transformation

curves AB and CD (Figure 7); the total resource levels along any one

curve, however, are constant. This is the product-product relation

normally discussed in the economic literature.

Economic Optimization

The economic optimization process must now be identified for

the different types of production. The economic optimization process

will vary dependent upon the type of underlying physical production

relations.

Factorially Determined Production

Economic optimization under factorially determined production

can be viewed from either the input or the output side. Viewed from

21A transformation curve can also be called a factor isoquant
(Frisch, 1965, p. 277) or iso-factor curve. In any case, this form of
relationship is defined for constant amounts of the factors. The
derivation of a transformation curve is presented in Ferguson
CTransformation. 1962, 96-102).

I
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the input side, the process is essentially the same as for single output

production (Frisch, 1965 , p. Z8Z). Consider the case for two factors

and two products as represented in the equations:

q1 q1(x1,x2) (3. 19)

= q2(x1x2) (3. 9a)

R = p1q1(x1,x2) + p2q2(x1,x) (3. 19b)

C r1x1 + r2x2 (3. 19c)

where,

q1,q2 = products,

= factors,

R total revenue,
x

C = total cost,
x

prices of the products,

r1, r2 = prices of the factors.

The prices of the products and the factors in the revenue (R) and cost

(C) functions, respectively are assumed constant. Using (3. 19b) and

(3. 19c), the (unconstrained) profit function is given by:

p1q1(x1,x2) + p2q2(x1,x2) - r1x1 - rx2. (3. 19d)

Profits will be maximized when the first partial derivatives of T

with respect to each of the factors is equal to zero and the differential



d2ir is negative (Dillon, 1968, P. 43). Stated symbolically, these

conditions are represented by:

alT
aq1 8q2

= Pi + p2 - r1 0 (3. l9e)

air
aq1 8q2

= Pi + Pz r2 0 . (3. 19f)

The requirement of d2ir < 0 guarantees a concave (from above)

profit function and, as a consequence, maximum rather than minimum

profits where equations (3. 19e) and (3. 19f) are satisfied (Dillon, 1968,

pp. 43-44). Using equations (3. 19e) and (3. 19f), an expansion path is

given by:

aq1 aq2 aq1 aq2

(3.19g)

The maximum profit level of production is conditional on the relative

product prices. The product prices influence the location of the hlpathu

and the maximum profit combination of outputs. Reference to Figure

9 will help clarify this point.

A hypothetical case for two products and two factors of the

general form of (3. 19)-(3. l9a) is represented in Figure 9. The

isoquants for product q1 are represented by q, q'1, and q' in

I
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Figure 9. Isoquants and expansion paths, factorially determined without coupling production.
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ascending order of magnitude. Assume, for example, the price of

q1 is zero (p1 = 0). In this case, equation (3. l9g) reduces to:

8x1
(3. 19h)

ax2

This path is represented in Figure 9 by OA. The amount of q1

produced along OA does not affect the maximum profit level of q2

Similarly, a zero price for q2 (p2 0) is represented by OB.

Again, output will be expanded along the path regardiés of the level

of the other output (in this case q2) until profits are maximized

from the production of q1. Another possible case is represented by

OC for some non-zero prices for both q1 and q2

Identification of the expansion path, of course, does not give the

point at which profits are maximized. Given the actual forms of the

production functions and the actual prices for factors and products,

however, this point can be easily found. The maximum profit point is

given by the simultaneous solution of the equations (3. 19e) and (3. 19f).

In essence, the resources x1 and x2 are increased in the pro-

portions specified on the relevant expansion path as long as the

marginal revenue from the products concerned exceeds the marginal

cost. This becomes clearer when the process is viewed from the

'output side1.
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The total revenue and cost function can also be expressed as

functions of the product quantities. Equations (3. 19b) and (3. 19c) then

become of the form;22

Rq p1q1 + p2q2 = Rq(q1i q2) (3. 19i)

Cq = Cq(qj q2)

where,

R = total revenue,
q

C = total cost.
q

(3. l9j)

All other variables are defined as before. The effect of changes in

relative product prices on shifts in the production emphasis can now

be isolated (Frisch, 1965, p. 283). The goal of rnaxiumum profits

is reached when the iso-cost curves are tangent to the respective

iso-revenue curves. The profit function is now represented by the

f o rm:

iT p1q1 + p2q2 - Cq(qj q2). (3. 20)

Profits are maximized when the first partial derivatives of the profit

function in (3. 20) are set equal to zero and the differential d2iT is

negative. Production of both products is expanded as long as the

partial marginal revenue exceeds the partial marginal cost for each

22See Appendix A for the derivation of the iso-cost curve in
product space.



product (Frisch, 1965, P. 285).

Assorted Production

The economic optimization process under assorted production

can also be viewed either from the input or the output side. The

actual process of optimizing according to economic criteria is, in

fact, very similar to factorially determined production. Consider the

case for two factors and two products as represented in the equations:

F1(q1,q2;x1.x2)0 (3.21)

Rq = p1q1 + p2q2 (3.2la)

C = r x +r x . (3.Zlb)11 22

The variables are defined as before. Several approaches to economic

optimization can now be followed. One approach involves the assump-

tion that each q. is independent of the amount of I ' k, pro-

duced (Dillon, 1968, pp. 44-45). The underlying production functions

reflecting this assumption are given by:

q1 q1(x11,21) (3.21c)

q2 = q2(x12,x22) . (3.2.ld)

Given production functions (3.Zlc) and (3. Zid) the profit function
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becomes of the form:

The maximum profit (maximum ir ) will be attained when each of the

rr. are at a maximum (Dillon, 1968, p. 44). For the present case of

two factors and two products, the individual (unconstrained) profit

functions are of the form:

p1q1(x11,x21) r1x11 - r2x21 (3.Zle)

r x - r x . (3.21f)= p2q2(x12, x22)
1 12 2 22

The resulting mn equalities (m products and n factors) must be

satisfied, along with second order conditions, for maximum profits

(Dillon, 1968, p. 45). The optimization process as viewed from the

output side is well documented elsewhere.

Non-Market Goods and Production Trade-Off Ratios

The economic decision process is usually described for a case

where markets exist for all the products and factors of concern. The

choice process is necessarily different given the existence of

23See, for example, Henderson (1971, pp. 89-93). An
approach for deriving the iso-cost curve in product space is outlined
in Appendix A of this study.



non-market goods. One approach, given the lack of some prices, is

to identify the production conditions. The alternative product and

factor combinations can then be presented to some decision making

entity for consideration. Assuming the decision body can reflect

societies' preferences, choice of a product mix gives an implicit value

for the non-money valued product and/or factor.

The important production conditions for this process are the

iso-cost and production function relations. Given the transformation

ratios along an iso-cost surface, choice of a point on the surface gives

the implicit price ratios among the products. This transformation

ratio is referred to as a product-product trade-off ratio in this study.

Similarly, given the transformation ratios along a production function

surface, choice of a point gives the implicit factor-product price ratio.

This transformation ratio is referred to as a factor-product trade-off

ratio in this study. The elements affecting these two ratios must now

be identified.

Nature of the Product-Product Trade-Off Ratio

Given the absence of a market price for one or more products,

the entity providing the products must be especially concerned with

the effect of various actions on the eventual product-product trade-off

ratio. Trade-off ratio calculations may be misleading unless the

underlying technical relations are known. Also, product-product
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trade -offs must be calculated along the correct curve; i. e. , trade-offs

cannot be calculated along interior iso-cost curves or between curves.

In addition, the effects of intermediate product relationships must be

isolated.

Effects of Technical Interdependence and Independence. The

type of technical relationships among the products can have a very

significant effect on the product-product trade-off ratio- The various

types of possible technical production relations are presented in

Carlson (1939, pp. 84-102). The classification system for products

is based on the sign of the mixed derivative, (a2C / aq1aq2) , where

C represents the cost of production.
24 Products are classified

according to the following scheme (Carlson, 1939, pp. 82-83)
25

24The costs of production are defined along the least cost factor
expansion paths for each of the products in assorted production. The
relationships are maintained such that, for C f(q1,q2, . . .

r2 rn
aq. aq. /&x aq./ax

i i 1 i 2 i n

for all the products q (i - . ,m) (Carison, 1939, pp. 87-89).
In the case of factorially determined production, the cost function is
also defined for least cost combinations of factors, but not along any
factor expansion path as defined in the usual sense.

25A geometric approach to product classification is presented
in Appendix B. Also, there is further discussion of the notions of
technical interdependence and independence.



ac
aq1aq2

ac
>

a2c -0
aq1aq2

technically complementary,

technically competing,

technically independent.

(3. 22)

The characteristics of the various types of technical relations in (3.22)

can be described with reference to a particular example. Consider

three specific production relations, given by

2 2 a2c
C = a1 + q1 + q2 q1q2 8q8q = -1 < 0 (3. 22a)

2 2
C a2 + q1 + q2 + q1q2 ; = 1 >0 (3. 22b)

2
2 2

C a3 + q1 + q2 ; aq1aq2 0 (3.ZZc)

where,

C = cost of production,

q1,q2 products,

a1,a2,a3 constants.

The products are classified as technically complementary, technically

competitive, and technically independent in (3. ZZa), (3. 22b), and



(3. ZZc), respectively. The relations are illustrated in Figure 10 for

a1 a2 a3 0 and C C°. The upper, middle, and lower curves

represent technically complementary technically independents and

technically competitive products, respectively, for the same level of

resource use (constant costs).

The technical relations among the products determine the man-

ner in which q1 and q2 respond to a given level of resource

application. Given that q of q1 (Figure 10) is produced for

example a greater amount of q2 can be obtained if the production

relations are technically independent and/or complementary than if the

relation is technically competitive. This is represented by

q > q > q in Figure 10. The same amount of resource, C°,

gave rise to greater amounts of q2 when the products were not

technically competitive. The same relation holds for any given

amount of q2, such as q. The greatest amount of q1 can be

produced for the given q2 = q when the products are technically

complementary (Figure 10).

The product-product trade-off ratio is affected by the technical

relation among the products. The trade-off ratio at q2 q and

the given C = C°, for example, is the greatest at point C; i.e., the

trade-off ratio is the highest for the case exemplified when the pro-

ducts are technically complementary. The trade-off ratios at points

A and B are less than at point C.
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Figure 10. Iso-cost curves in product space illustrating technical interdependence
and independence.
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The effects of not using the correct iso-cost curve can be

outlined by imposing community indifference curves on the product

diagram. Assume the entity involved in producing products q1 and

has knowledge of the implicit price ratio between q1 and q2,

as represented by the slopes of the curves at points A, B, and C in

Figure 11. Assume the true relation between q1 and q2 is one of

technical independence. Also, assume the entity producing the two

products determines the ucorrecthr transformation curve to be QAR;

i.e. , the products are incorrectly classified as technically competi-

tive. Also, assume the entity is providing q1 and q2 at the ratio

represented at S, but would like to provide the level q of

as represented at A (Figure 11). An increase in cost and change in

allocation of resources from that at S to the allocation of resources

and cost at A, such as to generate q of q2, would appear to

result in a decrease in q1. This, indeed, would be the case if the

true relationship between q1 and was represented along QAR;

i.e., if q1 and q2 were actually technically competitive. Given,

however, the products were technically independent, attempts to move

from S to A would result in reaching point D, where q1 increased

from q to q' . The more preferable point from the communities

point of view, however, was to reach point B. The entities decision to

provide q of resulted in point D (assuming the true relation

was technical independence) when point B was preferred.
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0
I,"q'1 q1 q' q1

Figure 11. Iso-cost curves in product space, community indifference curves, and
expansion path.
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Another type of interdependence and independence that is also

"technical" in nature arises when transformation curves are related

in some manner. If there are common factors for various groups of

products, the transformation curves for each group of products are

not independent (Samuelson, 1947, pp. 235-236). Consider, for

example, two transformation functions representing the relations

among four products and two factors as given by:

1F (q1,q2;x1,x2) = 0 (3.22d)

2F (q3 q4; x1 x2) = 0 . (3. ZZe)

The two transformation functions in (3. 22d) and (3. ZZe) are not

independent; i. e., x1 and x2 must be allocated among all four

products. Consideration of these two transformation relations in

isolation could also lead to distortion in trade-off estimates. In fact,

the trade-offs (dq1/dq3), (dq1/dq4), (dq2/dq3), and (dq2/dq4) would

not even be evaluated. The two transformation functions represented

in (3.22d) and (3.ZZe) should be considered as one function in any

analysis.

Effects of Calculating Trade -Offs Along Internal Curves and

Among Curves. Product-product trade-off ratios may also be mis-

leading if calculated along production possibility curves rather than

transformation curves. A transformation curve is defined for a given
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amount of resources while a production possibility curve is defined

for particular allocations of the resources among the products

(Ferguson, 1962, p. 99). Every point on a transformation curve is on

a different production possibility curve. Consider, for example, the

case represented in Figure 12. The transformation curve for a given

amount of resources is represented by curve AE. Curves FH and

KM represent particular and fixed allocations of the resources among

the products; i. e. , the allocation of at least one resource between

products q1 and q2 is fixed along curves FH and KM. Curves

FH and KM are production possibility curves. Points B and D are

common points generated along the efficiency locus. 26

The production trade-off ratio will be considerably different for

any given q. depending upon the curve used. The trade-off ratio

between q1 and q2 for q produced, for example, is different

at each of the points L, G, and C. The trade-off ratio is higher at

point G and lower at point L, as compared to the ratio at point C. The

use of production possibility curve FH instead of the transformation

curve, for example, would result in underestimation of the trade-off

from F to B and overestimation from B to H. The same argument can

be made for using the "frontier" iso-cost curve versus internal

iso-cost curves. The relevant iso-cost curve is the iso-minimum cost

26The efficiency locus is defined as the connecting line where the
slopes of the respective isoquants are equal (Bator, 1968, p. 387).
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q'

Figure 12. Transformation and production possibility curves in product space.



curve or the curve furthest out in the product-product plane for any

given dollar expenditure. Trade-offs calculated along any internal

iso-cost curve would be analogous to calculating trade-offs along

production possibility curves. Again, the trade -offs will be mislead-

ing unless the correct curve is used in the analysis. 27

Product-product trade-off ratios may also be misleading if cal-

culated between curves; i. e., erroneous ratios may be obtained

unless costs are held constant. Consider, for example, the case

illustrated in Figure 13. The "trade-off" in moving from B to E

might possibly be thought to be the relevant trade-off; i.e. BG of q2

was usacrificedT to gain GE of q1. Using this approach, the trade-

off ratio is given by BG/GE. The actual trade-off ratios, however,

are given by the slopes at B, G, and E. By moving from B to E, the

product-product trade-off ratio has changed (as the slopes are differ-

ent at B and E). The actual movement, however, did not give rise to

the trade-off ratio. The costs must be held constant before the trade-

off ratio becomes useful; i.e. , trade-off ratios must be calculated

along transformation or iso-cost curves.

27See Appendix A for a discussion of the similarities and differ-
ences between iso-cost and iso-factor relations. The concepts are
identical under certain conditions. This is always true if there is only
one resource; for that case, it becomes meaningless to speak of any
differences.
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Figure 13. Iso-cost curves in product space with trade-off calculations among curves.



Effects of Intermediate Product Relations. The various cases of

intermediate products can also complicate the trade-off calculation

process. The trade-off ratio could, again be misleading if the inter-

mediate product relations are not included in the analysis. Several

possible types of relationships can exist. Only four different forms

are presented here for discussion purposes, namely:

q1 =
(3. 23)

q2 = q2(x12,x22)

= q1(x11,x21,q2)
(3. 24)

q2 = q2(x12,x22,q1)

q1 =

q2 = q2(x12,x22) (3.25)

q3 = q3(x13,x23)

q1 = q1(x11,x21,q3)

q2 q2(x12,x22,q3) (3.26)

q3 = q3(x13,x23)

where,

x. amount of jth resource allocated to the production of the

th product (i,j = 1,2),

q. products and/or intermediate prQducts (i = 1,2).
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Product q2 serves as an intermediate product and a product in

(3.23). Both q1 and q2 require x1 and x2, but q also

requires q2 (for (aq1/8q2) 0 ). Both q1 and q2 serve as

intermediate products in (3. 24). Again both q and q2 use x1

and x2, but each product also requires some of the other product.

Product q3 serves as an intermediate product in the production of

in (3.25). All products (q1, q2, and q3) use the resources x1

and x2. In (3. Z6) q3 is an intermediate product in the production

of both q1 and q2. Again, all three products use some of the

28
resources x1 and x2.

The relationships expressed in (3.23)-(3.26) are, however, very

general in nature. Any one of the relations in (3. 23)-(3. 26) can

summarize a number of specific cases. It is useful, therefore, to

outline some less general cases to isolate some of the effects of inter-

mediate products on the transformation relationship. Such a set of

less general forms are represented in the following set of equations:

28All examples represented in (3. 23)-(3. 26) represent assorted
production; i.e. , the allocation of each factor among the products can
be determined in all cases.

291t should be noted that all the subscripts used in equations
(3.23)-(3.26) are very crucial to this discussion. It would appear on
the surface, for example that the following relation is identical to
equation (3.23): q1 = q1(x1,x2,q2), q2 = q2(x1,x2). This, however,

is an entirely different production process than described in (3. 23).
The additional subscripts in (3. 23) represent the fact that x1 and x2
are to be allocated among the products. The allocation, in turn, is
under the control of the manager.



q1 = q

f(x111x21)

(3. Z3a)
q2 = q a1q

= g(x1x2) aif(xiixai)

q1 = q'1 a2q

= f(x11,x21) - a2g(x12,x22)
(3.24a)

q2 = q a1q

= g(x12,x22) - a1f(x11,x21)

q = f(x11,x21)

q g(x1x)
q h(xi3x3) (3.ZSa)

q3 = q31

= a1q1

q f(xiixi)
q g(x12,x22)

q = h(x13,x23) (3.26a)

q = q31 +

= a1q1 + a2q2

The equation sets (3. 23a)-(3. Z6a) represent more specific examples

of (3. Z3)-(3. 26), respectively. The "prime on the q. products,



such as q in (3. 23a), represents the production function relation

for that product if the intermediate products are ignored. In (3. 23a),

for example, the q and q functions could be used to generate

the transformation curve ignoring the fact that q2 is also an inter-

mediate product required for q1 production. The q. products

not having a 'prime', then, represent the transformation curve after

the effects of the intermediate products have been included. The

equations represented in (3. 23)-(3. 26) all represent the production

functions necessary to find the transformation curve when the inter-

mediate product relations are included. In essence, the q. values

represent the product levels after the q values have been adjusted

to include the effects of intermediate products.

The case represented in (3. 23) and (3. 23a) is illustrated in Fig-

ure 14. The transformation curve is given by AB before the effect of

the intermediate product is included; i. e. , curve AB is derived from

the relations:

f(x11,x21)

q = g(x12,x22)

The transformation curve becomes AC after the intermediate product

q2 is also considered as an input into q1 production. This is

represented by a reduction in the amount of q2 available for "sale"

by a1q in (3.23a). The amount a1q of q2 is used in the
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Figure 14. Transformation curves given q2 as an intermediate product in q1 production.



production of q1. Reference to Figure 14 clarifies this point. Prior

to consideration of q2 as an intermediate product (as well as a final

product), q1 could be produced at the level indicated at point B.

At that level of production, all the resources were assumed allocated

to the production of q1. This is not the case, however, if q1 also

requires some q2. The intermediate product, in turn, requires

some of the resource base. As a result, the level of q1 production

must be reduced to that indicated at C such as to release some

resources for the required production of q2. All of the pro-

duced at C, however, went into the production of q1 so no q2

was offered for "sale"; i.e. q2 is shown to be at the zero level

when q1 is at the C level. The amount of q2 produced is given

by the relationship (from 3. 23a):

q2 = g(x12x2) aif(xi1xi) = 0

g(x12,x22) = a1f(x11,x21)

a1q

In terms of Figure 14, q = OE of was used in the production

of q1 at point C. A similar argument can be made for all points

along AC. When q1 is zero, of course, no q2 is used in q1



production. As a result, AC and AB have a common point at A

(Figure 14).30

The case represented in (3.24a) is illustrated in Figure

Again, (3. 24a) is a more specific case of (3. 24). Manipulation of

(3. 24a) shows how CD must necessarily be under AB at all points.

The correct relationship between q1 and q2 (as given along CD)

is derived in the following manner:

3°lt must be understood that equation sets (3. 23)-(3. 26) can fol-
low from each of those in (3. 23a)-(3. 26a). Caution must be exercised,
however, in making the transition, especially when using general
equation forms such as these. Consider, for example, trying to
manipulate (3.23a) to arrive at (3.23), as follows:

or,

or,

q1

q2 = q - a1q

q1 = f(x11,x21)

q2 = g(x12,x22) - a1f(x11,x21)

q1 =

q2 = g(x12,x22,q1)

The derived result would seem to imply that q1 was an intermediate
product (input) into the production of q2. This is not the case.
Similar (invalid) conclusions could be drawn from casual observance
of the functional relations represented in (3. 24a)-(3. 26a). These
relations are essentially ex ante (before the correct curve is found)
while (3.23)-(3.26) are essentially ex post (already account for the
effects of intermediate products).

31This illustration of intermediate products was developed from
the basic framework presented in Vanek (1963, p. 132-133).
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Figure 15. Transformation curves given q2(q1) as an intermediate product in the
production of q1(q2).



or,

q1 = q - a2q

q2 = q a1q

q2 = q - a1(1+a)
= (1-a1a2)q - a1q1

Point D on CD is found in the following manner:

q2 = (la1a)q - a1q1 0

(1-a1a2)q a1q1

a1
q 1a1a21

In terms of Figure 15, q = OG of q2 is used in q1 production

at point D; i.e., q = DE = 0G. Point C can be found in a similar

manner such as to show that OH CF of q1 was used to provide the

level of q represented at C. The transformation curve CD is

necessarily internal to AB as q2(q1) production requires that some

resources be used in q1(q2) production.

A slightly different type of intermediate product relationship is

represented in (3.25a) and illustrated in Figure 16. Product q3

uses a portion of the same resource base used by q1 and but q3

serves only as an intermediate product (input). It is assumed that q3



is used only in the production of q1.32 A transformation surface is

represented by ABD in Figure 16 when the product q3 is not con-

sidered an input into the production of q1. Surface ABD is derived

from q, q, and q of (3. Z5a). The transformation curve AB

represents the relation between q1 and when q3 is ignored

(q3 is zero). Product q3, however, cannot be at the zero level if

is to be produced as is represented by q3 = q31 a1q1 In

addition, if q3 is produced at some level, some of the resources

must be diverted from q1 and/or production. As a result,

AB is not the correct transformation curve when q3 is an input to

q1 production. The correct transformation curve is again neces-

sarily below AB, such as given by AE in Figure 16. Line OC in the

q1q3 plane represents the relation between q1 (a product) and q3

(an intermediate product or input). The slope of OC is given by

(dq1/dq3) 1/a1. The correct transformation curve between q1

and q2 is dictated by conditions along line OC. At point C, for

example, the entire resource base is used in the production of q1

and q3. As a result, no resources are available for producing q2

at point C. Also, of course, q1 cannot be produced at the level

represented at B because some resources are devoted to q3 produc-

tion. The resulting point on the correct transformation curve is

3ZThis illustration of intermediate products was developed from
the basic framework presented in Batra (1973, pp. 297-300).
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Figure 16. Transformation surface with q3 an intermediate product in the production of q1.



represented at E where CE = OM of q3 is used in q1 production

and q2 0. By moving back on OC to point G resources are

released for the production of q2 as represented by the height of the

transformation surface ABD at point G, or KG. This level of KG is

represented by LH in the q1,q2 plane, or ON of q2 is produced

in conjunction with OH of q1. Again, some resources were used in

q3 production to provide GH = OP of q3. The amount OP of q3

was, in turn, used in q1 production. Similar reasoning can be used

to derive the rest of curve AE. When q1 = q3 = 0 , of course, all

the resources are allocated to q2 production which gives the

common point A between AB and AE.

The product q3 could also serve as an intermediate product

(input into the production of both q1 and q2. This case in repre-

sented in (3.26) and (3.26a) and illustrated in Figure Curve AB

and AE from Figure 16 are reproduced in Figure 17 to show the addi-

tional effects on the curve by requiring q3 in q2 production as

well as q1 production. The correct transformation curve is below

AE as increases in q2 production from the zero level at point E

now requires further increases in q3 beyond the q3 required to

produce q1. Curves AE and GE share a common point at E because

q2 production is zero and all q3 produced is used in q1

33See Footnote 32.
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Figure 17. Transformation surface with q3 an intermediate product in both and production.
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production. Product q2 is at level G < A when q1 is zero

because some of the resources must be devoted to q3 production.

At all points on GE between G and E, an even larger amount of q3

must be provided in order to produce both q1 and q2. Product

q3 is allocated between q1 and q2 production according to the

relation q32 + q31 q3 in (3. 26a).

Nature of the Factor-Product Trade-Off Ratio

The notion of factor-product relations is well established in

economic theory. This is especially so with regard to the single

factor-single product case. The marginal physical product of a factor

x, given by (8q./&x.), (i = 1Z . . ,m; j 1,2, . . . ,n) for i-n

products is also discussed frequently in economic theory text books

and in application. Further theoretical discussion of this concept is

easily found if desired by the reader. The importance of this theoreti-

cal notion in this study, however, relates to calling the well-

established concept of marginal productivity a "trade-off ratio"

The marginal product of a factor is a trade-off ratio in the sense

that reducing the amount of the factor applied results in reducing the

quantity of product produced. This change, in turn, results in making

more of the factor available for use in other production processes or

for final demand. A certain amount of product must be "traded-off"

or sacrificed to make the factor available for other use. Given there
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is no known, market price for the factor of concern, selection of a

product combination by the decision body reflects an implicit price

for the factor of concern. Consider, for example, the selection of the

product combination at point C in Figure 12. Given assorted produc-

tion without coupling, selection of point C implies that (for two pro-

ducts and two factors):

dx2 r11. -= --
dx1 r2

aq1r1 aq1r2
(3.27)2. -;-;---;-' ax2 p1

aq2 r1 aq2 r2
3. g;1-=1;-2;

p2

where,

x. factors,
3

r. factor prices (j 1,2),

q. products,

p. product prices (i = 1,2).

Given the prices r2,p1,p2, arid the utrade.off?? ratios (aq./ax.)

(i,j = 1,2) the implicit price of x1 is given. On the other hand,

given factor ially determined production, it is the case at point C that:
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aq1
p1 + Z 8x

(3. 28)aq1 aq2 r2
p1 + p2

Again, given the prices r2,p1p2 and the trade-off ratios the

implicit price of is given. It should be noted that the common

characteristic in (3. 27) arid (3. 28) is that (d./dq) = -(

This condition must hold to use the factor-product trade-off ratios to

discover the price (given the choice of the optimum product combina-

tion) of the factor.
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IV. PRODUCTION AND CHOICE PROCESSES IN
WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

The nature of the production and choice processes in water

resource development must now be identified. The resource planner

is faced with planning resource allocation and the determination of

alternative product mixes that can either be accepted or rejected by

the body politic. The framework within which the resource planner

must work is generally a governmental agency that has been formed

to accomplish improvements in human welfare. The procedure used

by the planner within these planning agencies must be conditioned by

the proper conceptual base. The purposes of this chapter are:

1) to identify the types of information the planner should provide, 2) to

indicate the production processes conditioning the types of information

the planner should provide to the decision making body, and 3) to

indicate the choice process in water resource development as dictated

by the production processes and the realities of production faced by

a planning agency.

Planning Agencies and the Planning Problem

Government agencies involved in resource planning and develop-

ment are, in essence, hlfirmsH. These firms are formed by public

interest in providing some products not normally provided or not

provided at all by private business firms. This is not to imply that
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private business firms do not or cannot provide some of the same

products. Witness, for examples the provision of water for irrigation

by many individual business (farm) firms as well as by large federal

agencies such as the Bureau of Reclamation. Many local, state,

and/or federal government bodies, however, are typically requested to

provide many water related products. Part of the reason for this

trend has been the sheer magnitude of some proposed projects. Many

water development proje cts encompass various municipalities,

counties, and even states. The felt need for public intervention in the

provision of water related products became apparent at the turn of the

century. The Irrigation and Reclamation Act of 1902, for example,

was felt justified in part by President Theodore Roosevelt because the

'I.. construction (of great storage works) has been conclusively shown

to be an undertaking too vast for private effort" (Richardson, 1905,

p. 433). This act set the stage for Federal government participation

with local and state governments in land reclamation through water

resource development. Similar acts of Congress resulted in govern-

ment involvement in the production of most "water outputs".

Several government agencies, then, are involved in planning and

34An excellant discussion of early legislation leading to present
government involvement in water resource development is presented
in U.S. Dept. of Ag. (1972). For a discussion of more recent
legislation, especially planning legislation, see Lynne, Castle, and
Gibbs (1973) or Howe (1971).



actually implementing the transformation of inputs into water outputs.

Some theory of the firm probably could be derived to explain the

actions of these public agencies. While most assuredly interesting,

the discovery of the intricacies of such a theory of the firm would not

be especially useful to the purposes of this study. The economic

theory of the firm, however, can provide some guidelines to the

analyst involved in exploring the problems faced by the water resource

planner in the process of planning for the optimum product mix. The

government agency, like the economic firm, does have a production

function which must be utilized in the planning and optimization proc -

ess. This concept is useful in the analysis of planning procedures.

Government agencies as noted earlier, produce several products.

The production process is best described by the multiple output pro-

duction function.

The water resource planner must discover the production rela-

tions for the multiple products such as to discover the resource

allocation pattern needed to best satisfy the goals of the firm. Sup-

posedly, the goals are set by society through elected representatives

in Congress and the Executive branches of government. These

branches of government, in turn, set the goals to be attained by the

government agencies. Whether this occurs in reality, of course, may
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be subject to debate. Overall, then, the resource planner must

plan the development of the water resource such as to improve con-

ditions relating to human welfare. Plans for alternative developments

are submitted to the body politic for review and acceptance or rejec-

tion. The nature of this process, in a rough sense, is akin to finding

the equilibrium conditions as specified in the economic theory of the

firm.

A very important problem faced by resource planners is one of

valuation. Many of the outputs of a water resource development pro-

ject do not have accurate, observable market prices (indeed, many

products do not have markets). Water for recreation use, for

example is a product having no easily observable market price. A

wild and scenic river or a unique wilderness area, while not neces-

sarily a "water output", also will not normally have prices that are

easily discovered. The planning problems are made even more corn-

plex as some of these products actually serve as inputs into the pro-

duction of products such as water for recreation. The optimum allo-

cation of "acres of wilderness area" as an input into the production of

"water for recreation" is not easily determined. At best, a common

35it may also be the case, of course, that agencies have goals
independent of social goals. An agency created to provide a particular
product may continue to provide the product long after society has
changed objectives.



measure of value should be developed for all factors and products.

Given that all quantities (and qualities) of factors and products cannot

be assigned a dollar value, the possibility of assigning some "welfare1'

measure should not be overlooked. 36

The water resource planner as a result, is faced with a most

difficult problem. So ciety, through ele cted representatives, requests

the production of various water products. Each water product may

have several attributes which gives rise to various commodities that

individuals in society can "consume". Many of these products do not

have dollar values which are most easily used in any economic

optimization process. At the same time, the planner is asked to pro-

duce all products efficiently; i.e. , to produce the desired (useful)

products in a least-cost manner. This is to be accomplished even in

cases where many of the factors used in production do not have

observable dollar values. An alternative criteria for guiding the

resource allocation and product mix determination process must be

developed as long as there are incommensurable outputs and/or

factors.

Several alternative ways of viewing this problem have already

been discussed in this study. The work of the Special Task Force of

36Freeman speaks of a "welfare" value but gives no insights into
how such a value could be determined (Freeman, 1969, p. 566).

37See Chapter II.



the Water Resources Council as presented in the "Principles

and Standards for Planning Water and Related Land Resources" (WRC,

1973) addresses this problem. The central element of any new criteria

for organizing production such as to achieve the desired product mix,

however, must include a discussion of the basis for such criteria.

This is nearly always lacking in the many proposals and test studies.

The basis for any new criteria, in turn, must be found in the produc-

tion conditions faced by the agency.

The problem faced by the resource planner is roughly summar-

ized in Figure 18. Given some relation between the products of con-

cern, such as that depicted in Figure 18, the decision must be made

as to the proper mix of the two water outputs. Given market prices

for W1 and W2, the optimum product mix is given by the tangency

of the price line p1/p2 with the curve TT, assuming TT is a

product-product relation. In this case the resource planner can deter-

mine the desired product mix. If prices are not given, the resource

planner is faced with providing the curve TT to the decision making

entity such that the desired point can be chosen. 38 Faced with curve

TT, the decision making entity must choose some point reflecting the

38As noted by Castle, "Decision makers, within the institutional
framework, are (then) relied upon to choose that combination of welfare
components which, in their judgment, and in the light of political
realities, is most appropriate" (Castle, "Economics and. . . ", 1973,
p. 727).
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Figure 18. Iso-cost and community indifference curve, illustration of product-product
trade-off ratio.
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correct price ratio. The decision body must provide the uconsumptionh

trade-off ratio or the slope of curve II in Figure 18. In the case of

water resource development, Congress and the Executive branch are

faced with choosing the correct point on TT given limited knowledge

of social preferences regarding water products W1 and W2. In

essence, the body politic is faced with determining the product price

ratio which will maximize benefits to society. Assuming one of the

prices is known at the point selected, the other price can be made

explicit. Given p1., for example, p2 is made explicit by the

selection of point A in Figure 18. A first step toward finding the

desired solution, then, involves discovering the production processes.

Production Processes in Water Resource Development

The production processes in water resource development must

be known by the water resource planner in order to achieve the opti-

mum resource allocation and the optimum product mix. Production

processes must be known no matter what criteria is used for solving

the decision problem. A more fundamental problem, however, is

defining the factors and products associated with water resource

development.

39Further references to water resource development in this
study will pertain mainly to dam and reservoir configurations.
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Factors and Products

The factors and products forming the basis for the determina-

tion of production relations are not easily identified. The problem of

separating the various levels of production adds to the difficulty.

Some factors in water resource development projects may be con-

sidered consumption items by some elements of society. Consider,

for example, "five miles of scenic river". This "product" has van-

ous attributes that result in various commodities for final demand

(consumption). This same "product" is essentially an input into the

production of water for irrigation purposes. A viewpoint must be

established. The viewpoint of theresource planner provides the guid-

ing framework for discovering and classifying factors and products in

this study.

Some insight into identifying products can be gained by looking at

the purposes of a particular project development. A multiple purpose

project designed to provide for flood water protection, land reclama-

tion through irrigations and electrical power generation has at least

three discernible products. These products are water for irrigation

(W1), water for power generation (W) and reservoir storage and

stream flow control of flood waters (F). The relation of purposes to

products is not sufficient, however. The multiple purpose structure

designed to provide W1, W, and F may also supply water for
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recreation, water for fish production, water for municipal and

industrial use, and improved drainage for surrounding lands. In fact,

a project designed for only one "purpose'1 may provide several "pro-

ducts ". A dam built primarily to generate electrical power (a single

purpose project) may also provide flow augmentation for downstream

fishery development and irrigation. In addition, the reservoir behind

the darn may provide for water based recreation activity and water-

fowl production. Regulated flows may also affect water quality. The

purposes of a project however, do serve as a starting point for

identifying the products of water resource development.

The factors of water resource development are also somewhat

Unebulusil and hard to identify. The general classification system

inherent in the economic factors of production--land, labor, capital,

and management--provides, however, a convenient starting point for

identifying the factors in water resource development. The economic

factor land encompasses all of the natural resources in the area of a

proposed project that could be used (including the zero level) in the

production process. The water available in the area, for example, is

part of the land factor. A wilderness area identified by some measure

such as acres of forest land still in a primitive condition would be a

factor under the general category of land. Geological resources

inundated by a reservoir could be considered part of the land factor.

Similarly, the economic factor labor encompasses a large number of
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factors. All of the technical and non-technical, mental and physical,

human input made into the planning and production processes would be

encompassed in the labor factor. This factor includes all the human

input from planners, construction workers, engineers, economists,

and "ditch-diggers" involved in all phases of the project. The capital

input encompasses all those man-made items used in planning and

production. Items accountable under this factor include the heavy

equipment used in construction, the engineer's hard hat, and the

economist's pencil. The iron and steel and other construction mate-

rials would also fit the capital factor because of the shape and form in

which they are used. A brick is a capital item while the clay used to

make it is a natural resource.

The entrepreneurial factor is extremely complex in water

resource development. This factor must reflect the policies of Con-

gress and the Executive branch regarding resource allocation. This

factor, essentially, organizes the production and makes the decisions.

In a way, then, the bureacracy represented in the agency is part of

this factor. Several "minor" decisions are certainly made at that

level. In a larger sense, the elected representatives of society serve

as the entreprenurial input. These elected representatives make

decisions based on perception of public desires (and individual desires).

In a still larger sense, the people of the Nation provide the entrepre-

nurial input. This statement, of course, cannot be defended very
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easily. 40 Suffice it to says decisions are made regarding the organi-

zation of production; these decisions are part of the entrepreneurial
41factor.

Many specific products and factors can be identified. A most

comprehensive list of elements, both products and factors, to be con-

sidered in water resource development was developed by the U.S.

Water Resources Council (WRC, "Establishment of.. . ", 1973). These

elements are described as "beneficial and adverse effects". Several

beneficial and adverse effects were identified for each of three

objectives - -national economic development, environmental quality,

and regional economic development--in that document. There were

also some elements identified relative to social well-being. The bene-

ficial and adverse effects in that document correspond, in a general

sense, to the products and factors of this study. Beneficial effects on

the national economic development objective, for example, result from

several outputs including water for irrigation and power generation

40There is considerable discussion regarding the sources of the
public interest and how well the views of society are articulated in
government planning and implemented through government action.
See, for example, Steiner (1969, pp. 13-43).

41The entrepreneurial factor, of course, is very crucial. In
fact, one of the main purposes of this study is to present a way of
planning and analysis useful in the decision making process when
incommensurable outputs are produced. In a sense, the determina-
tion of choice indicators is a part of the entrepreneurial factor; this is
true to the extent that the public is involved in defining the planning
procedures and making final decisions regarding project developments.
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(products). Adverse effects are seen to include ". . . actual expendi-

tures for construction; transfers from other projects, such as costs

for reservoir storage; development costs; and interest during con-

struction" (WRC, "Establishment of. 1973, p. 24807). These are,

essentially, factors. The list derived from the WRC (1973, pp. 24797-

24870) is as follows:

1. elements affecting national economic development:

a. water supply to agricultural (N1), municipal and domestic

(N2) and industrial users (N3),

b. flood control (N4) land stabilization (N5), and drainage

(N6),

c. w3ter for power production (N7)

d. water for (navigation) transportation (N8),

e. water for recreation (N9),

f. water for commercial fish production (N10),

g. water and related land for commercial game production

(N1 ).

2. elements affecting environmental quality:

a. open and green space (E1),

b. wild and scenic rivers (E2)

c. lakes (E3),

d. beaches and shores (E4),

e. mountains and wilderness areas (E5)
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f. estuaries (E6),

g. other areas of natural beauty (E7),

h. archeological resources (E8),

i. historical resources (E9)

j. biological resources (E10)

k. geological resources (E11)

1. ecological systems (E1)

m. water quality (E13),

n. air quality (E14),

o. land quality (E15),

p. freedom of choice (E16), for future generations regarding

resource use.

3. elements affecting regional economic development:

a. regional income and employment (R1)

b. population distribution (R2),

c. regional economic base and stability (R3)

d. environmental conditions of regional concern (R4).

4. elements affecting social well-being:

a. income distribution to particular groups of people (S1),

b. security of life, health, and safety (S2)

c. educational, cultural, and recreational opportunities (S3),

d. emergency preparedness (S4).

All of the elements listed under each of the objectives are to be



considered in project evaluation under the proposed guidelines. All

"beneficial and adverse effects" are to be noted for all plans (WRC,

"Establishment of. . . ", 1973, pp. 24796-24797). While useful in the

accounting scheme proposed by the Water Resources Council a more

useful classification system for analysis is to classify in terms of

products and factors. The issues involved in finding the optimum

product mix will then become more apparent.

The "translation" of beneficial and adverse effects into products

and factors is not an easy process. This approach may, by necessity,

have to be ad hoc as products of one project may be factors in another

project. The components of the national economic development objec-

tive are most easily translated. The beneficial effects of an improved

water supply, for example, can be included in the evaluation process

as various water supply outputs. Water supplied for agricultural use,

primarily irrigation (W1), is essentially an intermediate product

that has a price. The price of this product dictates how much is used

by the agricultural sector. The increase in income (after deducting

associated costs) gives the "beneficial effect". The price of the pro-

duct W1, however, should influence the determination of the opti-

mum product mix. Other products produced by the government

42This implicitly assumes, of course, that institutional con-
straints are not affecting the allocation of the water, which may not be
the case in most situations.
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agencies and affecting national economic development can be similarly

derived. The water for municipal, domestic (N2) and industrial uses

(N3) are very similar in nature to (product) N1. The beneficial effect,

however, must be determined in a different manner for N2 as the

water goes to final demand. The products related to the environmental

quality objective are not as easily identified. Open and green space

(E1), for example, could be a product of the government water devel-

opment agency. A situation can be envisioned where a dam and

reservoir configuration would insure the preservation of some associ-

ated land resource in a particular use which keeps the land "open and

green". In this case, is a product of the agency. In other cases,

may be a factor. An open and green space may have to be inun-

dated by the reservoir of water used to provide water products. A

certain level of water quality (E13) may be a product of the agency

through flow augmentation and/or an intermediate product to the pro-

duction of water for some use such as irrigation. Similar arguments

can be found for the other elements, E2-E12 and E14-E16. In gen-

eral, however, the elements of concern with regard to effects on

environmental quality are factors in the productiorof other "water

outputs

Many of the elements of the regional economic development

objective also may be viewed as products or factors depending upon

the particular situation. This objective is very closely related to the
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national economic development and the environmental quality objective.

While some of the beneficial and adverse effects'T will be different,

the classification scheme for products and factors remains essentially

the same. This objective is concerned with the question of the dis-

tribution of effects.

The elements of the social well being objective may also be

considered as products of a government agency. Provision of

navigable waters (N8) may contribute to the production of emergency

preparedness (S4). Improvements in water quality through changes in

the water for quality (E13) output may enable changes in health levels

(S2). In a sense, then, the government agency produces a particular

health level. Most of the products related to the social well being

objective use other products of the government agency as factors.

Delineation of the Planning Unit

A crucial element of the planning process involves the delinea-

tion of the area for study. It was argued earlier that production

relations provide the basis for the planning process. The area

delineated for study, in turn, determines the form of these production

relations. The production relations for a courtry (region, state, river

basin) are most probably different than the production relations in a

particular segment of the country (sub-region, county dam site).

The relation describing the production of water for irrigation (W1) in
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Oregon may be considerably different than the production relation

describing WI production in the Willamette River Basin. Similarly,

the production relations representative of the production of W1 for

that Basin may be of an entirely different form from the relation

describing the production of W1 by one farmer-irrigator in the Basin.

A criteria useful in the determination of the relevant boundaries

of a study area results directly from the nature of iso-cost and/or

transformation curves. All products that use the same factors, or

group of factors, must be considered simultaneously in the optimiza-

tion process. As a result, the optimum product mix in one group of

products is dependent upon the product levels in other groups of pro-

ducts. This concept can be illustrated by a simple example.

Assume the relationships among water used for irrigation (W1), power

production (W) domestic (WD) and municipal (WM) purposes are

represented by:

0 (4.1)

H(WDWM;LDMNCM) = 0 (4.2)
where,

N = labor,

C capital,

M = management,

43A hlgroupu of products defines the products of concern in the
analysis that can be represented in a transformation surface.
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L1 economic land (possibly water in a river) allocated to

the production of WI (L1) plus the allocation to W (Lv);

i.e. , (L1+L)

LDM = economic land (again, possibly water) allocated to the

production of WD (LD) plus the allocation to WM (LM);

i.e., LDM = (LD+LM).

The factor L would be composed of [L +L I orIP DM

[(L1+L) + (Lfl+LM)] L. The transformation curves represented by

the implicit functions G and H in equations (4. 1) and (4. 2) should be

combined to form the one transformation function:

= 0 (4.3)

The transformation curve represented in equation (4. 3) would require

consideration during the optimization process of all the following

relations:

dW1 dWD dWM dW1 dW1 dW

dW' dW dW' dWD' dWM' dWM
(4.4)

44The function F does not really have to be T1formed". Given
the L factor is used in both G and H, however, the product mix
cannot be optimized in G (H) without consideration of the levels of
production in H (G).
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Use of equations (4. 1) and (4. 2) (treating the two groups of products as

independent) would require only consideration of the relations:

(4. 5)

As a result, the true optimum would never be discovered (except by

chance) using (4. 1) and (4. 2) when, in fact, the groups of products are
45non independent.

The relevance of non-independent transformation curves to the

delineation of an area for study now becomes apparent. An incorrect

product mix will most probably result if transformation curves which

indeed are non-independent are treated as if they are independent.

Non-independent transformation curves must be considered as one

relation in order to achieve the optimum, in some sense, product mix.

A river basin, for example, will be the relevant planning area if the

transformation curve(s) representing production in that basin are

independent of transformation curves in other basins or regions of the

country. Further, a particular segment of a river basin can be

isolated for planning purposes if it can be shown that the transformation

45mis argument is consistent witha point made by Castle
("Criteria and.. . ", 1961, p. 297), where it was stated ". . . (a) trans-
formation curve for a particular natural resource is not an iso-
resource curve for society". The correct unit for planning must be
outlined.
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curve(s) representing the products in that segment is independent of

the transformation curves in other segments of the basin. 46 In fact,

the determination of the optimum product mix is simplified greatly if

transformation curves are independent as the number of relations

(dq./dq.) (among products) is reduced significantly. In the above

described case, as an example, there were only two relations of con-

cern when (4. 1) and (4.2) were used (as shown in 4. 5) while there

were six relations when (4.3) was used (as shown in 4.4). The non-

independent transformation curves must be used in the optimization

process, however, if one or more of the factors are used by the pro-

ducts

Transformation curves also may require slightly different

interpretations dependent upon the type of underlying production rela-

tions. In fact, there is no transformation (iso-factor, iso-resource)

curve in the case of factorially determined production. There is an

iso-cost curve, however, for all classes of production processes

except when joint products exist. The characteristics along that curve

46The possibility exists, of course, that water products cannot
be separated from the analysis of other investments in production.
For example, it is highly possible that government investment in
health care should be examined under the same iso-cost relationship
as investment in water resources.

47See Chapter III, p. 51 and p. 53.
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are somewhat different dependent upon the type of production
48process.

Iso -Cost and Transformation Curves

A more useful curve for the analysis of optimization problems

involving independent transformation curves is the very closely

related iso-cost curve. The iso-cost curve is a parallel construction

to the transformation (iso-factor) curve and either curve can be used

in the analysis. Also, the iso-cost curve can be used when two or

more factors are involved in the production process. In most "real

world" operations there are, of course, usually two or more factors.

This is most certainly the case in water resource development.

The iso-cost curve is essentially the opportunity cost curve.

This relation shows costs in terms of the amount of a product sacri-

ficed to gain greater amounts of the desired product. In essence, one

product serves as an input to the production of the other product.

Consider, for example, the iso-cost curve illustrated in Figure 19.

The relationship between water for recreation (WR) and water for

irrigation (W1) is such that initial increases in WR also results in an

increase in WI up to the point labeled B. From B to D, W1 drops

48See Appendix A.

49See Appendix A.
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Figure 19. Iso-cost relation in product space between water for irrigation (W1) and water
for recreation (WR).
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for further increases in WR. Beyond D, both products decline. The

change in WI for a change in WR represents the cost (opportunity

cost) of producing more WR measured in terms of W1 foregone.

Knowledge of the direct cost of providing the quantities of WR and

W1 along the iso-cost curve can then be used in conjunction with the

opportunity costs resulting from movements along the curve to arrive

at a decision regarding the optimum product mix. An understanding

of what the iso-cost curve represents, however, requires knowledge

of the underlying production function relations.

The general form of the iso-cost curve represented in Figure

19 can result from either factorially determined or assorted produc-

tion. The underlying production relations can, of course, only be

determined by empirical estimation. The characteristics of the

various types of production can be identified, however. Given the

general shape of the relation in Figure 1.9 the underlying production

relations are best classified as:

1. factorially determined production, if the allocation of each

factor among the water products under consideration cannot

be determined,

2. assorted production, if the allocation among the water pro-

ducts can be determined.

It is expected that both types of production (and, possibly, various

combinations) occur in water resources development dependent upon
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the products and factors under consideration. Some simplified pro-

duction situations can be used to illustrate some of the possible

relations.

Assume a potential dam and reservoir site can be isolated in a

river basin based on the criteria for independent iso-cost curves.

Assume further that all factors of production can be represented in the

economic factors capital (K) and land (L). To simplify the problem

even further, assume the capital factor is composed only of 'height

of dam" and the land factor represents only the land under the dam,

reservoir, and associated structures. Assume further that resource

prices are constant. Further, assume only two products can be pro-

duced, namely WR and W1. Also, each product can be produced

only during a particular time period. This hypothetical iso-cost

relationship between WR and W1 is represented in Figure 19. If

the relationship in Figure 19 represents an iso-cost curve from

assorted production, it will be po ssible to determine the allocation of

each factor between the two products; i.e. , it will be possible to find

the equations:

LL +L
WR WI

K = KWR + Kwi

where,

(4. 6)
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Lw. land (acres of land) allocation to water product W,

(i R,I)

Kw = capital (height of dam) allocated to water product W,

(i R,I).

Further, it must be possible to find the relations:5°

WI = f(Lwi Kwi)
(4. 7)

WR =

Assorted production for WR and WI production exists, then, only

if the equations (or some related form) in (4. 7) exist given the present

level of knowledge concerning the production relations. It must be

possible to find the technological physical phenomenon that allocates

"height of dam" between WR and W. Also, it must be possible to

separate the land under the structures between the products based on

technological physical phenomenon.

Given the process represented in (4. 7) where WR and WI are

assorted, certain characteristics of the iso-cost curve can be isolated.

50They may also be of the form:

W1 f(LwIKWRWR
WR =

This form, however, merely complicates the estimation procedure.
This, again, is an empirical question.
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The region of the iso-cost curve in Figure 19 from point A to B results

from one of the marginal products of one of the factors becoming

negative. The same is true in the part of the iso-cost curve from D

to E. The implication is that a large amount of one resource was
51allocated to one of the products in those areas of the curve. In

region AB (DE), for example, one factor was allocated to the produc-

tion of WI (WR) at such a level as to cause reductions in the total

amount of WI(WR) produced. The marginal products of both factors

for both products are positive in region BD of the iso-cost curve

(Figure 19).

Another characteristic of the iso-cost curve for this simplified

example relates to the changes in the total amounts of the resources

used. Movements along the iso-cost curve derived from the relations

in (4. 7) necessitates changes in the total amounts of each factor used

when prices are constant. The exact changes are given by the rela-

tion, for fixed (iso)-cost C0:

C0 = r1L + r2K

(4. 8)
C°-r1L

r2

51The amount allocated was great enough such as to cause a
reduction in the amount of the product produced. Diminishing returns
to each factor is implicitly assumed.
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Capital (K) changes at the rate -r1/r2 as labor (L) changes.

Also, the allocations are changing along the iso-cost curve such that

KWR Kwi LWR and Lj are different at each point along the

curve. All of these allocations will be known if assorted production

describes the underlying production relations.

It can be argued that it is impossible to determine KWR Kwr

LWR and Lwj for the simplified example defined. There is no way

of determining the allocation of "height of dam" between WR and WI

Similarly it is not possible to determine the allocation of "acres of

land" between the products. If the empirical test validated this argu-

ment, the description of the production process is not given by the

concept of assorted production.

An iso-cost curve derived from factorially determined produc-

tion has quite different characteristics than an iso-cost curve derived

from assorted production. It is impossible to determine the allocation

of each factor among the products in factor ially determined production.

The level of knowledge about the production process, of course, deter-

mines whether it is impossible or not. 52 The above simplified case

52There is a difference between the lack of knowledge and the
lack of information regarding a production process. Advances in
knowledge may change the production process from factorially deter -
mined to assorted production. A lack of information regarding the allo-
cation of each factor among products does not justify classification of a
process as factorially determined. The factorially determined classi-
fication arises from a lack of knowledge regarding the allocation of
each factor among the products; i.e. , it is a physical phenomenon
fixed by the current, prevailing technology.
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can now be described on the basis of the factorially determined

classification process. If this is the correct classification, the follow-

ing production function relations would exist:

WI f(L,K)

WR g(L,K).
(4. 9)

Factors L and K are defined as before. Assume the relationship

between W1 and WR in (4.9) is given by the iso-cost curve in Fig-

ure 19. Movement along the iso-cost curve still represents a change

in the total quantities of each factor used. The allocation at each

point, however, cannot be determined based on any physical (or

economic) phenomenon.

The segments AD and EF in Figure 19 now have completely

different meanings. The marginal products of all factors for all pro-

ducts can be positive in these regions in contrast to assorted produc-

tion. The positive sloped regions AD and EF merely represent

different proportions of the factorially determined products. The

correct determination of the relation between W and W1 at this

example site must, of course, be based on empirical determination of

the factor allocations. It is entirely possible the production relation

531t should be noted the products WR and W1 are assumed
separable (not joint, K = 0). The iso-cost 1'curve for joint products
is one point in the product diagram. See Appendix A.
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describing WR and WI production processes may vary from site to

site and project to project.

The general approach outlined above for determining the form

of production processes can also be applied to a larger system of

structures. The delineation of groups of water resource products

may result in an independent transformation curve being defined over

several possible dam sites and reservoir configurations. Again, the

ability to determine the allocation of each factor among products

enables the type of production to be identified. Some simplified

examples can be presented to illustrate the procedure.

Consider a case where three dam sites can be used to produce

WR W1, and water for power production (Wy). The three sites are

assumed to be located on the river system as represented in Figure

20. Assume that one water product is produced at each site. The

factors of production are again assumed to be acres of land (L) coy-

ered by the reservoir and some measure of the structures, such as

height of dam, represented by capital (K). The allocation of each

factor among the products must be determined. In this highly simpli-

fied example, it would be possible to find the relations:

LR + L1 + L = L,

(4. 10)
KR+KI+KPK
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Figure 20. Diagrammatic representation of reservoir site locations,
hypothetical river basin.
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L. = amount of land allocated to product W. (i R,I,P),

K. = amount of capital allocated to product W. (i = R,I,P).

These relations, in turn, imply that some functions exist of the
54form:

WI = f(L1,K1)

WR = g(LK) (4.11)

= h(LK)

Given the production relations in (4. 11), the iso-factor and iso-cost

relations can be derived to give:

F(WIWRWPLK) = 0
or, (4. 12)

G(WIWRWPC) = 0.

The resulting classification would be assorted production with all the

characteristics described earlier regarding the iso-cost curve. Again,

of course, the classification must be based on an empirical test. For

this simplified exanple, however, the assorted production

54The forms may also be represented by:
W1 = f(L1K1W)

=

W = h(LK)
or some other variation.
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classification can be assumed correct.

A slightly more complicated case is given by a slight modifica-

tion of the previous case. Assume all three uses are allowed at each

of the sites in Figure 20. Again, only two factors, L and K, are

assumed. The classification of the production relation for this project

is again ascertainable only after determining if the allocations of each

factor can be isolated. If it is possible to determine such allocations,

the relations would be represented by:

where,

L = + L2 + L3

L1R. + L11 + L1

L2 LZR + L21 + L2

L3 L3R + L31 + L3
(4. 13)

K = K1 + K2 + K3

K1 K1R + K11 +

K2 KZR + K21 +

K3 = K3R + K31 +

L. land used at site i (i = 1,2,3),

K. = capital used at site i (i = 1,2,3),

L.. = land used at site i for production of product W

(j =

K.. capital used at site i for production of product W.

(j R,1,P).
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The production relation would be classified as assorted if all the

allocations in (4. 13) can be determined. The possibility that L. and

K. could be determined while L.. and K.. could not is a very dis-
1 13 13

tinct possibility, however. If that did occur, the production process

would have to be classified as factorially determined. Again the

exact description of the production process is necessarily based on

empirical estimation of the actual production relations.

The exact changes in resource allocation for movements along

an iso-cost (opportunity cost, transformation) curve are impossible

to determine without knowledge of the underlying production processes.

Movement along the iso-cost curve does, however, represent the

opportunity cost of increasing the level of one water resource product

(in terms of losses in the other product) no matter what the underlying

production relations. The types of technical and intermediate pro-

duct relations in turn, affect the location and shape of iso-cost curves

descriptive of production processes in water resource development.

56Technical Relations Among Water Products. The existence of

alternative types of relations among water resource products leads to

55mis is a very crucial point. The iso-cost curve is the most
important relation no matter how it arises. The conditions along the
curve are different, of course, dependent upon the underlying rela-
tions.

56See Appendix B for a more thorough discussion of technical
relations.
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concern for defining the various forms of interdependent and indepen-

dent relations. Classifying water resource products as "complemen-

taryu or 'competitive" may be misleading unless these terms are

identified concisely. Several intuitive definitions of complementary

and competitive products can be found in the water resource literature.

Some more exact definitions can be given.

Consider the iso-cost relationship between WI and WR illus-

trated in Figure 21. In sections AB and EF of the curve, the products

are complementary in an intuitive sense; i.e. , both products can be

increased simultaneously. In sections BC and DE, one product can

be increased without affecting the level of the other product. In CD,

one of the water resource products can be increased only if the other

product is reduced. Section CD of the curve in Figure 21 is consistent

with the notion of "conflicting" products in the WRC planning document

(WRC, "Establishment of. . . ", 1973, p. 24829). All other sections of

the curve, in turn, would be consistent with the notion of complemer4-

tary products in the same document. As is shown in Appendix B,

however, areas AB and EF of the curve are better described as irra-

tional areas of production. The water products are complementary in

that region of the curve only in the sense that movement out of an

uneconomic region of production gives rise to more of both water

products. Production should take place in area CD of the curve, how-

ever, if both water products do have positive prices.
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WR

Figure 21. Iso-cost relation illustrating positive, zero, and negative slopes.
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This notion of complementary-competitive products is corn-

pletely different than the concepts of technically complementary,

competitive, or independent products. Water products that are

technically interdependent (complementary or competitive) or inde-

pendent may also be represented in a figure such as Figure 21. The

slope of the iso-cost curve does not have any relationship to the con-

cepts of technical interdependence or independence. Technical inter-

dependence or independence is related to the response of the marginal

cost for one product due to a change in level of another product.

Really then, this concept of complementary competitive, and sup-

plementary water resource products deals with movements among

iso-cost curves. Products W1 and WR would be considered com-

plementary if for given positive changes in W1 and C the positive

change in WR became larger as more total cost was added. Viewed

in another manner, technical interdependence or independence affects

the response of the water products to investment. A greater amount

of both W1 and WR can be produced from a given investment if

these water products are technically complementary. The least

amount of both products would result from the same investment if

these water products were technically competitive.

57 . 2Mathematically this is represented by ( c/aq1aq2). See
Chapter III, pp. 67-68 and Appendix B.
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Intermediate Product Relations Among Water Products. Some

water resource products may also serve as intermediate products in

the production of other water resource products, which has an effect

on the location of the iso-cost curve in the product diagram. Water

quality improvements (WQ) for example, may be considered an

intermediate product in the production of water for irrigation (W1) in

some instances. Ignoring that relation could lead to viewing the incor-

rect iso-cost curve. Consider, for example, the equation set:

= f(x11, x21, WQ)

(4. 14)

where,

WQ = g(x1Q,x2Q)

water for irrigations

WQ water for quality control,

x. = amount of resource i allocated to W (i = 1, 2),
ii I

x. = amount of resource i allocated to W

It is assumed that both W1 and WQ are in demand. Product WQ

then, can go to some other use (or user) as well as be used for the

production of W1. The iso-cost curve derived without consideration

of the effect of intermediate products is represented by ADMHB in

Figure 22. The relevant curve for analysis, however, is represented

by curve CGB as derived from (4. 14). Only OC of W1 can be
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Figure 22. Transformation curves between water for irrigation (W1) and water for
quality control (W9), W0 as an intermediate product and final
product.
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provided as some of the resources are now used in the production of

OF = CD of WQ (in order to produce WI at the level OC). Viewed in

another manner, WQ for other uses (or users) is now at the zero

level when OC of W1 is produced. Similarly, at level F of

(L-K) = (H-G) of WQ is used in W1 production. In addition, W1

has been reduced by MG to GK (for the same WQ level) because some

resources are now devoted to WQ production.

The possibility that WQ serves only as an intermediate product

must also be considered. Consider, for example, a case where WQ

is used in the production of W1 and WD. The incorrect curve repre-

senting the relationship between W1 and WD ignoring WQ is repre-

sented by AB in Figure Z3. Consideration of WQ as an input,

however, gives iso-cost curve CD. Curve CD is internal to AB as

some resources must be devoted to WQ production in order to pro-

duce WD and/or W1. The relationship given in CB is summarized

by the set of equations:

where,

W1 f(x1, X21 WQ)

WD = (4.15)

WQ = h(x1Qx2Q)

x, resource i allocated to Wii

XD = resource i allocated to

X1Q = resource i allocated to WQ (i = 1, 2).
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Figure 23. Transformation relations between water for domestic use (WD) and water
for irrigation (W1), both products serve as intermediate and final products.
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The products are defined as before. Curve AB is represented by the

relations in (4. 15) ignoring WQ. Iso-cost curve AB, of course, is

irrelevant given that WQ is an intermediate product in the production

of WI and WD as represented in (4. 15). The determination of the

correct relationship among WQ W1, and WD of course, is neces-

sarily an empirical determination. It is expected, however, that WQ

is an intermediate product in most water resource systems.

The identification of several water resource products which may

in fact serve as intermediate products (inputs) into the production of

other water resource products necessitates an understanding by the

resource planner of the various levels of production. Concrete,

water, and engineer hard hats, without question, serve as factors into

the production of all water resource outputs. The relationships may

not, however, be as clearly defined at other levels. Water for irriga-

tion (W1) becomes an intermediate product in the production of

agricultural crops. Industrial water serves as an intermediate pro-

duct in the production of various manufactured goods. Water also

serves as an intermediate product in the production of electricity. All

of these and many others, however, are at a different level of produc-

tion. It would make little sense, for example, to examine an iso-cost

relation in the product diagram between water for irrigation and

agricultural crops produced. These two products are on different

levels in the production process. The relevant model for analysis in
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this case would be a factor-product production model rather than the

iso-cost (product-product) model. Only products at the same level

can be compared correctly along an iso-cost (opportunity cost, trans-

formation) curve.

Choice Processes in Water Resources Development

The choice process is necessarily complex because of the many

levels of production, the myriad of products and factors, the diffi-

culty of identifying products and factors, and the lack of market

forces to allocate resources toward providing an "optimum" product

mix. The very well-known and often quoted phrase ". . . the benefits to

whomsoever they may accrue are in excess of the estimated costs. . ."

(U.S. Congress, "Flood Control...", 1936, p. 1570) provides an

all encompassing view of the choice criteria in water resource devel-

opment. This concept, however, says little about the conceptual base

or the procedures needed to discover the desired product mix given a

lack of some product and/or factor prices. The basic problem is the

lack of market forces that give prices for many of the products and
58factors.

58The previous list of products and factors (pp. 106-107, this
chapter) gives some indication of the magnitude of the problem. Items
E1-E16, RzR3,R4iSiSzS3 and S4do not have easily discernible
prices. All of these elements, however, must be considered by the
water resource planner in the consideration of development.
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Optimization Among Factors

The optimum combination of factors in water resource

development is assumed to be the least-cost combination. Given

assorted production, this is accomplished when the following equation

is satisfied for every pair of factors:

dx. r.
- , (i,j = 1,2,... ,n; i j) (4. 16)

J 1

In the case of factorially determined production, the least-cost combi-

nations are defined by:

q.Ep. -
lax. r.

1
j _L.

aq. rk'
iax

i k

(i = 1, 2, . ,

j,k = 1,2,... ,n)

(4. 17)

for every pair of factors. Resource planners, of course, most likely

do not know the exact value of the ratios in (4. 16) and/or (4. 17) such

as to know if the least-cost combination of resources has been

achieved. Given all the factor prices however, it is expected that

resource planners will at least approximate the least-cost solution.

Problems in finding the least-cost solution arise when some of

the factor prices are not known. Miles of wild and scenic river, for

example, may be a factor in the production of water for irrigation (W1)
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and power production (Wy). Given there is no known price for the

river per mile, it becomes nearly impossible to find the optimum

combination of resources. Assume, for example, the factors

required to provide WI and W can be identified by capital (K),

labor (N), and miles of scenic river (L). Given this simplified

situation, the following conditions must hold in order to achieve the

least-cost combination of factors, namely:

r r
8K L

--n. (4.18)
rN' 8N rK

Given the prices for K (rK) and N (rN) the least cost position still

cannot be found because of the lack of knowledge regarding rL. It

can be said, of course, that the following relation must hold:

8K 8N
rK = rN = rL (4. 19)

This may help in achieving a near optimum position. However, the

level of L still cannot be determined. Some further choice criteria

must still be specified. One approach to resource evaluation is to

allow the decision making body to make a choice of the product mix.

As a result of that choice, there is an implicit price for the factors

used in the process.
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Optimization Among Products

The resource planner must define the product-product relations

in order that the optimum product mix can be selected. Given all the

product prices, the optimum product mix can be determined by the

resource planner (assuming a goal of maximum profits or net bene-

fits). The optimum mix is then given by:

dq. p.
= -- (i,j = 1,2, . . . , m; i / j) (4. 20)

The optimum level of each product is determined by solving for every

pairwise product combination in (4. 20). The resource planner may

not know all these ratios. If prices are known and there is a goal of

maximizing net benefits, however, these optimum conditions will at

least b roughly met by the resource planners. Given a lack of some

product prices the resource planner is forced to define the iso-cost

or transformation curves from which the (dq./dq.) ratios can be

calculated. These are the trade-off ratios that must be presented to

the decision making body to facilitate determination of the desired

product mix.

Implicit Prices and the Product-Product Trade-Off Ratio: Two

Product Case. Given the planning unit has been formulated properly

the resource planner must then discover the iso-cost surface in order
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to calculate the necessary product-product trade-off ratios. These

trade-off ratios, in turn, are affected by the technical and intermedi-

ate product relations encountered in the analysis.

Effects of Technical Interdependence and Independence. Distor-

tion in resource allocation among water resource products can occur

given the correct technical interdependence or independence relations

are not known. Consider, for example, the technical relations as

represented in Figure Z4 for the water products WI and WR

Assume the correct price ratio, as derived from the decision making

body, is given by the (equal) slopes of each curve at points B, D, and

E. The water products W1 and WR are considered technically corn-

plementary, technically independent, and technically competitive along

curves ABC, ADC, and AEC, respectively. Assume the resource

planner (incorrectly) provides curve AEC to the decision making body.

Given that relation, point E will be selected with the expectation that

ON of WR and OQ of W1 will actually be produced. This will not

occur, however, if the true relationship is either technically inde-

pendent (curve ADC) or technically complementary (curve ABC). If

product W1 is provided at level Q, the resulting level of WR may

be as high as that represented at points K or L. On the other hand, if

ON of WR is provided, W1 may be produced at the levels represented

at G or F. The greatest distortion will occur, of course, if the

assumed (incorrect) relation is curve AEC when in fact the water
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Figure 24. Transformation curves between water for irrigation (W1) and water for
recreation (WR) under alternative assumptions regarding technical
relations, all three cases.

141
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products are technically complementary as represented in curve ABC.

The same is true in reverse; i. e. , if the assumed (incorrect) relation-

ship is ABC, selection of point B may result in only the level of WI

represented at point M actually being produced rather than the level of

W1 at point B.

Effects of Intermediate Product Relations. Ignoring intermedi-

ate product relations can also lead to the calculation of incorrect

product-product trade-offs. The opportunity costs of producing some

product may be distorted unless the correct iso-cost curve is dis-

covered. Consider, for example, the case presented earlier in Figure

22 and reproduced in Figure 25. Product is assumed both an

intermediate and a final product. If water for quality improvements

(WQ) was considered (incorrectly) only as a final product in the

analysis, curve ABC would be presented to the decision making body.

Choice of point B by the decision making body would give the implicit

price of WQ at wQ
= (assuming P is known and con-

stant). Assume the goal is to produce OG of WQ for other uses. As

a result only OK of W1 actually results. The resulting implicit price

for WQ is PLQ > PQ at point F (Figure 25). In fact, if the cor-

rect iso-cost curve relationship DEFC had been presented to the

decision making body, only OG' of WQ for other uses would have been

required. The price of WQ is assumed equal at points E and B for

constant The W1 level would have been OK' instead of the
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w

Figure 25. Transformation curves for water quality (W9) as an intermediate product in
the production of water for irrigation (W1).
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resulting OK level caused by the presentation of the incorrect curve.

The optimum product mix would not have been chosen given curve ABC.

Another possible source of distortion in resource allocation could

be caused by ignoring the intermediate product relationship depicted

in Figure 2.3 and reproduced in Figure 2.6. The incorrect curve is

represented by ABC as water for quality improvements (WQ) the

intermediate product is ignored. Assume point B is chosen by the

decision making body, which implies a price of P1 P1 (as sum-
ing

WD is known and constant). Requiring ON of WI to be

produced results in only OL of WD provided. The resulting implicit

P P' > P° at point F. Given the correctprice for W1 is
WI WI WI

curve (DEFG) initially the decision making body would have selected

point E (rather than B) as P1 P1. The resulting product mix

would have then been represented by OM of W1 and OK of WD

Implicit Prices and the Net Benefit Curve: Two Product Case.

The analyst must also be extremely careful in developing net benefit

curves from iso-cost relations in the product diagram for presenta-

tion to the body politic for choice. One approach is to calculate the

net benefits from the production of one of the products. Consider, for

example, a net benefit curve generated from an iso-cost curve such as

AE in Figure 19. Product W1 is assumed to have a known, constant

price, P1' with
WR not known. The net benefit function is given

by the relation:
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WI

Figure 26. Transformation curves with water for domestic use (WD) and water for
irrigation (W1) as intermediate products.
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NB P1W1 C° (4.21)

where C° represents the (minimum) cost of producing WI and WR

along the iso-cost curve. Product W1 can be expressed as a function

of WR along the iso-cost curve, however, so the NB function in

(4. 21) can be represented as:

= f(WR)
(4. 22)

NBP f(W )-C°.
WI R

Maximum net benefits are achieved at the zero level of WR.

Increases in WR require reductions in W1; as a consequence, NB

declines as WR is increased. One measure of the price of WR can

now be found by calculating the sacrifices in net benefits for increases

in WR. The slope of the net benefit curve is given by:

dWd(NB) 0

dWR
p

dWR
(4. 23)

This is a negative value as (dWI/dWR) < 0. Now, in order to have

an optimum product mix, it must be the case that:

dW1
WR (4. 24)dWRPWI

Substituting (4. 24) into (4. 23), the change in net benefits for an
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increase in WR is given by:

d(NB)
dWR WR

(4.25)

The price of WR is given along the net benefit curve. Viewed in

another manner, the absolute value of the slope is the implicit price

of WR. It must be emphasized that this net benefit relation was

derived from a constant (and minimum) cost curve. Also, the

assumed price of WR was
WR

= 0

Implicit Prices and the Product-Product Trade-Off Ratio: Three

Product Case. The resource planner is seldom faced with finding the

iso-cost relations for only two products. As was noted earlier in this

study, there are many water resource products in most planning units.

The optimization process is complicated if there are more than two

products. In general, however, the same optimization principles

will apply no matter how many products (and factors) must be con-

sidered. Consider a slightly more complex case where there are

three water products. Assume the general form of the relationship

among water for recreation (WR) water for irrigation (W1), and

water for power (Wv) is represented by:

F(WRWIWp;C) 0 . (4.26)

Also, assume the price of WR(PWR) is not known. There is now a
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three dimensional surface, illustrated in Figure 27, representing

information needed by the decision making body. Assume point L is

chosen. In order for point L to represent the optimum product mix,

the following conditions must be met:

dW1
WR = slope of FG and F'G',

dWR PWI

dW1
= slope of HK and H'K', (4. 27)

dW

dW
WR = slope of DE and D'E'

dWR WP

The projections of the iso-cost curves at the optimum point into the

respective planes are represented by iso-cost curves A'B', A'C', and

BC'. In essence, each of these "adjusted" iso-cost curves represent

the transformation conditions given the level of some other product.

Curve A' B', for example, represents the iso -cost relation between

WI and WR given that ON = QM of W is provided. By the same

reasoning, the iso-cost relation between W1 and W is represented

by A'C' given that OQ = NM of WR is provided. At the optimum

59The outer boundaries of the iso-cost surface represent pro-
duction of one of the water products at the zero level. Curve AB, for
example, represents the iso-cost relation between W1 and WR when

is at the zero level. It should also be noted that A'B' would even
be lower in the WIWR plane if Wp was also an intermediate product
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AT

Figure 27. The transformation surface and the optimization process.
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point, the quantities OQ, ON, and ML of the products WR W, and
W1, respectively, are produced.

The implicit price of WR is now given at point L from the con-

ditions in (4. 27). These conditions can be used to derive the relations;

dW1
WR

dWR WI

dW1

dwp WI

dW
WR

dWR WP

dW
or

dWR WR
(4. 28)

(4.29)

dW
or

WPdWR WR
(4.30)

Given the optimum levels of W1 and W from (4. 29), the level of

WR must be chosen such as to make
wR the same value in both

(4. 28) and (4.30).

Once a particular point (such as L) is chosen by the decision

making body, the resource planner can then determine if net dollar

benefits are positive or negative. It may be that net dollar benefits

are indeed negative at point L. All that is known for sure at point L

is that the optimum product mix is given there as perceived by the

in the production of W1 and WR. Also, points A', B', and C' do not
necessarily have to be points in common. Point B' on A'B' represents
the situation where ON of Wp and zero W1 are provided. Point B'
on B'C' represents a situation where ML of W1 is provided and Wp
is at the zero level. Point B' is the same on both curves only if the
amount of resources required to produce ON of Wp is identical with
the amount of resources required to provide ML of W1.
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decision making body. The net dollar benefits at point L may indeed

be negative especially if
wR cannot be extracted from any users to

reimburse the costs of the project. This does not necessarily mean,

of course, that point L should not be chosen. Human welfare may be

improved by selection of point L far in excess of the loss in dollar

benefits. This is necessarily a political decision and is appropriately

decided in the political arena.

Implicit Prices and the Net Benefit Curve: Three Product Case.

A very complex net benefit surface results when three products are

considered. In fact, the surface is in the fourth dimension so it is

impossible to visualize. The net benefit curve for various levels of

the product WR can be examined, however, given some specific

assumptions about the levels of WI and W. Consider, for example,

keeping W1 and W in such a ratio as to satisfy the relation:

dW1
(4. 3 1dW P1

Assume this condition is met at points P and L in Figure 27. Also,

consider moving across the iso-cost surface from point P to L.

Product WR is increased from 0 to OQ in moving from P to L. The

net benefit function is then given by:

NB = PwiWi + PWPWP + PWRWR C° (4. 32)
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where C° represents the iso-(minimum)cost way of providing WI,

W, and WR along the surface. Net benefits are necessarily at a

maximum at point P as movement toward L represent reductions in

and W. These two products, in turn, contribute all the dollar

benefits as
WR

= 0.

Movement along the net benefit curve now represents the

sacrifices in net benefits from providing WR. In a sense, net bene-

fits are an TTinputu into the production of WR. The change along the

net benefit curve is now given by:

d(NB) = P dW + P dW + P dW dC
WI I WP P WR R

(4.33)

It was specified, however, that:

or,

dW1

dW P1
dW

WP WIdW

Substituting (4. 34) into (4. 33) results in:

(4.34)

d(NB) = PwidWi w1 dW dW + PWRdWR - dC. (4.35)

The rate of change in NB for a change in WR is then given by

(for dC = 0):
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d(NB)
dWR WR (4.36)

As long as the other two products are varied in the correct proportions

such as to insure the equilibrium condition is met at every point

(dW1/dW) the net benefit (revenue) curve can be used

to estimate the price of WR. This is equivalent to saying that:

dW1

dW p1
dW1

WR (4. 37)
dWR

dW
WR

dWR WP

It must be assumed, of course, the decision body can select the cor-

rect point on this net benefit curve.

Use of this net benefit curve may, however, lead to distorted

estimates of if costs are not held constant. Given costs are

allowed to vary (movement is across several surfaces), the change in

NB is given by (from 4. 35):

d(NB) dC

dWR WR dWR
(4.38)

The estimate of WR' given the decision makers choice, will now
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be distorted. This result highlights the need to estimate prices only

on iso-cost surfaces and not for movements between or among surfaces.

Optimization Among Factors and Products

Factor prices may also be missing in water resource produc-

tion processes. The resource planner is then faced with discovering

the factor -product trade-off ratios for presentation to the decision

body. The optimum level of application of all water resource factors

is given by the relationships:

8q. r.i i
, (i 1,2,... ,m; j = 1,2,... ,n). (4.39)

axi P

Given prices for all the water resource factors and products in (4.39),

these equilibrium conditions will at least be approximated in the

planning process given a goal of maximizing net dollar benefits. If

some price is not known, the implicit price of the factor is made

explicit when the product mix is chosen (assuming knowledge of the

marginal products).

Implicit Prices and the Factor-Product Trade-Off Ratio. Con-

sider, for example a case where varying amounts of scenic river

must be inundated to produce water for irrigation (W1). The scenic

river, in this case, serves as a factor in the production of W1. Some

measure of the scenic river, such as L = umiles of scenic rivert,
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must be combined with the other factors of production to provide W1.

Assume a market price for L is not known. A factor-product

trade-off ratio must then be calculated. Stated symbolically, the

problem is one of finding the proper level of L to use from:

aw1 rL

'WI
(4. 40)

where the price of L, rL is not known. The solution to the problem

is to present the total product curve or the trade-offs from that curve

to the decision body for consideration. Assuming the decision body

can perceive society preferences toward L, the selection of a point

on the total product curve (selection of a trade-off value) will give the

implicit price. This process can be illustrated with the hypothetical

total (TPL) and marginal (MPL) product relations as represented in

Figure 28. Assume there is only one other factor, capital (K), which

is held constant at K = K°. The optimum level of use for factor L

is given by the intersection of MPL with the factor-product price

ratio at point ID to produce W of W1. If rL was known, the

resource planner would provide W of W1 using L' of L. If rL

is not known, choice of the W level of W1 would yield the implicit

value of rL at point B given P1 and MPL at B are known. In

fact, the implicit price of L, rL is given by the slope of the TPL

curve at point B multiplied by WI' e.
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w
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Figure 28. Factor-product relation with water for irrigation (W1) produced from
various levels of economic land.
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PWIMPL = rL (4.41)

This is the simplest case for the application of the factor-product

trade-off ratio as one factor (K) is held constant and there is only

one product.

The slope of the TP curve at point B can, then, be viewed as a

"trade-off't. The TP curve is a trade-off curve in the sense that mov-

ing toward the origin from levels of L such as L' results in reduc-

tions (sacrifices) in WI for increases (gains) in L available for

other purposes. Curve TP is not, however, an iso-cost curve. An

iso-cost curve of the nature discussed in earlier sections of this

chapter is derived on the assumption that all the costs underlying the

curve can be used in production of either product or some combination.

If curve TP was an iso-cost curve, K° of K would be required to

not use any L in W1 production, which is not the case. The miles of

scenic river factor is available for some other uses without any

expenditure for K and L. 60 The reason for the difference between

this trade-off curve (curve TP) and the previous iso-cost (product-

product trade-off) curve lies in the distinction between the levels of

production. Miles of scenic river is a factor which enters the produc-

tion function relation to provide W1 as depicted in Figure 28. The

60At least for some lesser expenditure on K and L, like
possibly providing access roads.
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scenic river is not a product from the viewpoint of water resource

development and the resource planner.

Another approach to finding the factor price rL would be to

utilize the total benefit curve (TBL) in Figure 29. This relationship

is entirely parallel to the TPL relationship in Figure 28 assuming a

constant price for W1; only the scale on the vertical axis has changed.

The slope of the TBL curve in Figure 29 gives the implicit price of

the factor L directly. If the decision making body chose point B for

total benefits of W, the implicit price for the factor L is

given by the slope of TBL at point B. This slope is represented by

the level of the marginal benefit (MBL) curve at point D or

rL = OF = r. Selection of point A for total benefits of W

would given an implicit price of rL = OG r at point E.

Choosing a level of production such as represented at point B

(TBL. W) does not guarantee, of course, that net benefits are

positive at that point. Curve TBL represents total benefits from corn-

bining various levels of L with K° of K. Net benefits could, in

fact, be negative for level L L'. Net benefits are, however, at a

maximum level at L of L (assuming rL rL). If net benefits are

negative, the point represents a minimum loss level from using L in

combination with K° of K. 1 A net benefit curve can be constructed

61Assuming that L is applied at all. A better alternative may
be to not provide any WI by using all of the L (and K°) for other
production.
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Figure 29. Total and marginal benefit relationships, water for irrigation (W1) produced
from various levels of economic land.
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from relationships such as those represented in Figures 28 and 29 to

illustrate the concept. One such curve is represented by OABC in

Figure 30.

Generation of a net benefit curve requires specification of all the

product and resource prices. Given the price of L, rL net benefits

can be generated for each level of WI by finding the value:

NBTB -c

or, (4. 42)
NB PwiWi (rLL+rKK°).

Net benefits will be a maximum where the MBL is equal to the mar-

ginal factor cost in Figure 29. Given a price of rL = r, maximum

net benefits will occur at W of W. This is illustrated by NB' at

W in Figure 30. If net benefits were negative at W, the peak of the

NB curve would be below the horizontal axis. The peaks however,

would be the nearest point on the NB curve to the horizontal axis; as a

consequence, utilization of L' of L would represent the minimum

loss level.

Implicit Prices and the Net Benefit Curve. A means of finding

the implicit price of a non-money valued resource from a net benefit

curve can now be outlined. Movement along curve OABC in Figure 30

measures the net benefits that must be sacrificed, in terms of lower

quantities of W1 valued at P1' to use some level of L other than
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w Wi Wi"

(L°) (L') (L")
WI and L

Figure 30. Net benefits function for varying levels of water for irrigation (W).
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L'. A reduction in L from L to L° constitutes a loss in net

benefits of (NB-NB°) (Figure 30). It may appear that the relevant

price for L is given by:

(NB'-NB°) (NB)
(L'-L°)

= r

This is not the case, of course, as rL = rL along OABC and

rjrj
One approach to finding the price of a resource through the use

of the net benefit curve is to set rL 0. The necessity for using the

net benefit curve for the zero price of rL must be understood. 62 If

a non-zero price for rL is used in the derivation of the curve, the

net benefits will be given by:

NB - rL rKK = r5L C0 (4.43)

where C° is essentially a fixed cost. Upon differentiation of (4. 43),

the condition along the NB curve is given by:

d( dWNB) I s
dL WI dL rL . (4. 44)

62There are, of course, as many net benefit curves as there are
prices for the resource. As a result, the price calculated by this
method will be different for every net benefit curve used. The only
way to be sure the method will give the correct price is to use the net
benefit curve derived for r = 0.
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Net benefit changes for reductions in L will now be affected not only

by the marginal value product but also by the "starting' price for

L(r). The actual price of L will never be discovered unless the

starting price, r, is accounted for in the analysis. The real price

(r) is now given by:

or,

dW

WI dL -rr
dW

S w R
WI dL = rL + rL = rL

The incorrect price of L, r, will be discovered by using the

(4.45)

sacrifice along a net benefit curve derived from a non-zero price for

L. It is expected this could easily occur in water resource develop-

ment. Acres of wilderness area (L) may, for examples have a price

the owners of the area will accept for the property which would affect

the location and shape of the net benefit curve. Including that price in

the analysis would lead to distortion in the price derived from the

choice made by the decision maker. The correct approach can be

given by:

NB = P1W1 rKK rLL. (4.46)

Given (4. 46), the rate of change in NB is given by:
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dWd(NB)
WI dL rLdL

or, (4.47)

dW1
d(NB)rLPWIdL dL

The "starting" price of rL however, was rL = 0. This implies

that:

dWd(NB)
WI dL (4.48)dL

This was shown earlier to be the value of rL when in equilibrium.

As a result, the price of L is given directly from the net benefit
63curve.

A net benefit curve with a starting price of rL 0 is repre-

sented by curve OA'B'C' in Figure 30. Movement along the curve

toward the zero level of L used in WI production represents sacri-

fices in net benefits. The price of L can be estimated at any point by

finding the value:

dW

WI dL rL (4. 49)

must be remembered the marginal product schedule for the
hypothetical production relation was downward sloping. The second
order conditions are satisfied only when this condition holds (see
Chapter III, p. 60). The use of net benefit curves for estimating value
is also valid only when this condition holds.
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Deriving this value at point B' on OA'B'C', for examples results in the

value rL = r from Figures 28 and 29. The resource planner may,

of course, have to work with discrete data or, at best, with continuous

curves and not mathematical functions. In that case, the price of the

resource is approximated by:

WI L rL. (4.50)

The resulting price is an average over the curvature of the zero price

net benefit curve.

Another way to view the resource evaluation process using net

benefit curves is to change the axis on Figure 30 such as to represent

non-use of the resource in WI production. Movement along the hori-

zontal axis from left to right then would represent reductions in the

amount of L devoted to W1 production. The curve could be used,

directly, to evaluate the price of the resource. The slope of that

curve gives the (negative) price of L.

The net dollar benefit curve can also be used for the case of two

or more products. Again, the zero price net benefit curve must be

utilized. Also, all the water products must be kept in the combina-

tions (dq./dq.) (i., j 1,2, . . . , m, i
/ j) for all m

products. This is necessarily more complex, but the same principles

apply.
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V. CALCULATION AND INTERPRETATION OF TRADE -OFFS
IN NATURAL RESOURCE PLANNING

The conceptual models must now be quantified. Only in this

manner can the theoretical models be useful in guiding the trade-off

calculation process for the resource planner. Also, the many recom-

mendations regarding the definition and calculation of trade-offs must

be compared with the approach recommended in this study. The pur-

poses of this chapter are: 1) to indicate, based on the conceptual

models developed in Chapters III and IV, guidelines for calculating

trade-offs as necessitated by multiple objective planning, Z) to mdi-

cate the differences and similarities among the proposed definitions

of trade-offs and the approaches to calculating trade-offs, and 3) to

provide an evaluation of presently used Federal planning procedures

for water and related land resources planning.

Problems in the Calculation of Trade-Off Ratios--
Some Empirical Cases

Multiple objective planning is necessary, as noted previously in

this study, because of a lack of some common unit of measure for all

products and resources. As a result, the type of information needed

by the decision body is of a different nature. Trade -offs must be cal-

culated and provided to the decision body. The iso-cost and produc-

tion function frameworks provide the necessary conceptual base for
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the calculation of trade -off s.

Several major problem areas were outlined in Chapter IV as

areas that should be of concern to water resource planners. The

water resource planner should:

1) define the products, factors, and the planning unit such as to

find all the independent and non-independent transformation

curves,

2) define the products and factors not having prices which, in

turn, defines the set of elements for which the trade-off

calculation pro ce s s must be used,

3) define the production relations and the trade-offs.

These three steps, very briefly, define the planning process. Actual

implementation of these steps for some real worlds' data is illustrated

in this chapter.

Delineation of the Planning Unit- -The Knife River Basin

The actual data needed to illustrate application of the conceptual

models was derived from an earlier study by this author and others

(North Dakota State Water Commission, "The Plan. . . ", 1970). That

particular study concentrated on the determination of the usefulness of

mathematical programming models in water resource planning. A

proposed plan for development of the Knife River Basin in North

Dakota was derived from the results. The alternative forms of



development possible in that basin were large in number because of

the possibility for 18 alternative locations of dams and the multiple

purposes of irrigation, power production, recreation, and municipal

use possible at nearly every site (Figure 31). The uoptimum plan

for development was selected by finding the maximum net dollar

benefits obtainable. 64 All products and factors were assigned prices

(where prices did not exist) using various methods, some of which

were nothing more than rough estimates of market value based on

'best guesses'. In other words, trade-off calculations were not

needed as all factors and products were assumed to have "known"

market prices.

The conceptual models of this study would allow a different

approach to finding the optimum plan for development of the Knife

River Basin. The North Dakota State Water Commission would be

viewed as a "firm" in the sense that factors could be combined in

varying proportions by the agency to produce (or, at least plan for

production) alternative product mixes. The Water Commission, in

essence, would be considered as having a production function, or at

least of having the capability of defining the production relations in the

relevant planning unit. Also, the rough guesses of various prices

linear programming model was used, in combination with
separable programming (to account for non-linearities), to isolate the
plan yielding the maximum dollar benefits.
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Figure 31. Present and proposed water resource development in the Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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would not be needed. Trade-off ratios would be calculated and sub-

mitted to the decision body.

The production processes in the Knife River Basin, one of sev-

eral basins in the state of North Dakota, are most assuredly not

independent of processes in other basins of the state or region (or

even Nation). As a result, choice of the Knife River Basin as the

relevant planning unit implies the choice of a non-independent trans-

formation surface. This very important characteristic of the produc-

tion processes in the Basin must be emphasized; i. e. , any plan for

development that is recommended within a non-independent planning

unit may be sub-optimal when the viewpoint is from some larger plan-

ning unit (the independent unit). The resulting transformation surface

for the Knife River Basin is necessarily a non-independent surface.

Many of the factors (such as investment capital by the State) are

useable in other production processes (such as the school system,

highway building programs, and health care programs). The trans-

formation surface from any water resource based planning unit, it is

expected, is just one of the non-independent transformation surfaces

needed by the body politic for the rational allocation of resources.

Several segments of the Knife River Basin were separated out

for illustrative purposes. Any of the 18 alternative sites (or any

combination) could have been used. The Bronco and Kineman sites

(Figure 31) were chosen, however, because of the close proximity of
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the sites and the possibility for several uses of water at each site.

Each segment separated out for further study in this work represents

part of a transformation surface that could be developed for the entire

Basin. The various segments used here for illustrative purposes,

then, represent other non-independent surfaces (not independent of the

other present and potential sites in the Basin).

Products, Factors, and Prices in the Knife River Basin

Several water related products can be produced in the Knife

River Basin. The area is primarily agricultural but encompasses

large areas of lignite coal reserves. Water can be used in the produc-

tion of a great variety of agricultural crops as well as for the produc-

tion of electricity (as cooling water and for steam generation) from the

coal. Also, there are frequent floods in the area. Control of river

flows could provide some benefits. The potential for recreation

development also exists because of the close proximity of the Basin to

a city-urban area. The type of recreation activity would be mainly

water based, for such surface uses as water skiing, boating, and

aesthetic viewing. All of these water products were considered in the

earlier study (North Dakota State Water Commission, "The Plan. . .

1970). Water for irrigation (W1), water for municipal and industrial

use (WM) and water for recreation (surface area of reservoir, WR)

were chosen for further consideration in this study.
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Various assumptions were made regarding prices in the study.

The prices used for WM were set arbitrarily. This was done only to

facilitate the illustration of models developed in earlier chapters. It

is expected that the price of water used for municipal and industrial

purposes will be known in most project situations. 65 Further, it was

assumed the price of water for recreation was not known. 66

As a result, trade-off ratios must be calculated for varying levels of

WR. A value of the water used for irrigation was developed by finding

the residual return to irrigation water from farm budget data provided

in the earlier study (North Dakota State Water Commission, "The

Plan.. U, 1970, pp. 97-102). This value was estimated at $32.91 per

acre foot; the price of W1 was set at WI
= $30. 00 in this study. 67

The factors of concern at the selected sites in the Knife River

Basin are at two completely different levels in the production proc-

esses of the Basin. The first level of factors are those elements

necessary in the planning, construction, operation, and maintenance

of the necessary structures. These factors were assumed to be

65The price used in the earlier study was wM = $500 per acre
foot (North Dakota State Water Commission, "The Plan. . . ", p. 101).

66The alternative cost approach to establishing value was used in
the earlier study (North Dakota State Water Commission, "The
Plan... ", 1971, p. 104).

67See Appendix D for the procedures used in the derivation of
the residual return to water. Also, the implicit assumptions involved
in using the residual return are examined.
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combined in a least cost manner. The dollar value of all these factors

is referred to as T1cost' in the balance of this study. The other factors

of concern in the analysis were the water resource factors such as

wilderness areas, scenic views, and wild rivers. These elements are

essentially factors in the production of water products. The specific

water resource factor considered in an empirical case was acres of

wilderness area at the Bronco site. There was no known, market

value for an acre of wilderness area. The concept of a factor-

product trade-off ratio is utilized to provide insights into the alloca-

tion problem for that case.

The natural water flows at the various sites must also be con-

sidered a factor in the production of W1, WRI and/or W. The

capitals operation, and maintenance costs are applied to a particular

site in a river basin to transform the natural resource, water, into

water products. The amount of water flow at a particular site, then,

must be known. These flows were estimated at the Bronco and

Kineman sites in the earlier study (North Dakota State Water Corn-

mission, "The Plan. .. ", 1971, pp. 80-81 and "Appendix. . . The

Plan.. . ", 1971, pp. Z7-58). The total available (annual) flows were

estimated at about 30, 000 acre feet at the Bronco site and 700 acre

feet at the Kineman site. The largest proportion of these amounts

becomes available in late spring. No attempt was made in this study

to deal with the dynamics of water availability. In fact, no attempt
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was made to separate out the planned developments that could actually

be sustained based on flows at Bronco and Kineman. The iso-cost

surfaces presented here reflect the range of alternative levels of WI,

WR and WM that could be produced given enough water.

Product-Product Trade-Off Ratios Between Two Water
Products at Two Alternative Sites

The simplest procedures for calculating product-product trade-

offs result from the case where only two water products are provided.

The two product case is illustrated here for the Bronco and Kineman

sites in isolation and for the two sites in combination. The analyses

for the individual sites is presented first.

Product-Product Trade-Offs at the Bronco Site. Water for

irrigation (W1) and water for recreation (WR) can be produced at

the Bronco site of the Knife River Basin. The investment require-

ments, operation costs, repair costs, and maintenance costs sum-

rnarized in Table 5 can be "applied" to produce various combinations

of W1 and WR. An initial investment of $3, 3Z9, 7Z6 and annual

operation, maintenance, and repair costs (OMR) of $16, 649 can be

applied, for example, to provide 61, 000 acre feet of reservoir

capacity and 3260 surface acres (Table 5). These physical measures

of production can, in turn, be used for W1 and WR production. A

more useful measure of the cost requirement, annual cost, is also



Table 5. Total investment requirements, annual costs, reservoir capacity, and reservoir surface
area, Bronco dam site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

Dam
Height

Total
Investment

Requirement
Annual

aAmortization
Annual
OMR

Total
Annual
Costsb

ReservoircCapacity

Reservoir
Surface
Aread

(feet) ( dollars ------------
)

(acre-feet) (acres)
30 1,042,994 58,239 5,215 63,454 7,000 700
40 1,523,326 85,060 7,617 92,677 16,000 1,350
50 2,341,294 130,833 11,706 142,439 33,500 2,250
60 3,329,726 185,926 16,649 202,575 61,000 3,260
70 4,402,063 245,803 22,010 267,813 100,000 4,450
80 5,543,504 309,539 27,718 337,257 151,000 5,860
90 7,228,102 403,604 36,141 439,745 215,000 7,130

100 8,874,718 495,547 44,374 539,921 297,000 9,140
110 10,750,898 600,308 53,754 654,062 400,000 11,650

aBased on an interest rate of 5 1/8 percent and a 50 year repayment period.
bSum of annual amortization and annual OMR.
CCapacity measured at spiliway level.
dSurface area of reservoir behind dam when reservoir full to spillway level.
Basic data used to derive table from (North Dakota State Water Commission, ?The Plan. . .

1971, pp. 87-89).

-J
Ui
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given in Table 5. The annual (minimum) costs are composed of the

annual amortization payment (principal plus interest at 5 1/8 percent)

for each of 50 years plus the annual OMR costs. At the 60 foot dam

height1 for examples total annual costs were determined to be

$202,575 (Table 5). The other estimates of capacity, surfacearea,

and annual cost for dams varying from 30 to 110 feet are interpreted

. 68similarly.

The basic cost-physical relations data of Table 5 provided the

necessary data base for the development and use of the iso-cost

framework. The important relations, in general form, are given by:

TC = f(AC) (5. 1)

SA = g(TC) (5.2)

where,

AC = total annual (minimum) cost,

TC = total reservoir capacity at spillway level, measured in

acre feet,

and

68The 30 foot minimum size was chosen somewhat arbitrarily.
The engineers involved in the planning of development in the Knife
River Basin were asked to provide the data of Table 5 for 10 foot incre-
ments in dam height up to the maximum possible size at each proposed
site in the Basin. The 30 foot minimum, selected at nearly every
site, limited the number of sites that had to be considered in the Basin
and the amount of basic cost data needed at every site chosen for
evaluation. In order to consider all alternatives, of course, even
smaller dams may have to be considered in some cases.
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SA = surface area of reservoir when full to capacity, measured

in acres.

The discrete forms of equations (5. 1) and (5. 2) are given in Table 5

and illustrated in Figures 32 and 33, respectively. These discrete

forms can be used directly in the iso-cost framework. It is useful,

however, to convert the data points into smooth, continuous functions.

The entire range of alternatives can then be considered. This was

accomplished by using ordinary least squares regression (OLS) to fit

quadratic functions to the data points of Table 5. The continuous

relations were given by:

TC = 17893.00 + 0.31070(AC) + O.00000050357(AC)2 (5.3)

R2 = . 99939

SA = 749.33 + 0.03653(TC) - O.000000025712(TC)2 (5.4)

R2 = .99267

The continuous functions represented in (5.3) and (5.4) are also

represented in Figures 32 and 33, respectively. Slightly greater

69The constant term was used to account for the fact that no
data was provided for a dam less than 30 feet in size. It should also
be noted that the usual statistical measures are not applicable here.
The discrete functions were deterministic; the least squares technique
was used only to provide a continuous function. The R2 values serve
only to give an indication of the fit achieved.
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accuracy could have been obtained by using two functions in the case

of surface area vs capacity (Figure 33). In this author's judgement,

however, an R2 of .99267 was of sufficient magnitude to justify the

use of one function. Two functions could easily be utilized if desired

by the planner.

The iso-cost surface can now be derived. The problem can be

defined in the following manner. Information is now available on:

1. the annual cost versus capacity relation,

2. the capacity vs surface area relation,

3. the water products for which there is a demand,

4. the price of one of those products,

5. the availability of water in the Basin at the site of concern.

The resource planner must organize this information in such a way as

to make it possible for the decision making body to select the optimum

size of the structure and the optimum product mix. The necessary

information can be represented in the iso-cost surface.

The iso-cost surface for W1 and WR was given at the Bronco

site by:

WR = 749.33 + 0. 03653(TC-W1) 0.0000000257 l2(TC-W1)2

(5.5)

A computer program was written (in Fortran) to "simulate" the

alternative product mixes possible as dictated by the coefficients in
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equation (5. 5). 70 Various product mixes were generated for several

annual cost levels. The capacity-annual cost function in (5. 3) was

used to estimate the total capacity available for various (annual) cost

levels. The capacity was then allocated, arbitrarily, between water

for irrigation or surface area for recreation. 71 It was assumed that

10 percent of the capacity, for all capacity levels, would constitute

"dead" storage and 30 percent of total capacity must be left for low

stream flow years. As a result, only 60 percent of the total capacity

was assumed available for irrigation in any irrigation season.

Further, it was assumed that any water allocated for irrigation use

could not be used for recreation. This assumption may have to be

modified in every particular situation. It is a most reasonable

assumption in the Knife River Basin, however, as any water used for

irrigation cannot be used for recreation (as surface area) as recrea-

tion and irrigation demands occur during the same season. Also, no

attempt was made to account for the fact that water in the reservoir in

say July, could be used for recreation that month and for irrigation

in August. The allocation of water to irrigation was made for the

entire irrigation-recreation season. No attempt was made to handle

the dynamics of water flow and changes over time in the use pattern.

70 .The algebraic manipulations used to derive (5.5) and the com-
puter program are presented in Appendix C.

All estimates are on an annual basis.
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Water is allocated to irrigation (by drawing the reservoir down) or to

recreation (by not drawing the reservoir down). The same water

could not be allocated to both recreation and irrigation. This assump-

tion does not, however, affect the validity of the iso-cost framework.

The iso-cost surface is essentially an ex post description of product

mixes anyway; i. e. , the operating rule chosen affects the product

combination. A different assumption regarding the relation between

W1 arxl WR will merely give a different iso-cost surface.

The iso-cost relations between water for irrigation, W1, and

water for recreation, WR (surface area) are presented in Figure
72 Each relation (curve) represents a different (constant and mini-

mum) annual cost. Costs were incremented by $75, 000 from

$200, 000 to $650, 000 (Figure 34). Movement along any one of the

curves represents changes in W1 for changes in WR. Movement

from point A to point B along the $575, 000 iso-cost relation, for

example, repre sents a decrease in WI of approximately 79, 000 acre

feet of water allocated to irrigation and an increase of 2200 acres of

surface area available for recreation. This is the product-product

"trade-off". A sacrifice of 79, 000 acre feet of W1 gave rise to 2200

acres for the recreation activity. If the price of an acre of surface

area was known, the optimum product combination on the $575,000

72The data used to develop this figure is presented in Appendix
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iso-cost curve could be chosen. Using the estimated residual value

of WI developed in the farm budget analysis as price, where

$30. 00, a "price" of WR can be obtained. Assume the deci-

sion making entity chooses point B over point A; i.e. , the entity was

willing to sacrifice 79, 000 acre feet at a price of $30. 00 to obtain

2200 acres of surface area. Using the conceptual model from previ-

ous chapters, it must be the case that:

or,

or,

WR

EWR $30.00

79, 000(-$30.00)(- 2,200 WR

WR
= $1077.00

The implicit price of one acre of surface area is approximately

$1077. 00.

The production trade -offs for much smaller increments in WR

are provided in Appendix D for the $200, 000-$650, 000 iso-cost

curves. The approximate trade-offs are shown for 100 acre

increases in surface area while the exact trade -offs are calculated at

a point from the derivative of the W1 f(WR TC) function derived in

the analysis. The point estimates of the trade-off are, of course,

73See Appendix C for derivation of the trade-off (slope) equation.
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the most accurate. The point estimate at point B (Appendix D, Table

D-7, Figure 34), for example, is given to be:

dW1

WIdW WR

($30. 00)(-38.88) $1166.40

The estimate, using the 100 acre increase is given by:

(-$30. 00)(-38. 79) = $1163. 70.

The latter estimate of $1163.70 acre of surface area is, of course,

the average price over the curve up to point B from a point to the left

of B by 100 acres. The two estimates are very close as the change

in the slope of the curve is slight. The difference between point ard

interval estimates would be greater for relations having more

curvature.

The trade-off ratios become greater as WI is reduced for

increases in WR. Using the point estimates of the trade-offs, the

ratio changes from -33.56 at point A to about -50. 50 at point C

(Appendix ID, Table IJ-7, Figure 34). If the decision making entity

selected point A, the implicit price of WR is approximately

(-$30. 00)(-33.56) = $1006.80 as compared to

-$30.00)(-50. 50) = $1515.00 at point C. The same type of relations

exist along all the iso-cost relations illustrated in Figure 34.



Consider, for examples the trade-offs along the $200, 000 iso-

cost curve as shown in Figure 34. The curve represented in Figure

34 appears to be almost a straight line. The change in the slope is

very slight, given as -28.41 for all the useable storage allocated to

WI (38, 634 acre feet) and approximately -30. 00 when the entire

reservoir is used for recreation (Appendix D, Table D-l). The

change is in the same direction, but the changes are larger for the

$650, 000 iso-cost relation. The trade-off is only -35.25 when all the

useable capacity is allocated to WI (238,092 acre feet) and approxi-

mately -61.00 when the entire reservoir is used for recreation

(Appendix D, Table D-8). For comparison purposes among the

curves, the lowest trade-off is represented by -28.41 at point E on

the $200,000 curve and the highest trade-off is represented by -61.00

at point F on the $650,000 iso-cost curve. In all cases, the trade -offs

increase (become more negative) for movements "down" the curve of

concern.

The relations in Figure 34 are the type of information needed by

the decision making group for one dam site and two products, where

the prices of one of the products is missing. Other types of

recommendations have been made elsewhere. Some of the various

741n addition, of course, the planning agency must provide
information regarding water availability at the dam site. It may be
impossible to reach any point on some of the curves because of
available flows.
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types of misleading trade-off ratios isolated with the conceptual model

can now be illustrated using the iso-cost relations of Figure 34.

The calculation of trade -offs using net benefit changes between

iso-cost curves can lead to very misleading estimates of the actual

trade-offs. Assume, for example, the decision making entity is pre-

sented with only points A and D in Figure 34. Point A can be achieved

with an annual cost of $575,000 while point D can be obtained with

$150,000 less annual cost or only $425,000. The utrade_offnf would,

intuitively, appear to be (data from Appendix D, Tables D-5 and D-7):

Point WI WR NB
A 196,351 5090 $5,315,542

D 10,919 6873 97,430

-185,432 +1783 -$5,412,972

which gives the trade-off at:

or,

185,432 = -104.00-
1783

E(NB) $5,412,972 = -$3036.00.
1783

A total of 104 acre feet of water evaluated at $30. 00 (gross) or

$3120 per acre are ttsacrificed' to obtain one more acre of surface

area (on the averages from point A to D). Stated in net benefit terms,

$3036. 00 are given up to obtain one more acre of surface area (on the



average) for recreation (as the reduction in cost is $84. 00 per acre

foot). This is not the correct estimate of the value of WR. Using the

correct approach the value of WR at each of the points is given by:

Point dWI/dWR (PWI)(dWI/dWR) WR

A -33.56 $1006.80

D -37.68 $1130.40

The distortion is nearly three-fold using the "net-benefits -between-

curves" approach. Prices or value must be estimated at points on

particular curves. It is impossible to choose between points A and D

without knowledge of the iso-cost curves for the $425, 000 and

$575, 000 levels. Neither physical or net dollar benefit measures of

trade -off s between curves can be used without some knowledge of the

shape of the curves through those points.

The type of underlying production relation cannot be identified

exactly given only the iso-cost relation at the Bronco site. It can be

argued however, the major class of production law (using the techni-

cal jargon of Chapter III) is factorially determined without coupling

(a 0, K = 0). It is technically impossible to find the allocation of the

annual cost figure (or of any of the factors that constitute the annual

cost figure) between WI and WR. The changes along the iso-cost

curves of Figure 34 can be interpreted as changes in product level

at one point in the factor space. This is illustrated in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Hypothetical isoquants for factorially determined production without coupling.
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Assume that line ABC represents a cost (minimum) of $575,000. The

factors x2 and x1 (say concrete and labor, among other factors) can

be combined in varying proportions to produce the various levels of
0 0WR and WI for the same cost. Assume x1 = x1 and x2 =

Given one operating rule (one point on the $575, 000 iso-cost curve),

W1 = W = 196,351 and WR = W = 5090 as at point B in Figure 35.

Given another operating rule, W1 = W = 117,097 and

WR = W = 7290, such as point B in Figure 34. The change in the

operating rule curve, in essence, gives the different sets of iso-

quanta in Figure 35. With the operating rule curve used at point A

in Figure 34, the isoquant set W and W exists. With the

operating rule at point B in Figure 34, the isoquants' W, and

exist. The various operating rule curves, it cn be argued, change

the coefficients on the factors in the factorially determined functions:

W =
I

f(x 12,x ,. .. ,x

= g(x1,x2,... ,x)
where,

x. factors, (j 1,2, . . . , n).
3

(5. 6)

The functional forms remain the same in (5. 6) while the coefficients

change. The actual type of production relations, of course, can be
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determined only with an empirical test.

The implications of classifying the underlying relations as

factor ially determined without coupling are great. As noted in Chap-

ter IV, the actual trade-offs are not affected. The possibility for cost

allocation, however, is not good. In fact, it is impossible to separate

out the costs that should be allocated to each product. It is also inter-

esting to note that the operating rule curve chosen determines the

trade-off ratio. This gives a great deal of flexibility to the resource

planner. Any trade-off (within the physical constraints defined by the

iso-cost curve) can be calculated that is desired. The decision maker

will not have enough information unless he has the whole iso-cost
76surface.

The effect of technical interdependence and non-independence on

the trade-off ratio can also be illustrated using the curves of Figure

34. The procedure for determination of technical relations was out-

lined in Chapter III and is applied here. Figure 34 is reproduced in

75Data on the actual factor levels would be needed. The data
used here gave only the cost levels of all the factors used to build the
structure.

76The relevant iso-cost surface can be delineated somewhat by
the amount of water available at the dam site. There would be little
need to present the iso-cost curve for the largest dam that could be
built, at a site if there was only sufficient flow to fill a reservoir half
that size, for example. At the same time, all dam sizes up to the
maximum dictated by the water availability in the basin may have to
be considered.

77See Appendix B for a more detailed explanation of this
approach to discovering technical relations.
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Figure 36. Construction of box ABCH results in point C not being on

the next iso-cost curve. As a result, products WI and WR are

classified as technically complementary. The same result occurs for

the construction of 'boxes" among the other iso-cost curves. Points

D, E, F, and G would lie on the iso-cost curve if the products were

technically independent. In all cases, however, the products must be

classified as technically complementary as points D', E', F', and G'

are all above the "corner" of the respective boxes. This class ifica-

tion says in essence, that the marginal cost of providing WI(WR)

goes down as more WR(WI) is produced. This would be expected in a

dam-reservoir configuration and probably explains the many multi-

purpose structures built in this country. Note, however, that W1

does in fact decrease for increases in WR even though the two pro-

ducts are technically complementary.

Product-Product Trade -Offs at the Kineman Site. Similar types

of results were also obtained when the same approach was used at the

Kineman site (Figure 31). Another non-independent iso-cost curve

was derived using the basic data representative of this site as shown

in Table 6. Again annual cost was calculated by adding the amortiza-

tion and 0, M, and R costs, The capacity versus annual cost and

surface area versus capacity relations of Table 6 are represented by

the discrete points of Figures 37 and 38, respectively. Ordinary

least squares regression was used to fit quadratic equations to the
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Table 6. Total investment requirements, annual costs, reservoir capacity, and reservoir
surface area, Kineman dam site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

Total Total Reservoir
Dam Investment Annual Annual Annual Reservoir Surface

Height Requirement Amortizationa OMR c05t5b Capacityc Aread

(feet) (
----------- dollars- -------------

) (acre-feet) (acres)
30 210,980 11,781 1,055 12,836 166 15
40 312,556 17,453 1,563 19,016 363 25
50 336,265 18,776 1,681 20,457 683 39
60 385, 116 21,504 1,926 23,430 1,228 70
70 608,552 33,980 3,043 37,023 2,408 166
80 903,500 50,450 4,518 54,968 4,757 304
90 1,315,930 73,479 6,580 80,059 8,507 447
95 1,513,112 84,489 7,566 92,055 11,161 531

aBased on an interest rate of 5 1/8 percent and a 50 year repayment period.
bSum of annual amortization and annual OMR.

cCapacity measured at spiliway level.
dSurface area of reserovir behind dam when reservoir full to spillway level.
Basic data used to derive table from (North Dakota State Water Commission, 'The Plan. . .

1971, pp. 87-89).
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Figure 37. Reservoir capacity (TC) as a function of annual cost (AC, amortization and OMR),
Kinernan site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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discrete data points to give the continuous curves shown in each

figure. The continuous relations were given by:

TC = -715.63 + 0.054476(AC) + 0..00000079369(AC)2 (5.7)

R2 = . 9984

SA -4.8355 + 0.O74593(TC) 0,.0000024083(TC)Z (5.8)

R2 = . 9984

These equations provide the necessary information to start the iso-

cost calculation process. The same approach as used for the Bronco

site resulted in the iso-cost curves at the Kineman site as represented

in Figure 39. Again, the same general relations exist. Trade-offs

increase as WR is increased for sacrifices in the level of WI for

any given annual cost. The water in storage, water for irrigation,

and surface area levels at the Kineman site for various annual cost

levels are presented in Appendix D, Tables D-9 to D-16, for increases

in annual cost of $10, 000. Again, trade-offs have a considerable

range. The lowest trade-off estimate is given at point B on the

$20,000 iso-cost curve (Appendix D, Table D-9). At that point, the

slope is -13.65 (Appendix D, Table D-9). The highest trade-off is

given at point C, where the slope of the $90, 000 iso-cost curve is

approximately -40.20 (Appendix D, Table D-16). For $30.00,

this is a range in value (assuming there is a point in the space that
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would be selected) of (-$30.00)(-13.65) $409.50 to

(-40. 20)(-$30. 00) = $1206.00 for an additional acre of surface area.

Product-Product Trade-Offs for Both the Bronco and Kineman

Sites. The resource planner will, in many cases, be faced with

planning development where more than one structure could be built.

The available investment budget must now be allocated between the

alternative sites as well as among the uses at each site. The physical

setting is illustrated in Figure 31. Water can be diverted from the

Bronco site to irrigate all the land down stream. The Kineman site

could, however, be used to irrigate part of the acreage below the

Kineman site (Figure 31). Water for recreation can be provided at

the Bronco and/or the Kineman site. The surface area-capacity and

capacity-annual cost relations at each site were combined to give the

iso-cost curves. 78 The goal, of course, is to find the iso-cost curve

the furthest from the origin for any given cost. This curve will be the

true iso-(minimum)cost curve which is needed by the decision making

body. The assumptions used in the derivation of the iso-cost relations

are, however, very important.

One approach is to assume a certain constant proportion of the

capacity of each reservoir must be kept in "dead7 and/or emergency

storage. For illustrative purposes, assume a minimum of 40 percent

78See Appendix C for a detailed description of the mathematical
manipulations.
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of capacity must be maintained in each reservoir. Also, assume that

all the useable capacity (60 percent) at the Kineman site is used for

irrigation. Given some annual cost, the iso-cost curves between W

and WR can be derived by varying WR. The curves resulting from

these assumptions are presented in Figure 40 for the $300, 000 and

$600, 000 cost levels.

The assumption regarding useable capacity is reflected in the

location of the curves. The amount of land irrigated with water from

the Kineman site is constant along each iso-cost curve. Iso-cost

curve AA', for example, represents all the possible (WIWR) com-

binations for the particular cost allocation given 60 percent of the

water capacity at the Kineman site is used for irrigation. This results

in the production of approximately 5233 acre feet of WI at the

Kineman site along the entire AA' curve. This is the reason AA'

does not reach the horizontal axis; i.e. , point A' reflects the fact that

approximately 5233 acre feet of W1 is always provided at the Kinernan

site. Also, there is always a minimum of about 226 acres of surface

area (WR) produced at the Kineman site. The amount of W1 and

WR provided at the Kineman site decreases, of course, as the alloca-

tion of expenditure on the Kineman site decreases. This is reflected

by the iso-cost curve EE' touching the horizontal axis when the cost

allocation to Kineman is zero. The W1 and WR levels produced at

the Kineman site are zero along the entire curve EE'. The same type
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of relationships are obtained for an expenditure of $600, 000 as repre-

sented in curves FF'-JJ' (Figure 40). Curve JJ', the frontier curve,

represents the zero expenditure allocation to the Kineman site. In

either case then, the maximum amount of WI and WR can be

obtained by allocating all available capital to the Bronco site (curves

FE' and 33'). Given that W1 and WR have the same prices at the

different sites, only the frontier curves, such as FE' and 33' need to

be presented to the decision making body. It should be noted that

curves EE' and 33' (and others like them) are the only true iso-cost

curves depicted in Figure 40.

The cost curves of Figure 40 do not, however, exhaust the

possibilities for the two sites. As was noted, the level of WI and

WR at one of the sites was required to be constant along any one

curve (for any one total cost and expenditure allocation) in the previous

formulation. Other cost curves can be generated in the space given a

different assumption. The assumption regarding constant W1 and

WR at Kineman was relaxed to generate the cost curves of Figure 41.

Curves AA', CC' and EE' are reproduced (from Figure 40) to provide

a reference point. Curve KK' was generated by reducing the amount

of land irrigated at the Kineman site to zero. In other words, curves

CC' and KK' represent the same total cost and same allocation of

expenditure, but represent different amounts of land irrigated with

water from the Kineman site. Curve KK', then, represents the cost
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relation for the particular expenditure allocation when the Kineman

site is used entirely for recreation. Other possibilities also exist.

If, for example, 50 percent of the capacity at Kineman was used for

irrigation (as compared to 60 percent on CC' and 0 percent on KK')

the curve would fall between CC' and KR'. The area between CC' and

KR' could be filled with an entire family of curves each representing a

different amount of water for irrigation (and WR) produced at the

Kineman site. Curve CC' and KR', then, represent the boundaries of

concern for the allocation of $260, 000 and $40, 000 to the Bronco and

Kineman sites, respectively.

Another interesting aspect of the relaxation of this assumption

arises with regard to the slope changes of the curves. The slope on

CC' at point Q is the same as the slope on KR' at point Q' (the slopes

are equal at a value of approximately -30. 00). Similarly the slopes

at R and R' are the same (at approximately -31. 00). As a result, if

curve CC' was provided to the decision making body when KR' was

further out in the production space, distortions would result.

Assume, for example, the consumption trade-off was -30..00. Given

curve CC', point Q would be chosen. On the other hand, if KR' was

presented to the decision body, point Q' would be chosen. An incor-

rect allocation of reservoir capacity would have occurred as too much

79Distortions in addition to that provided by presenting CC'
rather than EE'.
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water would be allocated to irrigation at point Q.

Even greater distortion will occur, of course, if the "frontier'

curve is not found and presented to the decision body. Even with the

relaxed assumption (to allow varying amounts of WI and WR at

Kineman) the 'frontier" iso-cost curves are given by the zero alloca-

tion of the expenditure levels to the Kineman site. At the $300, 000

total annual expenditure level, for example, the frontier is repre -

sented by EE' in Figures 40 and 41. This is the only true iso-cost

(iso-minimum cost) curve for the $300,000 expenditure level. Curve

FE' should be presented to the decision making body. Assume, how-

ever, some internal curve such as AA', CC', or KK' is presented to

the decision body (Figure 41). Also, assume the consumption trade-

off ratio (as perceived by the decision body) is -30. 00. The optimum

point on the frontier curve FE' is given by point S. At point S,

approximately 57,531 acre feet of W1 and 2952 acres of WR (sur-

face area) are produced. Given any of the internal curves, however,

that combination will not be chosen (indeed, it cannot even be pro-

duced). Given AA', for example, T is the optimum point as the slope

is approximately -30.00 at point T. The resulting product combina-

tion is 17,933 acre feet of W1 and 3156 acres of WR (surface area).

Similar, but less extreme, distortion in resource allocation would

occur at point Q on CC' and Q' on KK' (where the slopes are also

-30. 00).
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One can also envision a situation where (incorrect) trade -offs

would be calculated between curves such as those depicted in Figure

41. This mistake could be made especially when trade -offs are cal-

culated as changes in net benefits for alternative project designs.

Curves AA' and EE' can be viewed as iso-cost curves for two differ-

ent project designs. Consider, for example, the change in net bene-

fits in moving from point S on FE' to point T on AA. The 'trade-

offs" are given by, for P1 $30. 00:

WI WRPoint NB

S 57,531 2952 $1,425,930

T 17,933 3146 237,990

-39,598 +194 -$1,187,940

which gives the trade-off at:

or,

39,598 = -204.00
WR 194

(NB) $T1, 187,940 -$6123 00
194

The loss in net benefits for-an additional acre of surface area in mov-

ing from point S to point T is approximately $6123O0. This is

(grossly) incorrect. The true product-product trade-off is -30.00 at
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point T and at point S (or in dollar values, $900).80 The "trade-off"

as calculated by that approach is not a trade-off in the sense of the

iso-cost curve. In fact, movement from point S to point T represents

moving away from the iso-(minimum) cost curve to a less efficient,

internal curve; i. e. , the "net benefit-between-curves" trade -off in

reality reflects inefficient use of resources and not the sacrifice in

WI necessary to produce more WR Similar results could be shown

for the $600, 000 (or any other) expenditure level. This type of "trade-

off" appears to be the type of trade-off recommendedby Maass (1966,

see p. 11, Chapter II). Maass speaks of trade -offs between efficiency

and some product not having a known market price. An efficiency

trade-off seems akin to moving to some internal curve (less efficient

curve) as just discussed. It would appear a better approach would be

to move to an interior curve by reducing expenditure. This could be

accomplished by moving to, for example, a frontier (most efficient)

iso-cost curve for only a $200,000 expenditure rather than to a curve

internal to the most efficient (frontier) curve at the $300, 000 level.

Product-Product Trade-Off Ratios Among Three or More Water
Products at One Site

The resource planner is generally faced with planning a

80The estimated value of WR at points S and T is given by
(-$30. 00(-30. 00) or $900. 00.



development where more than two products are produced. Consider,

for example, the possibility of providing water for municipal and

industrial uses (WM) as well as WI and WR. This possibility

existed at the Bronco site and is used for illustrative purposes here.8'

The basic equations needed are, again, the surface area-capacity and

capacity-annual cost relations as determined in equations (5 . 3) and

(5.4). Assume there is a known price for Wi(Pwi) and for WM(PWM).

Also, assume is unknown. The resource planner is now faced

with providing an iso-cost surface as the consideration of three pro-

ducts adds another dimension to the problem. Trade-offs can still be

calculated between W1 and WR; the location of the iso-cost curve in

the WJWR plane is now, however, affected by the level of WM.

Two alternative assumptions were made regarding the affect of WM

on the shape and location of the iso-cost surface.

Product-Product Trade-Offs at the Bronco Site, Constant Ratios

Between Two of Three Products. The case of a constant trade -off

ratio between two of three water products was generated by assuming

that water could be released from the reservoir at the Bronco site

either for W1 or WM. Given this case, an increase in WM(WI) by

81 The earlier study (North Dakota State Water Commission,
uThe Plan. . .

u, 1971) did not result in recommending multiple use of
the Bronco Reservoir. The possibility of such use, however, did exist
in earlier versions of the original plan. The three uses were chosen
here for purposes of illustrating the use of the iso-cost framework in
trade -off calculations.
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one acre foot causes a reduction in WI(WM) by one acre foot. The

iso-cost relation is given by:

WR = 749.33 + 0.03653(TC_WI_WM)

- 0. 0000000257 12(TCWIWM)2. (5.9)

The coefficients of equation (5.9) were derived from equation (5. 4),

where surface area is used as a measure of WR. The product-

product trade-off ratio between WM and WI in this formulation is

constant and equal to i.00.82 The iso-cost relations between W1

and WR generated from equation (5. 9) are presented in Table 7 and

Figure 42. The expenditure level is constant at $200, 000 for all four

iso-cost curves. Each of the four curves, in turn, represent differ-

ent levels of WM. Curve EE', for example, represents the iso-cost

(trade-off) curve for W1 and WR when WM = 0. The iso-cost

curve, in essence, ?shiftsI down for increases in WM. Curve DD'

represents the iso-cost relation between W1 and WR when

WM = 10, 000 acre feet. An increase in WM gives rise to curves

interior to the iso-cost relation for the zero level of WM. Point A

represents the iso-cost relation between W1 and WR when all the

useable capacity is allocated to the production of WM(WI 0).

82See Appendix C for derivation of the slope equations.
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Table 7. Combinations of water for irrigation, municipal (and
industrial) uses and recreation, for $200, 000 annual cost,
Bronco dam site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

Water for Water for Water for dW1 dWMa
Municipal and Irrigation Recreation dW dW

Industrial (WM) (W1) (WR) R R

(acre feet) (acre feet) (acres)
0 38,634 1673 -28.41
0 32,929 1873 -28.64
0 27, 176 2073 -28.89
0 21,372 2273 -29. 14
0 15,519 2473 -29.40
0 9,612 2673 -29.66
0 3,653 2873 -29.94
0 0 2995 -30. 10

10,000 28,634 1673 -28.41
10,000 22,929 1873 -28.64
10,000 17, 176 2073 -28.89
10,000 11,372 2273 -29. 14
10,000 5,519 2473 -29.40
10,000 0 2660 -29.60
20,000 18,634 1673 -28.41
20,000 12,929 1873 -28.64
20,000 7,176 2073 -28.89
20,000 1,373 2273 -29. 14
20,000 0 2320 -29.20
30,000 8,634 1673 -28.41
30,000 2,929 1873 -28.64
30,000 0 1975 -28.80

aThe rates of change (trade-offs) in W1 and WM for changes in WR.
Both are equal at every point. Also, (dWI/dWM) = -1.0 at every
point on the surface.

A better picture of the iso-cost relation can be gained by refer-

ence to Figure 43. Figure 43 was also developed from data in Table 7.

Point A and curves BB', CC', DD', and EE' of Figure 42 are repre-

sented in three-space in Figure 43. Curve BB', for example,
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Figure 42. Iso-cost curves (annual costs: amortization and OMR), three products: water
for irrigation (W1), recreation (WR), and municipal use (WM), constant trade-
offs at Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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Figure 43. Iso-cost surface (annual costs: amortization and OMR), three products: water for irrigation (W1), recreation (WR), and
municipalities (W ), constant trade-off between two products, Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.M
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represents the iso-cost relation between W1 and WR when

WM = 30, 000 acre feet. Point A represents the situation where all

useable capacity (approximately 38, 000 acre feet) is used in the pro-

duction of WM. Point A lies in the "floor" (the WRWM plane) of the

three -space diagram. Any point above the WR WM plane represents

some level of W1 production greater than zero. The shape and the

location of the surface in three-space is influenced, of course, by the

physical relations at the site of concern. Also, the assumptions

utilized in the development of the surface can influence the location and

shape. Point G, for example, represents the assumption regarding

minimum reservoir storage levels. As noted earlier, it was assumed

that 40 percent of the capacity was to be maintained; i. e. , useable

capacity was set at 60 percent. The surface area of the reservoir, as

a result, is always at least 1674 acres as represented at point G.

The total useable capacity at point C can then be allocated entirely to

WI (point E), entirely to WM (point A) or some combination of W1

and WM (line ABCDE). Product W1 can be "sacrificed" for

increases in WM along ABCDE or any other line originating on EE'

and running down the surface parallel to ABCDE. The other defining

outline of the surface is curve AB'C'D'E'. This curve represents the

iso-cost relation between WR and WM for W1 = 0.

There are now three trade-offs of concern that can be calculated.

Movement along curves such as BB', CC', JJD', and EE' represent
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varying trade-offs between W1 and WR at different levels of WM

Movement along lines such as ABCDE represent trade -offs between

WI and WM for different levels of WR. Similarly, movement along

curves such as AB'C'DE' represent trade -offs between WR and WM

All curves across the surface represent iso-(minimum)cost curves.

At point H, for example, the three trade-off ratios are given by:

dW1 /dWR

dWR/dWM

dWJ/dWM

along DD',

along IJ,

along KL.

As shown in previous chapters, in order for point H to be an optimum

point, it must be the case that:

WR-
PWI

WM (5. 10)
WR

WI WM.-
WI

Given P1' WM'
and the production trade-off ratios, the price of

WR(PWR) can be found from (5. 10).

The particular slopes along the surface as derived at the Bronco

site can now be isolated. The trade-off between W1 and WM was
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constant at -1. 0 at all points, such as H, on the surface. This trade-

off is reflected in Figure 43 by the slope of line ABCDE which is -1.0

over the entire range. The slopes of curves such as DID and IJ, were

found to vary over the surface, but are equal at any one point on the

surface; i.e.
,

(dWI/dWR) = (dWM/dWR) at every point on the surface.

The slope of DD' (dWI/dWR) at point H, for example, is -28.64

(Figure 43 and Table 7). The slope of IJ (dWM/dWR) at the same

point, is also -28. 64. This was also due to the nature of the problem

and the assumptions made. The rate of change in WI for changes in

WR given by (dW/dWR) is not affected by the level of WM. Simi-

larly, (dWM/dWR) is not affected by the level of W1. The relations

among the trade -offs can be summarized in the following manner:

dW1 dWM
variable,

dWR dWR

dW

dWM
= -1.0 = constant, (5.11)

a
8W

a 8WM 8

aw aw aw aw aw 0.
M R I R R M

The production trade-off between WI(WMWI) and WR(WRWM) is

not affected by the level of WM(WIWR) The equations in (5. 11) hold

over the entire iso-cost surface illustrated in Figure 43.

The implicit price of WR can now be determined given prices
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of the other products and the point selected by the decision body.

Assume, for example that
WI WM

$30. 00. Also, assume

point H (WR = 1873, WI = 22,929, WM = 10,000) is selected by the

decision body. The implicit price of WR is then given by:

dW
WR WR

dWR
= -28.64 = $30.00

dWM WR WR-28.64 = - = (5. 12)
dWR WM

$30.00

dW p
I

= 100 WM $30.00
dWM WI

$30.00

The equations in (5. 12) are all satisfied if and only if the price of WR
83is:

= -28.64

WR
= $859.35

This implies the last acre of surface area added was worth $859. 35 to

the decision body. Value has been made explicit. Assuming the

decision body can accurately reflect society's demand curve for WR

the estimated price of WR will range from (-28.41)(-$30.00)$852.l9

83The estimated trade-off was -28. 6450 giving an estimated price
of (-28.6450)(-$30.00) = $859.35. The trade-offs were rounded to two
significant digits for presentation in the text.
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all along curve ABCDE to (-30. 10)(-$30. 00) $903.00 at point ET

(Table 7 and Figure 43). The range would be much greater for iso-

cost surfaces having more variable slopes.

The same estimates of price can also be derived by using the

changes in net dollar benefits (NB) along the surface.84 The trade-off

ratio between WI and WM however, must be equal to the relevant

inverse product price ratio at all points at which net benefits are cal-.

culated. Stated in mathematical notation, this means the condition

(dWI/dWM) must be satisfied at the points being com-

pared. 85 This requirement is satisfied at every point on the surface

in Figure 43 for P1
WM

The price of WR then, can be cal-

culated for any movement (in any direction) across the surface.

Consider, for example, movement along DD' in the vicinity of point H

as given by:

W W W
M I R NB

10,000 25,787 1773 $873,610

10,000 22,929 1873 787,870
-2,858 +100 -$ 85,740

which gives the trade-off at:

84Gross dollar benefits can also be used as the change in gross
benefits will equal the change in net dollar benefits when costs are
constant.

85See Chapter IV,pp. 151-153, for the derivation of this condition.
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2858
= -28.58 or (NB) $8740 -$857.40.

This would be the identical value to that calculated in (5. 12) except for

the interval estimate in this case.

The same trade-off would also result in this case if all three

products were allowed to vary such as by some movement across the

surface in Figure 43 as depicted by QR. Consider, for example,

movement from point S toward point H in Figure 43. Using net bene-

fits, the resulting trade-off estimate of
WR

is given by:

Point WM W1 WR NB
S 9,000 26,787 1773 $873,610

H 10,000 22,929 1873 787,870
-2,858 +100 -$ 85,740

which gives the trade-off at:

2858
= -28.58 or (NB) $S5,740

-$857.40

This is the identical estimate derived for movement toward H along

DDE. Net (or gross) dollar benefits cannot be used, however, for cal-

culating trade-offs along a surface when (dWl/dWM) wM1wI
at the points being compared. 86

86This is illustrated in the next section where a variable trade-
off ratio exists among all three products.
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The other possible price situation that can be examined is where

WM
Consider, for example, a case where $15.00

and
WM

= $30. 00. The decision making body would then select the

zero level of W1, as given by:

or,

dW
M= -1>- W

dWM PWI

dW1
WM

dWM WI

Product W1 would not be produced at all. The relevant points on the

surface in Figure 43 are then given by curve AB'C'D'E'. The point on

that curve, however, must still be selected. Assume the decision

body decides to provide 10, 000 acre feet of municipal water and 2660

surface acres at D' in Figure 43. The trade-off ratio is about -29.60

at that point (Table 7). The relevant equation is then given by:

dWM WR-29.60 =
dWR $30.00

13:BsIsP

The estimated value is $888. 00 based on the trade-off ratio selected

and the given prices.

The surface presented in Figure 43 is the ideal type of informa-

tion needed to make a choice regarding the product mix when the
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trade-off ratio between two of the three products is constant. The

product-product trade-off ratio between WI and WM may also, how-

ever, be variable in some cases.

Product-Product Trade -Offs at the Bronco Site, Variable Ratios

Among All Three Products. The case of variable product-product

trade-off ratios among all three water products was generated by

assuming that water releases for WM would reduce the amount of

water available for irrigation by the relation:

1/2
RWI d(WM) e(WM) (5. 13)

where,

RWI = reductions in water available for irrigation,

d,e = constants.

Equation (5. 13) reflects a situation where increases in WM lead to

reductions in water available for other uses at an ever increasing rate.

The releases for WM , for example. could be accomplished in the

off-(irrigation) season. As WM is increased, higher percentages of

the water are diverted from irrigation use. Some examples can be

given to illustrate the concept more clearly.

The estimated withdrawals for given levels of WM given van-

ous values for d and e are presented in Table 8. With d 1 and

e 50, for example, only 5000 acre feet of water are unavailable for

other uses (W1) when WM is 10, 000 acre feet. When
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WM = 40, 000 acre feet, the amount available for WI is reduced by

30, 000. The case of d 3 and e 100 leads to even greater reduc-

tions in water available for WI use. Product W1 must be reduced

by 45,858 acre feet when WM = 20,000. This could represent a situa-

tion where a reserve of 25, 858 acre feet must be diverted from other

uses to insure that enough water is available to produce 20, 000 acre

feet of WM. The case of d 1 and e 50 was chosen to illustrate

the effect of a varying trade-off ratio between W1 and WM on the

iso-cost surface.

Table 8. Estimated releases of water for the relation
Rwi = d(WM) e(WM)h/2 for varying values of d
and e.

W
M

d=1
e 50

d=1
e = 100

d=2
e 50

d=3
e = 50

d=3
e = 100

0 0 0 0 0 0
10,000 5,000 0 15,000 25,000 20,000
20,000 12,928 5,857 32,929 52,929 45,858
30,000 21,340 12,679 51,339 81,340 72,679
40,000 30,000 20,000 70,000 110,000 100,000

87
by:

Given d 1.00 and e 50.00, the iso-cost relation is given

WR = 749.33 + 0. 03653[TCWIWM+(50. 00)(WM)"2] (5. 14)

-0. 0000000257 12[Tc WIWM+(S0. 00)(WM)h/2]2.

87See Appendix C for the algebraic manipulations and the slope
equations.
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Again, various levels of TC were generated from varying levels of

annual cost (AC) using equation (5. 7). The iso-cost surfaces were

then generated by varying the levels of WM W1 and WR. The

$200,000 iso-cost surface is presented in Table 9 and Figure 44.

Each of the curves represent different levels of WM. Curve EET, for

example, represents the iso-cost curve between W1 and WR when

WM 0. This curve is located at the same location in the plane as

curve EE of Figure 43. Again, increases in WM lead to hlshifts!l in

the iso-cost relations. The iso-cost relations do not, however,

remain equal spaced as in the previous case. An increase in WM by

10, 000 acre feet from 0 to 10, 000, for example, causes a reduction

in W1 of 5000 acre feet. The same increase in WM from 20,000

to 30, 000 acre feet gives a decrease in W1 of 8412 acre feet (Tables

8 and 9 and Figure 44).

The iso-cost surface representing the relation between W1 W,

and WR is illustrated in Figure 45. This surface is very similar in

nature to the surface generated in the previous case of constant

trade-offs between W1 and WM. In this case, however, the boundary

of the surface represented by ABCDE is a curve rather than a straight

line. Product W1 is reduced at an increasing rate as WM is

increased; i.e. , the production trade-off ratio between W1 and WM

(dWI/dWM) becomes larger (more negative) as WM is increased. In

fact, both W1 and WM can be increased for values of WM from 0
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Table 9. Combinations of water for irrigation, municipal (and
industrial) uses, and recreation, for $200,000 annual cost,
reduction in available water determined by
Rwi=(l. 0)W - (50, O)WM, Bronco dam site,
Basin, North Tjakota.

Knife River

Water for Water for Water for
and Municipal Irrigation Recreation

Industrial (WM) (W1) (WR)

dW1

dW
R

dWM dW1

dW dW
R M

(acre feet) (acre feet) (acres)
0 38,634 1673 -28.41
0 32,929 1873 -28.64 0

0 27, 176 2073 -28.89 0
0 21, 373 2273 -29. 14 0
0 15,519 2473 -29.40 0
0 9,613 2673 -29.66 0

0 3,653 2873 -29.94 0 00

0 0 2995 -30.10 0 00

10,000 33,634 1673 -28.41 -37.88 -0.75
10,000 27,929 1873 -28.64 -38.19 -0.75
10,000 22,176 2073 -28.89 -38.52 -0.75
10,000 16,372 2273 -29.14 -38.85 -0.75
10,000 10,519 2473 -29.40 -39.20 -0.75
10,000 4,612 2673 -29.66 -39.55 -0.75
10,000 0 2828 -29.87 -39.83 -0.75
20,000 25,705 1673 -28.41 -34.51 -0.82
20,000 20,000 1873 -28.64 -34.80 -0.82
20,000 14,247 2073 -28.89 -35.09 -0.82
20,000 8,444 2273 -29.14 -35.40 -0.82
20,000 2,590 2473 -29.40 -35.71 -0.82
20,000 0 2561 -29.51 -35.85 -0.82
30,000 17,293 1673 -28.41 -33.20 -0.86
30,000 11,589 1873 -28.64 -33.48 -0.86
30,000 5,836 2073 -28.89 -33.76 -0.86
30,000 33 2273 -29.14 3406b -0.86
30,000 0 2274 -29.14 _3406b -0.86
40,000 8,634 1673 -28.41 -32.46 -0.88
40,000 2,929 1873 -28.64 -32.74 -0.88
40,000 0 1975 -28.77 -32.88 -0.88

aThe derivative dWI/dWM is a very large positive number when WM
is very near zero. The algebraic function for (dWI/dWM) is not
defined at WM = 0.

bValues the same due to rounding.
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Figure 44. Iso-cost curves (annual costs: amortization and OMR), three products: water for
irrigation (W1), recreation (WR), and municipal use (WM), variable trade -offs
at Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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municipal use (W ), variable trade-offs at Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.M
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to 625 acre feet. 88 At the 625 acre foot level, the production trade-

off ratio is zero. The production trade-off ratio between WI and WM

is negative for values of WM > 625. As a result, the iso-cost surface

has a negative slope (with respect to the WM axis) for all values of

WM > 625 acre feet. The boundary curve A'B'C'D'E also has a dif-

ferent slope in Figure 45 as compared to the earlier case. The

product-product trade-off ratio between WM and WR is still nega-

tive and increasing. The ratios (dWI/dWR) and (dWM/dWR) are

not, however, equal in Figure 45. It should also be noted that

(dWJ/dWR){(dWI/dWM) (dWM/dWR)] is not affected by the level of

WM (WR W1). This relationship is the same as before. The various

relations among the production trade-off ratios can be summarized

in the following manner:

dW1 dWM

dWR dWR
, both vary,

dW1

dWM
is variable, (5. 15)

a
aw1 8WM a

awM awR aw1 awR awR awM
=

88Products W1 and WM are, as a consequence, complemen-
tary in the sense that both can be increased simultaneously. This is
not the notion of technical complementaritydescribed in Chapter III,
however (see Chapter III, pp. 67-69 and Appendix B).
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The relations in (5. 15) hold over the entire surface in Figure 45.

The implicit price of WR can now be determined given prices

of the other products and the point selected by the decision body.

Assume, for example, that $30.00 and
WM

= $22.50 per

acre foot. Also, assume point H (WR 1873, WI 27,929,

WM = 10, 000) is selected by the decision body. The implicit price of

WR is then given by (Table 9):

dW WR WR

dWR
= -28.64 =

WI
$30.00

dW WR WR

dWR
= -38.19 =

WM
$22.50 (5. 16)

dW1
WM $22.50-0.75

dWM $30.00

The equations in (5. 16) are all satisfied if and only if the price of

89
W Is:

R

WR
= (-$30. 00)(-28. 64) = (-$22. 50)(-38. 19) = $859.35.

The implicit price, given by the choice of point H, is now explicit.

The last acre of WR added has a value of $859.35. The range in

89The actual production trade-off values used were rounded to
two significant digits for presentation here and in Table 9.
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price for all points along the DDT iso-cost curve is

[(-$30, 00)(-28. 41) = ($22. 50)(-37. 88)] = $852. 19 at point D to

[(-$30. 0O)(.-29. 87) = (-$22. 50)(-39. 83)] $896.22 at point D' (Table

9 and Figure 45).

The range in possible prices for WR across the entire surface

must now, in contrast to the previous case, be given for varying

wM'WI price ratios. In the previous case, (dWJ/dWM) was

constant and equal to -1. 00. As a result, an optimum point was on

the surface (away from all the axes) only when wM'wI = -1. 00.

In this case, the optimum point may be on the surface (away from the

axes) for several WM'WI ratios. Assuming P1 = $30. 00, the
90optimum point will be on the surface for 0

WM
$26. 25.

wM > $26. 25 per acre foot, WI should not be produced. The

relevant curve would then be AB'C'D'E1. The rest of the surface

would not provide any useful information given WM>2625
Assuming, however, that WM = $26. 25, the value for WR is

[(-$30. 00)(-28. 77) = (-$26.25)(-32. 88)] $863.07 at point A'. The

implicit price of WR varies from

[(-$30. 00)(-28. 41) = (-$26. 25)(-32. 46)] = $852. 19 at point A to

90Calculated from (dWI/dWM) -0. 875 (-0. 88 in Table 9) at the

40, 000 acre foot level for W, i. e..,

(dWI/dWM) = -0. 875 = _(PWM/$3O. 00)
or

WM = (-$30. 00)(-0. 875) = $26, 25.
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$863. 07 at point AT on the AAT iso-cost curve (Table 9, Figure 45).

The highest implicit price for WR (given w1 $30. 00) would

result when P = 0 and W 625. This price was estimated
WM M

at $904. 00 per acre. 90a At least 625 acre feet of WM should be pro-

duced at all times given P > 0.
WM-

Net (or total) dollar benefits can also be used to find the price

of WR for movements along this iso-cost surface. Again, it must be

the case that (dWI/dWM) = wM1WI at the points compared.

The necessity to meet this requirement can be illustrated for this

case as (dWI/dWM) is not constant at every point on the surface. Con-

sider, first, a movement between two points where the condition is

satisfied. This is given for movement toward H by:

W W W
M I R NB

10,000 30,787 1773 $948,610

10,000 27,929 1873 862,870

-2,858 +100 -$ 85,740

which gives the trade-off at:

2858 (NB) $85, 740-28.58 or - = -$857.40.-
100 100

9OaThS implicit price would occur at WI = 0, WM = 625, and
WR at approximately 3015 acres. The following trade-offs exist at
that point:

(dW/dW) = 0, (dWI/dWR) = -30. 1345, (dWM/dWR) =
Therefore, = (-$30. 00)(-30. 1345) $904.00 per acre.
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A different value results for a movement across the surface in a

direction such that (dWI/dWM) Consider, for exam-

ple, the movement from S to H along QR as given by:

Point WM WI WR NB
S 9,000 31,531 1773 $948,430

H 10,000 27,929 1873 862,870

+100 -$ 85,560

which gives the trade-off at:

(NB) -$855. 60.

As expected the estimated value of WR is incorrect. The derivative

(dWI/dWM) has a different value at each of the points S and H.9'

The estimates of value will be even more distorted if larger

changes are considered. Consider, for example, the movement across

the surface in Figure 45 from point N to point H. The trade-off is

then given by:

Point WM

N 30,000

H 10,000

which gives the trade-off at:

W1 WR NB
14,448 1773 $908,440

27,929 1873 862,870

+100 -$ 45,570

91The estimated value of (dW1/dW was -0. 7365 at point S
and -0.7500 at point H.
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(NB) $45,570 = -$455.70
100

The 100 acre increase in WR for the movement from N to H

resulted in a loss in net dollar benefits of $45, 570. The average loss

per acre is then $455. 70. This is an underestimate of value, how-

ever, as the actual price of WR at point H was shown in (5. 16) to

be $859. 35. Again, the failure to use a path across the surface where

(dWI/dWM) WM1WI resulted in the incorrect estimate of

WR

The use of net benefit trade -offs between iso-cost surfaces can

also lead to very misleading estimates of the value of a non-money

valued product. Consider the three points from three different sur-

faces as given by:92

Iso-cost
WM W1 WR NB)/L WRLevel NB

$200,000 10,000 27,929 1873 $862,870

275,000 10,000 28,608 3247 808, 180 -$39.80

350,000 40,000 5,170 4682 705,100 -$71.83

The three points were selected such as to illustrate the (incor-

rect) procedure for calculating trade-offs as advocated by McKean

(Freeman, 1969, p. 570); i.e., net dollar benefits decrease for

92The computer model could be used to generate the iso-cost
surface for any given iso-cost level. The data supplied here repre-
sents one point on each of the $200, 000, $275, 000, and $350, 000
surfaces.
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increases in WR. Each of these points can be viewed, essentially, as

alternative designs or plans for development at a particular project

site. Net dollar benefits are shown to decrease for increases in WR

the non-money valued product. The first increase in WR of about

1400 acres, for example results in a reduction in net benefits of

$54,690, or a !Itrade_offhbof -$39.80. The second increase in WR

of about 1400 acres gave a reduction in net benefits of $103, 080 or a

'1trade -off" of -$71.83. Assume, now, the decision body selects the

point on the $275, 000 surface. The implication of this selection,

according to the McKean approach (Freeman, 1969, p. 570), is that

WR has a value between $39.80 and $71.83 per acre. Selection of the

point where WR = 3247, the argument goes, implies the decision body

was willing to sacrifice at least $39.80 per acre but not $71.83 per

acre. It is concluded that WR is worth at least $39.80 per acre but

less than $71.83 to the decision body. This is not correct. The true

trade-off can only be determined by examining the iso-cost surfaces

in the vicinity of each point. The true value of product WR as

perceived by the decision body for
WM

= $22. 50 and = $30. 00,

is given by satisfying the optimum conditions at the point on the

$275,000 surface, which are:
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dWM
4 62- WR

dWR $22.50

dW1
WR- (5.17)

dW
30.46- $30.00

R

dW1
0 75 $22.50

dWM $30.00

Using (5. 17), the price of WR is given by:

WR
= (-$22. 50)(-40. 62) (-$30. 00)(-30. 46) = $983.85

Use of the McKean approach would lead to an underestimation of the

value of WR in this case.

The most significant point to be demonstrated in the analysis of

the three -product case, then, is that net or gross benefit trade -offs

will give an estimate of the value of the non-money valued output

(given the choice of the decision maker) only if the optimum combina-

tion of the other two products is used. Also, the calculations must be

made along an iso-cost surface. This point is very significant to the

case where there are more than three products.

Product-Product Trade-Offs for the Case of Four or More

Products. The resource planner may also be faced with calculating

product-product trade -offs for the case of four or more products.

Trade -off s must still be calculated in the vicinity of a point on the
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multi-dimensional iso-cost surface. Given four water products, for

example, there is a three-dimensional surface such as illustrated in

Figures 43 and 45 for every level of the fourth product. A whole

family of three dimensional surfaces would then exist for any given

iso-(minimurn) cost level. One approach, in this case, would by

necessity be iterative. The trade-offs between a money and a non-

money valued output would have to be presented for many alternative

levels of the other products.

There is, however, a solution to the problem when more than

three products are involved. The iso-cost relations for the products

must first be identified. Given m products and the multi-

dimensional surface, all the (dW. /dW.), (i, = 1, 2, . . , m; i j)
1

derivatives can be determined (or at least approximated). The levels

of each money valued product, in turn, will be given at the various

points on the surface where all these derivatives are equal to the

relevant price ratios. These various levels of each money valued pro-

duct can then be combined into a common measure of value using the

respective prices as weights. The result will be a measure of total

dollar benefits at various points along the path on the iso-cost surface

where (dW. /dW.) = -(P /P .). Net dollar benefits could also be
1 3 Wj Wi

used at this point, if desired, as costs are constant at every point on

the path. The value of the non-money valued output can then be deter-

mined (given the choice of the decision body) from the selection of the
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point on the dollar vs. non-money valued output curve. This process

can be illustrated for the previous three product case.

Assume, for example, that
WM

= $22.50 and P1 = $30.00.

The relevant path across the surface in Figure 45 is then given by all

product combinations where (dWI/dWM) -($22. 50/$30. 00) = -0. 75.

The path, for this case, is the curve DD' in Figure 45. The various

money valued product combinations along DD' can then be converted

to gross or net dollars of benefits using the product prices as weights.

The resulting estimates are given in Table 10. An increase in WR

from 1773 to 1873 acres, for example, gives an average reduction in

total and net benefits of $857. 40. A further increase of 100 acres

to 1973 acres gives a reduction in total and net benefits of $861.30

per acre. The value of WR at the 1873 level is, as a result, given

by $857.40
< WR

< $861.30. As was shown in (5. 16), the value is

exactly $859. 35. Such total or net benefit curves could be developed

for as many products as there are of concern in the project. The

most complex empirical problem, then, is the estimation of the iso-

cost relations.

Factor-Product Trade-Off Ratios at One Site

Another problem faced by the resource planner arises when one

of the factors does not have an observable market price. The relevant

trade-off is now given by the factor-product trade-off ratio. Assume,
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Table 10. Estimates of total and net dollar benefits and value of WR
along the $200,000 iso-cost surface where
dWI/dWM -0.75, Bronco dam site, Knife River Basin,
North Dakota.

Total Net Surface E.TB LNB
Benefits Benefits Area W tW

R
(TB) (NB) (WR)

R

(dollars) (dollars) (acres) (dollars)

1,234,020 1,034,020 1673
1,148,610 948,610 1773 -854.10
1,062,870 862,870 1873 -857.40

976,740 776,740 1973 -861.30
890,280 690,280 2073 -864.60
803,400 603,400 2173 -868.80
716,160 516,160 2273 -872.40
628,560 428,560 2373 -876.00
540,570 340,570 2473 -879.90
452, 160 252, 160 2573 -884. 10
363,360 163,360 2673 -888.00
274, 170 74, 170 2773 -891.90
225,000 25,000 2828 _89400a

aLast increment in WR is only 55 due to the constraint on capacity;
i.e. , the maximum surface area for the $200, 000 expenditure level
is 2828 acres.
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for illustrative purposes, the proposed dam and reservoir at the

Bronco site would inundate a wilderness area. Investment capital,

then, can be combined with the wilderness area to produce water for

irrigation (W1). As a result, wilderness area is an input into the

production of W1. The basic relations in (5.3) and (5.4) can also be

used to solve this problem.

The surface area of the reservoir was used as a measure of the

number of acres of wilderness area used to produce water products.

This reflects the assumption that a wilderness area is lost to all other

uses once it has been covered with water (even for a short period of

time). The production function relation is, as a result, given directly

from (5.4) by:94

0.03653 - (O.03653)2(4)(0.O00000O25712)(WA749.33)
W5 (2)(0. 000000025712)

(5. 18)

whe re,

W = water in storage,

W = wilderness area inundated.

93This was not considered a problem in the previous study
(North Dakota State Water Commission, "The Plan. . . ", 1971). There
were groups in the State at the time, however, that did not want to
inundate the river valley. Rather, those groups wanted to maintain
present use which was primarily as range land for livestock. Only in
this sense is the present example descriptive of the real situation at
the Bronco site.

94See Appendix C for the algebraic manipulations.
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The level of WA was then changed arbitrarily to give various levels

of W. The W was then allocated to the production of W1. The

resulting relations from (5. 18) are represented in Figure 46 for

annual cost levels of $200,000-$650,000 in $75,000 increments.

The basic data used in the development of the $200, 000 curve is

presented in Table 11. At the $200,000 expenditure level, for

example, the 'application'1 of 1673 acres of wilderness area (WA)

gives the zero level of W1 (point A, Figure 46 and Table 11). An

increase in the use of WA to 2273 acres results in about 17, 261 acre

feet of water available for W1 at point Q. If WA is increased to

approximately 3000 acres, W1 will be about 38, 614 acre feet as

represented at point A' in Figure 46. At point A', then, nearly 3000

acres of wilderness area must be used (as an input) to produce about

38, 000 acre feet of W1, the water product. Increases in the annual

cost resulted in shifts, to the right, in the production function relation.

This occurs due to the assumption made regarding useable reservoir

capacity. As was noted earlier, it was assumed that the reservoir

would always be at 40 percent of capacity. As a result, larger struc-

tures (as shown by increases in annual cost in Figure 46) result in

larger areas of WA inundated. For the $200, 000 expenditure, for

example, 1673 acres of WA were covered with water when the

reservoir was at 40 percent of capacity. This level of use for WA

is represented at point A in Figure 46. At point H, 5900 acres of WA
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Figure 46, Production function relations, water for irrigation (W1) as a function of acres of
wilderness area inundated (WA), Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.



Table 11. Water for irrigation as produced from various levels of wilderness area inundated,
Bronco dam site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

Water for Wilderness Area Remaining Net
bIrrigation Inundated Wilderness Area Benefits dWI/dWAa d(NB)/dWA

(W1) (WA) (WAN) (NB)

(acre feet) -------- (acres) --------- (dollars)
0 1673 1321 -200,000 28.41

2,846 1773 1221 -114,620 28.52 853.96
5,705 1873 1121 28,850 28.64 857.54
8,576 1973 1021 57,280 28.77 861.17

11,458 2073 921 143,740 28.89 864.84
14,354 2173 821 230,620 29.01 868.56
17,261 2273 721 317,830 29.14 872.33
20, 182 2372 621 405,460 29.27 876. 15
23,115 2473 521 493,450 29.40 880.02
26,062 2573 421 581,860 29.53 883.94
29,021 2673 321 670,630 29.66 887.91
31,994 2773 221 759,820 29.80 891.94
34,981 2873 121 849,430 29.94 896.02
37,982 2973 21 939,460 30.07 900.16
38,614 2994 0 958,420 30.10 903.00

aRate of change in W1 for a change in WA; j. , the factor-product trade-off ratio.
bRate of change in net benefits (NB) for a change in WA.



are covered when the reservoir level is at 40 percent of capacity.

Point H is on the production function for the $650, 000 expenditure

level.

The factor-product trade-off ratio was found to increase for
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increases in WA at any given expenditure level. Moving from point

A toward point A' on the $200, 000 production function, for example,

results in the changes:95

W W W W EW /tWPoint A A I I I A
A 1673 0

Q 2273 600 17,261 17,261 28.77

A' 2873 600 34,981 17,720 29.53

The first increase in WA of 600 acres resulted in an increase in W1

of 17,261 acre feet for a factor-product trade-off ratio of 28. 77. The

second increase in WA of 600 acres gave a trade-off ratio of 29. 53.

The point estimates of the slopes (dWI/dWA) are presented in Table

11. The same type of relations prevail throughout the entire family of

curves in Figure 46, with the transformation ratio (point estimate)

varying from 28.41 at point A to 63.30 at point H'.

The point estimates of the factor-product trade-off ratios are

illustrated in Figure 47. Curve AM is a continuous curve generated

over the entire range of expenditures from $200, 000 to $650, 000.

95Point A' is actually at WA 2995. The 2873 level was chosen
such as to keep WA constant for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 47. Marginal productivity (MPWA) of wilderness area (WA) as used in production of water
for irrigation, Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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Only segments of the curve, however, represent particular expendi-

ture levels. The trade-off ratios for the $200, 000 expenditure level

(from Table 11), for example, are represented on segment AD of

curve AM in Figure 47. Similarly, the trade-off ratios for the

$650, 000 expenditure level are represented in the IM segment of the

curve. The various segments were also found to be overlapping,

which indicates the areas on the respective production functions having

equal slopes. The trade-off ratios in the BD segment of the AM

curve, for examples occur on both the $200, 000 and $275, 000 produc-

tion relations (Figure 47). The relation AM in Figure 47 also reflects

the increasing returns situation. The curve, essentially a summary

of several marginal product relations, is increasing rather than

decreasing in every segment.

The factor-product trade-off ratios for this case, then, increase

as WA is increased. This necessitates a different interpretation of

a decision to produce at a particular point. The value of WA WA'

is not revealed directly from the choice of a point on the total product

schedules of Figure 46 or of a particular trade-off ratio in Figure 47.

This point can be clarified with reference to curve CEB in Figure 48.

Curve CEB represents the factor-product trade-off ratios for the

$200, 000 cost level and is identical with section AD of curve AM in

Figure 47 except for scale of the illustration. Assume the decision

body selects point A' on the $200, 000 production function in Figure 46.
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Figure 48. Factor-product trade-off ratios (MPWA), wilderness area (WA) as a factor in
the production of water for irrigation, $200, 000 cost level, Bronco site,
Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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The trade-off at that point is 30. 10 as represented at point B in Figure

48. Using the equilibrium condition developed in previous chapters,

it would appear that:

or,

dW
10

WA WA

dWA
30. $30.00

WA
= ($30. 00)(30. 10) $903. 00.

The price of WA is not, however, $903.00 per acre. If the price of

WA were $903. 00, the net benefits at point A' in Figure 46 would be:

NB = PWIWI PWAWA - C

= ($30. 00)(38,614) - ($903. 00)(2994) $200, 000

= -$1,945,162.

There would be a loss of nearly $2, 000, 000 at point A'. In fact, using

the price of WA at A' implies the decision body had the goal of

maximizing losses. All the prices taken directly from choice of a

particular trade-off ratio on CEB in Figure 48 are the maximum loss

prices of WA. The second order conditions are not met at any point

on AA' in Figure 46 (or CEB in Figure 48). The important point to

note is that the price of any factor cannot be taken directly from a

factor-product trade-off curve that has a positive slope.

Further information regarding the choice process used by the
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decision body must be available before the implicit price can be made

explicit. Assume, for example, the decision body requires that net

dollar benefits are non-negative. Given this additional information,

choice of point A' over any other point on AA' in Figure 46 implies

that marginal dollar benefits of using WA to reach A' exceed the

marginal dollar costs by a sufficient magnitude to make net dollar

benefits at least zero. An approximation of price can be found, then,

by finding the price of WA that makes net benefits equal to zero at

point A' (point B in Figure 48). This price is given by (data from

Table 11):

or,

NB = PWJWI PWAWA C = 0

($30. 00)(38, 614) WA2994 - $200, 000

$958,420
WA 2994

= $320. 11.

This is the price of WA that exactly exhausts all the net dollar bene-

fits from W1 production up to WR = 2994 acres.

The implicit price of WA is even lower than $320. 11 per acre

when some point between A and A' is selected. Assume, for example,

the decision body chooses point Q in Figure 47. The factor-product

trade-off ratio at point Q is 29. 14 as represented at point E in Figure

48. Using the (incorrect) direct approach,
WA

is given by:
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which implies that:

dW
WA WA

dW
29.14

A
$30.00

WA
= ($30.00)(29.14) = $874.20.

If the trade-off schedule were downward sloping, this would be the

implicit price. Assuming, again, the decision body requires net

benefits to be at least zero, the implicit price of WA is given by:

or,

NB = PWAWA C

= ($30. 00)(17,261) p (2273) - $200, 000 = 0
WA

WA
= $139.83.

A total of 2273 acres of wilderness area were, in essence, 'pur-

chased' at $139.83 per acre to provide 17, 261 acre feet of water.

The implicit price is considerably below the level of $874. 00 per acre

estimated with the direct approach.

The importance of the foregoing illustrative examples becomes

apparent only after trying to apply the techniques advocated by some

authors for evaluating elements such as wilderness areas, wild and

scenic rivers, and other resources. The most favored technique is to

represent net dollar benefits as some function of the non-money valued

element. Such a 'net effect" curve is represented in Figure 49 for the
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Figure 49. Net benefits (NB) from "nonuse" of wilderness area (WAN) in production of
water for irrigation, price of water for irrigation at $30.00 per acre foot,
$200, 000 expenditure level, Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.
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present case Movement from C' toward B' in Figure 49 represents

increases in the amount of WA used in W1 production Points B', E'

and C' correspond directly to points B, E, and C in Figure 48. The

horizontal axis, then, represents "non-use" of WA(WAN) in WI

production. The remaining wilderness area (WAN) and the net bene-

fit levels are also shown in Table 11. The "trade-off", it is argued by

some, results as "non-use" is increased from 0 toward point C' in

Figure 49. The slope of B'C' is said to be the trade-off, and as a

result, gives an indication of the value of WA (as soon as the deci-

sion maker chooses a point on C'B'). Assume the decision body (as

in the previous example) selects point E' where WAN 721. An

estimate of the slope at point E' is given by:

WAN NB L(NB)/WAN

621 $405,460 $874. 20821 230,620

The implicit price of WA it is argued, is given by $874. 20 per

acre. This value was shown to be incorrect in the previous example.

Assuming the decision body wants to insure that net benefits are at

least zero, the value of WA was shown to be at most, $139. 83 per

acre. The reason for this distortion, of course, is the positive slope

of the trade-off function.

The use of net benefit curves may also lead to misleading
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estimates of the value of WA when some initial price was used to

develop the net benefit curve. Assume, for example, the wilderness

area was owned by private individuals willing to sell WA for $50. 00

per acre. The "starting" price of WA would then affect the estimated

value of WA. The net benefit values for this situation are presented

in Table 12. Assume the decision body, again, selects point Q on the

production function relation AA'. The estimated price at point E (and

F') is now given by (from Table 12):

WAN NB NBVN
621 $286,810 $824. 20
821 121,970

This is distorted by the amount $874.20 - $824. 20 = $50. 00, which

was the starting price. Even this estimate, of course, is incorrect

because of the increasing factor-product trade-off values. If the

trade-offs were declining, this adjustment would have to be made;

i.e., the "starting" price of WA would have to be added to the price

estimated with the net benefit curve.

96 . . .The problems associated with calculating trade-off ratios with
net benefit curves when there are two or more products were not
illustrated here. The conceptual models of Chapter IV indicated, how-
ever, that net benefit trade-offs must also be used with caution for
that case.
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Table 12. Water for irrigation as produced from various levels
of wilderness area inundated, purchase price of WA
equal to $50. 00 per acre, Bronco dam site, Knife
River Basin, North Dakota.

Water for
Irrigation

(W1)

Wilderness
Area Inundated

(WA)

Remaining
Wilderness Area

(WAN)

Net
Benefits

(NB)

(acre feet) (acres) (acres) (dollars)

0 1673 1321 -283,650
2,846 1773 1221 -203,270
5,705 1873 1121 -122,500
8,576 1973 1021 - 41,370

11,458 2073 921 40,090
14,354 2173 821 121,970
17,261 2273 721 204, 180
20,182 2373 621 286,810
23,115 2473 521 369,800
26,062 2573 421 453,210
29,021 2673 321 536,980
31,994 2773 221 621,170
34,981 2873 121 705,780
37,982 2973 21 790,810
38,614 2995 0 808,720

Comparison of Recommendations Regarding Trade -Off
Ratio Concepts and Procedures

Several recommended approaches to trade-off ratio calculations

have already been outlined in this study. The most frequently recom-

mended approach to trade-off ratio calculations has been to "trade-

off" net dollar benefits for some resource or product not having a

known, market determined price. This approach is recommended by
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several authors. There is never any discussion, however, regard-

ing the role of costs in calculating the net benefit functions. Also,

none of these authors appear concerned over the necessity for keeping

resources and products separated in the trade-off calculation process.

The net benefit trade-off calculation models must be viewed

with great caution. The test study accomplished for the Water

Resources Council by Major (1970) is a case in point. A net benefit

curve (net effect curve) was obtained by subtracting a cost curve from

an overall benefit curve (Major, 1970, p. 37). This net benefit curve

was then plotted against flood pool elevation. The flood pool elevation

axis was then transformed into acres of ecological area preserved.

The resulting curve was labeled a "net benefit transformation curve".

The curve derived in that study is reproduced in Figure 50.

The trade-offs calculated along a curve such as the one depicted

in Figure 50 are completely different than any conceivable "trade-off"

well based in economic theory. Every point on the curve represents a

different project with different costs. As a result, the curve is not an

iso -cost curve. Also, the relation is not a production function rela-

tion as production functions are representative of physical phenomenon.

The nature and meaning of the relation in Figure 50 is at best, con-

fusing and, at worst, misleading. The relation illustrated in Figure 50

97See Chapter II.
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can best be described as a net benefit curve from a long run produc-

tion function (all factors varying) where ecological acres used (moving

from right to left along horizontal axis) is a factor in the production of

other products (which give rise to net dollar benefits). Ecological

acres cannot be considered a product of water resource development,

but rather a factor in the production of water products. As a result,

ecological acres are transformed into water products. It follows that

factor-product trade-off ratios should have been calculated. Also,

net dollar benefits could only be calculated with some implicit price on

ecological acres. This value is not mentioned in the study report.

Preference functions were also developed in the Major study.

The preference functions were then placed on the net effect curve,

yielding points B and C in Figure 50. Point B was selected from the

preference function representative of the Corps of Engineers. Point

C was selected based on the preference function of a group of conser-

vationists (Major, 1970, pp. 4 1-44). On the basis of those selections,

it was suggested that the Corps placed a value of $1700 on the last

acre of ecological area received up to point B. The conservationists,

on the other hand, valued the last acre at $15, 000. It is beyond the

perception of this author, however, how any group or individual can

choose a point on a net benefit curve such as that illustrated in Figure

50 without knowledge of the attendant costs and total benefits used in

the calculation process. It seems possible that point B (or any other
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point) could result from an investment in the high millions (maybe

billions) or for a much lower investment level. There is one entire

dimension (cost) missing in such a diagram. Individuals or groups

may prefer a plan that generates slightly over $1M (such as point C)

to one generating slightly over $1.5 M (such as point B) merely

because less resources were used at point C (not because of a strong

preference for ecological acres). tf, indeed, less resources were

used in the plan represented at point C, other products (possibly non-

water related) could have been generated. As noted previously, how-

ever, it was impossible to determine from the study report what the

costs were at each of the points on the "net effect" curve. Costs

evidently were not considered relevant to the choice process.

Another interesting aspect of using net benefit curves relates to

the characteristic of any economic optimization process. The calculus

of economic optimization does not require net benefits to be positive.

Economic optimization requires only that net benefits be maximized.

The net dollar benefits may, indeed, be negative. The actual level of

net returns (net benefits) are of concern only after the optimum pro-

duct mix and resource use levels are determined. At that point, the

decision to produce or not produce is made. The absolute level of

net benefits does not play any role in economic optimization until the

optimum point in the multi-dimensioned product space is discovered.

Based on that argument alone, it makes little sense to find tangency
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points of preference functions to net benefit curves.

A slightly different approach, discussed in Chapter II of this

study, was developed by DeVine (1966). In that approach total cost is

held constant while various allocations of cost are made among the

various water products. Total dollar benefits from water reclamation

are "traded-off" for increases in total benefits to recreation (meas-

ured in user-hours) for a constant level of cost. The data provided in

Tables 1 and 2 (Chapter II, p.29 ) , as reproduced from DeVine, is

illustrated by curve ABCD in Figure 51. Point A, for example,

represents a $1 M allocation to water reclamation while point D

represents a $1 M allocation to recreation. Other points along the

curve represent different allocations of $1 M. At point B, for exam-

pie, $0.5 M was allocated to each of the water related outputs.

Trade -offs are interpreted to be the slope of curve ABCD. Movement

from B to C, for example results in a loss of $150, 000 in water

reclamation benefits and gives a gain of 300, 000 hours of recreation.

The average slope of the curve is given by:

4(TB) $150,000 -$0. 50hrs' 300,000

The implied minimum value of recreation is $0.50 per hour.

This concept of a "trade-off" is consistent with the iso-cost framework

of this study if it is assumed that all the water products included in
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Figure 51. Iso-cost relation between total dollar benefits for reclamation (TB) and user-
hours of recreation (R).
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"total reclamation benefits" are in the proper ratios. Stated in another

manner, the approach is identical to the approach recommended here

if the equilibrium conditions (dW./dW.) -(P ./P .)
I j Wj Wi

(i,j = 1,2,... ,m; i j j) are satisfied for all the m water products

considered in the water reclamation classification.

Another approach was taken by Marshall (1970). An understand-

ing of the underlying production relation is crucial to a correct inter-

pretation of the trade-off calculation process as envisioned in that

paper. It is impossible to determine exactly, from the information

provided, whether the production process is best described as

factorially determined, assorted, or some variation of one of these

major classes. Some possible relations can be postulated, however.

Assume the functions used by Marshall were factorially deter-

mined without coupling (ci 0, K = 0). Given that determination,

the production function relations can be represented by:

NED f(x1,x2,...,x)

EQ = g(x1 , x2, . . . , x) (5. 19)

RDh(x1,x2,...,x)

where,

NED = national economic development effects (presumably gross

or net national product) measured in dollars,

EQ = index of environmental quality,
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RD = regional economic development effects, measured in

dollars,

x. = factors of production (i 1,2, .. . , n).

Given (5. 19), the values represented in Table 3 (Chapter II, p.3l)

imply a path across several iso-cost surfaces has already been chosen

prior to the determination of trade-offs. Each of the points (designs)

in Table 3 (Chapter II, p. 31) represents a point on a different iso-

cost surface. It follows that product-product trade-offs cannot be

determined from the data in Table 3. There is, however, an implicit

(but unreported by Marshall) trade-off among the products at every

point (design). Stated in another manner, there is an implicit price

for each product already in the data provided. The value of EQ

cannot be discovered because it has already been assigned. This point

can be more clearly understood by reference to Figure 52. Points A,

B, C, D, E, F, and G correspond to Designs 1-7, respectively, in

Table 3 (Chapter II, p. 31). The cost is different at every point; i.e.,

each point is on a different iso-cost surface. The trade-offs at any

one point, then, are given by the slope of the iso-cost surface at that

point for the products of concern. The trade-off between NED and EQ

at point G, for example, would be given by the slope of the iso-cost

surface (for a cost of $700, 000) at point G with respect to the NED,

EQ plane. The trade-off between NED and EQ at point C is, as a



RD (000's of dollars)

Figure 52. Iso-cost surfaces for national economic development (NED), regional economic development (RD), and environmental
quality (EQ).
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result, also affected by the level of RD. Marshall does not, however,

refer to trade-offs in that manner.

The real result of using the approach recommended by Marshall

(based on the previously noted assumption of factorially determined

production without coupling) is finding the optimum scale of the pro-

ject without making the trade-offs explicit. Choice of Design 6 (point

F) over Design 5 (point E) was said to indicate that . . .$60,000 of

NED equivalent benefits are willingly foregone for 2 units of EQ bene-

fits and $80, 000 of RD benefits (Marshall, 1973, p. 4). The choice

of Design 6 does not, however, give any indication of the trade-off

(or the slope) along the iso-cost surface for Design 6. If, indeed,

Design 6 is chosen over Design 5, all that can be said is that marginal

benefits (from all products, including EQ and RD) exceeded the

marginal costs (in this case $100,000) for the movement. There are

no trade-offs involved. In fact, if the production relations illustrated

in Figure 52 are factor ially determined without coupling, the resource

planner has already used a set of implicit prices to derive the path

across an iso -cost surface (in this case, across several iso -cost

surfaces).

A slightly different interpretation of the data supplied by

Marshall must be made if the true underlying production relations are

still factorially determined, but the products are joint (a = 0, c > 0).

The production relations would then be given by some relations like:
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EQ = g(NED)

NED=h(x ,x ,...,x12 n
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(5. 20)

Given a particular level of each resource, the product mix is auto-

matically known without any further product substitution possible.

Using this approach the products are joint if for the particular levels

of each resource used in Design 5 (for a total cost of $500, 000)

$660, 000 of NED and2 units of EQ and $850, 000 of RD were produced

without any choice regarding the product mix. The particular

resource levels used in Design 5 must necessarily result in the pro-

duct mix shown for that design with absolutely no freedom of choice

by the analyst regarding the product mix. The only influence the

analyst-planner has is in the choice of the various levels of resources

used. Movement from Design 5 to Design 6, again says nothing of

trade-offs. The relation among the products is fixed once the

resource levels are chosen. It follows there is no way to calculate

trade-offs along an iso-cost surface, because an iso-(minimum) cost

surface for this case is only a point. Again, the only thing that can be

determined from a choice of Design 6 over Design 5 was that the

marginal benefits exceeded the marginal costs for the movement.

Product-product trade -offs are not relevant for the case of joint pro-

ducts.
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Another possible description of the data used in Marshall (1970)

is assorted production without coupling (a > 0, K 0). The irnplica-

tions for trade-off calculations are even different for this case. The

relations could then be represented by:

where,

,xRD= f(xlRxzR nR

,xEQ g(x1x2 nE (5.21)
NED = h(xlNxzN...xN)

x.= x..
I Li'J

3

= amount of the ith factor allocated to production of the jth

product, (i 1,2,... ,n; j = RD,EQ,NED).

These relations can also be presented as:

F(NED,EQ,RD;x1,x2,.. . ,x) = 0,
or, (5.22)

G(NED,EQ,RD;C) = 0.

Given the relations in (5. 22), changing from Design 1 toward Design

7 again implies movement across several iso -cost surfaces (much the

same as for factorially determined production without coupling).

Again, trade-offs cannot be calculated from the information given in

Table 3 (Chapter II, p. 31). The trade-off ratios would be the slopes
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of each iso-cost surface in the neighborhood of the data points.

Movement along some path across the several surfaces will not give

the trade-offs. All that can be said is that marginal benefits exceed

(or at least equal) marginal costs in the movement from Design 5 to

Design 6 (if, indeed, 6 was chosen over 5). Also, Marshall implicitly

assumed that all the money valued products were, indeed, in the cor-

rect ratios as defined in the equilibrium conditions

(dw. /dW.) = _(p/p ) (i, = 1,2, . . . , m; i j) for m water
Wi1 3

products. In fact, all of these conditions would have to hold at every

point on the path Marshall chose to follow among and across the van-

ous iso-cost surfaces.

Other literature on trade-off calculations as discussed in Chap-

ter II of this study include mainly variations on the approach utilized

by Major. The paper by Miller and Byers (1973), for example, is a

direct application of the approach advocated by Major. Nearly all

authors that have written on the subject of trade-offs in water

resource development in relatively recent years have followed a simi-

lan approach to that used by Major. The only exceptions, as discov-

ered by this author, include the DeVine and Marshall reports just
98reviewed.

98The article by Castle ("Economics of. . . ", 1973) raised many
potential problem areas in trade-off calculations, some of which were
dealt with here.
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Evaluation of Federal Planning Procedures

The latest document guiding the plan formulation processes

carried out directly by the Federal government and by State or other

entities receiving Federal support was approved by the President in

October of 1973. This document, entitled "Principles and Standards

for Planning Water and Related Land Resources" (WRC, "Establish-

ment of.. .", 1973, pp. 24778-24869), evolved over several years of

99effort by the Water Resources Council. Basically this document

outlines in some detail the theoretical and technical concepts (princi-

pals and standards, respectively) that are to guide water and related

land resource planning in the United States. Future planning efforts

are to include explicit and direct consideration of possibilities for the

enhancement of national economic development and environmental

quality. The designers of the new principals and standards, then,

clearly recognized a need for multiple objective planning. A problem

in valuation is explicitly recognized. Trade-offs are to be calculated

among incommensurable s.

A curious feature of the document, however, is the lack of a

concise definition of a trade-off. Only some vague notions of the con-

cept can be extracted from the document. In fact, there seems to be

99See Chapter II for a discussion of the development process
and major features of the document.



some confusion as regards what trade-off is to be calculated. The

product-product and factor-product trade-off ratios are of concern in

some sections, while the consumption trade-off ratio is discussed in

other sections, with no delineation of the different concepts. Con-

sider, for example, the paragraph (WRC, "Establishment of...

1973, p. 24796):

The priorities and preferences of the various individuals
affected will vary and, accordingly, there will likely not
be full agreement among all affected on whether certain
effects are beneficial or adverse or on the relative trade-
offs between objectives. However, when any plan is
recommended from among alternative plans, there is an
implicit expression of what is considered to be the affected
group's priorities and preferences (underlining added).

This notion of a trade-off is the consumption trade-off as defined in

this study. At another point in the new planning document, it is noted

that (WRC, "Establishment of.. . ", 1973, p. 24830);

In this (plan) formulation step, an analysis and comparison
of alternative plans is outlined to make the following deter-
minations:

1. the effectiveness of given alternative plans in meeting
the component needs of the objectives;

2. the differences among alternative plans in terms of
their contributions to the objectives and where
appropriate their effects on regional development
and social well-being; and

3. the relative value of those beneficial and adverse
effects that are essentially presented in nonmonetary
terms, in terms of what is given up or traded off
among plans with varying degrees of contributions to
the objectives (underlining added).

This notion of a trade-off ratio is somewhat akin to the product-

product and factor-product trade-off ratios of this study. Very
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intuitive notions of the trade-off concept appear to have been used

because of the inconsistency in the use of the term.

The most consistent use of the term trade-off was with reference

to reductions in net dollar benefits for some increase in a non-market

valued good. In one of the hypothetical numerical examples included

in the planning document, trade-offs were viewed as reductions in net

national economic development benefits for an increase in the contri-

bution to the environmental quality objective. Trade-offs were cal-

culated between a plan selected by the resource planners (Plan C) and

one not selected. The example data used for illustrative purposes

in the planning document is reproduced in Table 13. The trade-off

value for this example was said to be a reduction of ($3O-2O) $10 in

net benefits to achieve the improvement in environmental quality

represented by improvements in water quality for 100 miles of river

in Plan C. This was accomplished in this hypothetical case, by add-

ing reservoir capacity for downstream low flow augmentation. It

should be noted, however, that costs were reduced by $10 at the same

time that net benefits were reduced by $10 (Table 13).

The net benefit trade-off ratio, as calculated from the data in

Table l3,must be used with caution. Several important relations were

not considered in that analysis. The conceptual models of this study

and the empirical examples of this Chapter provide some insight into

the manner in which the actual trade -offs for the hypothetical data of
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prices used in the development of the total benefit estimates of Table

13 are given by (chosen arbitrarily for discussion purposes):

FC
= $1.50

= $1.00

PP = $2.00

Using these prices the physical units produced at the site for each

alternative plan are given in Table 14. The data of Table 14 is

identical with the data derived from the planning document (Table 13)

except beneficial effects are represented in physical units. Note that

miles of quality water (M)U has been added as one of the beneficial

effects. The data of Table 14 can now be illustrated in a three-

dimensional figure to better demonstrate the notion of a trade-off.

The flood control level is the same in both plans so this element can

be ignored in the diagrammatic representation.

The plan with EQ deleted (miles of quality water = 0) is shown

at point A (Figure 53). Point B represents plan C where recreation

was reduced to 20 units, power was reduced to 15 units, and "miles of

quality water" (M) was increased to 100 miles. The cost at points A

and B was given as $90 and $80, respectively. Assume, now that

other combinations of FC, P, R, and M were possible at each of the

given cost levels. Assume, also, that all these other combinations



Table 13. Project data(original).

NED objective:
Beneficial effects:

FC
Recreation
Power
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Recommended Plan
with Service to EQ
Objective Deleted Recommended Plan C

$ 50
30
40

Total $120

Adverse effects:
Project construction and OM & R $90

Net beneficial effects $30

EQ objective:
Beneficial and adverse effects 1.

2. 3, 500 acres flat water.
3. Inundate 11 miles free

flowing stream.

Reproduced from (WRC, "Establishment of . . .", 1973, P. 24855).

Table 14. Project data (derived).

$ 50
20
30

$100

$80
$20

1. Meets State water quality
standards over 100 miles
stream.

2. 3, 000 acres flat water.
3. Inundate 10 miles free

flowing stream.

Plan with
EQ Deleted Plan C

NED objective:
Beneficial effects:

Flood control (FC) 33. 33 33.33
Recreation(R) 30.00 20.00
Power(P) 20.00 15.00
Miles of quality water (M) 0 100. 00
Total dollar benefits $120. 00 $100.00

Adverse effects:
Project construction and OM & R $90.00 $80.00

Net beneficial effects $30. 00 $20. 00
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Figure 53. Alternative plans for provision of power (F), recreation (R), and environmental quality
improvements (M).
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(as well as the combinations at A and B) were produced at least cost.

As a result of these specifications, points A and B now are on iso-

cost surfaces of the general nature shown in previous sections of this

Chapter. Point A lies on the $90 surface and point B is on the

$80 surface. Trade-offs are now given at points A and B and not for

movements between A and B as accomplished in the planning document.

Points A and B are not directly comparable as the cost level is dif-

ferent at each point. The trade-offs, for this case, are the values of

the derivatives (dP/dR) and (dP/dM) at each point. These deriva-

tives cannot be obtained from the data of Table 13 but could be

approximated once the two different surfaces were identifie-d. The

trade-off of -$10 for an increase in M by 100 miles, as discussed in

the planning document, is not a trade-off as defined in this study.

Given that points A and B do in fact represent points on iso-cost

surfaces, an implicit value of the M product was already assigned by

the resource planners at each point. Point A, one of the alternative

plans obtainable with an expenditure of $90, could not have been

selected from all the other designs on the $90 surface unless a value

had been assigned to M by the resource planners. Similarly, point

B on the $80 surface could not have been selected from all the designs

on that surface without assigning a value to product M. As a result,

the relative value of M cannot be determined by the change in net

benefits occurring for the movement from point A to point B (from one
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surface to another) as recommended in the planning document. The

value of M had to be known to define the path between A and B.

The real meaning of the choice of point B (plan C) over point A

can only be ascertained after explicit recognition of the implicit

expansion path used for the movement between the points. The expan-

sion path, in turn, is defined by the relative price ratios at each of the

points A and B. The resource planner, as a result, has tremendous

flexibility in influencing the final outcome as the location of the path

between the various surfaces is determined by the planners perception

of the value of M. Assume some path has been determined. Given

that information, selection of point B over point A would then imply

that the marginal benefits, both monetary and non-monetary, were

less than the marginal costs for the movement from B toward A; i.e.

net benefits (both monetary and non-monetary) were greater at point

B than at point A. As a result, the decision body decided to 'stay" at

point B. Migration up the path from B toward A (the movement

between surfaces) was not 'profitable"; marginal social costs evi-

dently exceeded marginal social benefits in the movement from B

toward A. This is all that can be said given only points A and B. No

trade -off s are involved.

Another interpretation of the data in Table 13, as reproduced

from the planning document, is also possible. In the previous inter-

pretation, it was assumed that iso-cost surfaces did in fact exist.
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Based on the empirical estimation at the Bronco site, this assumption

is defensible for most dam-reservoir configurations. The possibility

exists, however, that FC, P, R and M are joint products. In that

case, there is no iso-cost surface, per se, but rather a series of

points (such as A and B) in the multi-dimensional space. Each point,

in turn, has a particular (minimum) cost. Even with this interpreta-

tion, however, trade-offs are not defined for movements from one

point to another over varying levels of cost. Choice of point B over

point A would again imply only that marginal benefits were less than

marginal costs in moving from B toward A; i.e. , the resource

planning group decided to '1stay" at point B where (evidently) net

benefits were at a maximum. Given FC, P, R, and M are joint

products, there is some set of factor-free relations such as: 100

or,

FC = f(P)

(5. 23)
R = h(M)

M = e(C)

'00Many other possibilities also exist. One of these is given by:
FC = f(C) R = h(C)

P = g(C) M e(C).
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F1(FC,P) = 0

F2(P,R) = 0

3
(5-23a)

F (R,M) = 0

F4(M,C) = 0

where C = cost.

The degree of assortment, a., is zero and the degree of coupling, K,

is three. Given some level of cost, the levels of FC, P, R, and M

are determined by the physical relations. The "expansion path" as a

result, is given as soon as C is known. The "expansion path", in

this case, is not influenced by the resource planners' perception of

relative prices but rather by the physical production relations.

Another important problem area in the new planning document

also relates to the use of net dollar benefits in trade-off calculations

and, as a result, for estimates of value. The principles and standards

actually describe a process for discovering trade-offs among various

social objectives at the macro, aggregate level. The recommendation

to use net income in trade-off calculations is valid at the macro level.

The "net income" to be used at this level, however, is net national

income. 101 One can envision (vaguely) the transformation surface

101Net national income is an aggregate concept more commonly
referred to as net national product. Net national income, then, is the
difference between gross national product and the capital consumption
allowance. Gross national product, in turn, represents the dollar
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for the Nation having net national income on one axis. All the other

social objectives, represented by some other measures of achieve-

ment, would form the other axes. Trade-offs and resulting estimates

of value would then arise for movements along this surface. Net

national income, for example, may have to decline (or increase) to

achieve a higher level of environmental quality. The implicit value of

environmental quality achievements is then given, for movements over

the Nation's transformation surface, at the point selected by society.

The problem with the recommendations in the planning document

regarding trade-off calculations is the use of net dollar benefits gen-

erated at the project level as a measure of net national income. This

is confusing a very important but subtle, set of issues. Net dollar

benefits are a micro concept and must not be confused with the macro

concept of net national income. In fact, a measure of net national

income at the project (micro) level is given by total (gross) dollar

benefits, less depreciation on capital items, generated from the

government investment. All the factor payments (for project construc-

tion, maintenance, operation, and repair) must also be included to

provide a measure of net national income. All these factor payments

have been subtracted in a measure of net dollar benefits generated at

the project level. The failure to recognize this very important

value of all goods and services produced during some known period of
time (usually a year). Net national income is also sometimes referred
to only as "national income". See Ackley (1961, pp. 25-37).
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difference has led to some confusion over the measure of money

valued benefits to be used in trade-off calculations.

Net national income, as measured by total dollar benefits,

should be used in trade-off calculations. This would be consistent

with calculating trade -offs along the Nation's transformation surface.

It is implicitly assumed, then, that resources or costs are constant.

As a result, net dollar benefits can also be used in trade-off calcula-

tions as long as trade -offs are calculated along an iso-cost surface.

The reason for this, of course, is that changes in net dollar benefits

are identical to changes in total dollar benefits (the measure of net

national income) when costs are constant. The recommendation to use

net dollar benefits in trade-off calculations at the project level is valid

only when the trade -offs are accomplished along an iso-cost surface.

The definition of a component should also be made explicit in the

planning document. Given that trade -offs are to be calculated among

components, it becomes important to discover the various levels.

There is little difficulty with the "components" of the national eco-

nomic development objective, some examples of which are (WRC,

"Establishment of... ", 1973, p. 24826)

1. water for irrigation,
2. water for recreation,
3. water for hydroelectric power production,
4. water for transportation,
5. provision of flood control facilities,
6. water for municipal and domestic use,
7. water for industrial use.
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All of these components or products can be considered as being on the

same level. The product-product trade-off models for these pairs of

components can be applied directly. There is some question, how-

ever, as to the meaning of several of the components of the environ-

mental quality objective, such as (WRC, "Establishment of.

1973, p. 24826):

1. miles of scenic river having specified characteristics,
2. acres of ecological areas of specified type preserved or

enhanced,
3. reach of river meeting specified water quality standards,
4. number of open space areas of specified types.

Some of these components are not on the same level as the components

(products) delineated above for the economic development objective.

Miles of scenic river having a particular characteristic, for example,

is better classified as a factor in most project situations. This factor

can be combined with other factors to produce water for irrigation or

some other product. Similarly, acres of ecological area and an open

area may indeed be factors that could potentially be used in the pro-

duction of water products. Even further complexity is added by noting

that "reach of river meeting specified water quality standards" could

be an intermediate product necessary to the production of some water

product such as water for irrigation. A case can also be envisioned

where open space may also be a product. Consider, for example, the

possibility that open space is essentially "produced" by building a

water project to irrigate agricultural land. The act of producing
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water for irrigation, as a result, also provided the product, open

space. Some different classification system is needed. The single

classification of "component" is not sufficient as the type of trade-off

to be calculated is difficult to identify.

The confusion can be eliminated by using the already well

established concepts and jargon of multiple output production eco-

nomic theory. Using that jargon, there are three types of "compo-

nents", namely factors, intermediate products, and products. The

procedure followed in developing the necessary planning information

is then conditioned by the type of components prevailing in the project

area under investigation. The classification of a particular component

is necessarily ad hoc. This classification system, however, is

extremely useful in calculating the necessary product-product and

factor-product trade-off ratios. A product-product trade-off ratio

should be calculated if the non-money valued component is a product.

If the non-money valued component is a factor, a factor-product

trade-off ratio has to be provided.

The concepts of complementary and conflicting components of

the objectives as used in the planning document also need clarifica-

tion. Alternative plans are to be formulated based on a nucleus of

complementary components. The following approach is to be followed

(WRC, "Establishment of. . . ", 1973, p. 24829):
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Within a given set of assumptions concerning future change
and the component needs associated there to, the number
and types of alternative plans to be developed will be deter-
mined by applying the following:

1. on a first approximation basis array component needs
that are essentially complementary- -that is, the
satisfaction of one of these component needs does not
preclude satisfaction of the other component needs
or does not result in materially adding to the cost of
satisfying the other component needs in the array; and

2. from the above approximation, it should be possible
to group component needs and the elements of a plan
to satisfy those needs that are essentially in harmony,
each set representing the nucleus for an alternative
plan (underlining added).

This is a very curious approach to defining the !mnucleus for alterna-

tive plans!. The notion of complementarity among components (pro-

ducts) described in the document describes a production situation

where the production process is being carried on in an uneconomic

area of production; i.e. , the iso-cost curve is positively sloped. 102

More of both products can be obtained without increasing costs. As a

result, more of both should be produced until the economic region is

reached. Stopping production prior to reaching the economic region

is equivalent to saying that one of the products has a negative price.

It is questionable procedure, therefore, to let such product combina-

tions (in uneconomic regions) form the nucleus for alternative plans.

Also, it must be cautioned that this notion of complementarity is not

consistent with the concept of technical complementarity in production

'°2See Appendix B for a discussion of complementarity, com-
petitiveness, and independence.



economic theory.

The definition of conflicting components used in the document,

on the other hand, is consistent with the conceptual framework devel-

oped here. The need for alternative plans is said to be attributable,

at least in part, to the existence of conflicting components (WRC,

tEstablishment of.. . ", 1973, p. 24829). The conceptual models of

this study would suggest that alternative plans should be developed

such as to define the economic region of the iso-cost curve. !Con_

flicting' products, in turn, are best described by negatively sloped

iso-cost curves.

The possibility does exist, of course, where two or more joint

products could be provided such that all products could be increased

simultaneously. This does not describe the case of technically corn-

plernentary products, but it does describe a situation where the pro-

ducts are, essentially, complementary. 103 This type of joint

relationship may exist in water resource production. One possible

example of this is the relation between water for recreation and an

aesthetically pleasing view of the reservoir (man-made lake). The

relationship may be as follows:

'°31n this case, the derivatives (dq./dq.) i j, would be all
positive. Costs, however, would not be consant along the joint pro-
duct curves. See Appendix B.
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AP f(WR)
(5. 24)

WR = g(C)
wh e r e,

AP aesthetically pleasing views,

W water for recreation, measured in surface area of a

reservoir,

C cost.

If d(AP)/dWR >0 in (5. 24), AP and WR are complementary

products in the sense that AP will increase with increases in WR.

This is not, however, an iso-cost curve. Costs will vary along the

entire length of the curve plotted from the AP = f(WR) relation.

Given these types of joint relations, no harm would be incurred by

using such products as the 1nucleus' for alternative plans. Caution

must be exercised in finding these complementary groups of products,

however, as errors could easily be made. The uneconomic regions of

production may be discovered instead of the joint product case.

The procedure recommended in the planning document for

formulating alternative plans could be improved with use of the con-

ceptual models in this study. The need for alternative plans arises

because of negatively sloped portions of iso-cost surfaces. This is

where product-product trade-offs exist. As a result, the number of

alternative plans that must be provided to the decision body is con-

ditioned by the nature of the iso-cost surface. It is expected that
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large areas of the surface could be eliminated based on agency per-

ception of social preferences. If this is impossible, the entire surface

must be presented (or possibly several surfaces). Any delimitation of

the surface (or surfaces), of course, must be documented. If this is

not done, the resource planner could be accused of making decisions

on relative values which possibly should be made by some higher level

decision body. All joint product relationships should also be identi-

fied. Caution must be exercised in evaluating these relationships.

The previous example is a case in point. It was assumed that

(d(AP) /dWR) > 0 in the hypothesized joint relation between AP and

WR. The possibility also exists that (d(AP)/dWR) < 0 when WR

gets large enough. Also, positively sloped regions of iso-cost sur-

faces are really uneconomic regions of the iso-cost surface. These

regions of the surface can be eliminated as alternatives early in the

planning process. It should also be noted that the search for

alternative means of satisfying a component need.. ' (WRC,

"Establishment of.. . ", 1973, p. 24830) is essentially a search for the

most efficient level of production. The frontier iso-cost surface, for

any given investment level, must be discovered.

The need to calculate trade-offs along an iso-cost surface also

has some implications for setting a criteria regarding the type and

number of plans to be formulated. It was recommended in the plan-

ning document that at least three plans should be developed for every
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project area. One plan was to emphasize the national economic

development objective and one was to emphasize the environmental

quality objective. A third, or several more plans, was to represent

alternative achievement levels of both objectives (WRC, "Establish-

ment of. . . ", 1973, p. 24830). The changes in net dollar benefits

among the alternative plans were then to be utilized in trade-off cal-

culations. Based on the findings of this study, this approach is valid

if and only if all such plans are on the same iso-(minimum) cost

surface in product space.



VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The social and economic objectives of society in the United

States are many and varied. A great deal of concern has been

expressed by individuals and groups of this society, especially in

recent years, over the direction the Nation should take relative to the

achievement of various objectives. All objectives cannot be achieved

simultaneously because of a finite resource base. Trade-offs must

be calculated along the Nation's transformation surface. Public

investment, in turn, can be used to influence the direction taken

across the surface. Investment in water resource development, for

example, will affect the point attained on the surface, and as a result,

the trade-off ratios.

Planning principles and procedures used in the public sector

reflect the felt need to deal explicitly with trade-off calculations. The

final product from the application of multiple objective procedures is

a set of trade-off ratios. The problem to which this study was

addressed was to discover the nature of these trade-off ratios that

must be calculated in water and related land resource planning. The

overall purpose of the study, then, was to define and indicate the

elements affecting the trade-off ratio. More specific objectives were:
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1. to develop the conceptual base for the trade-off ratio calcula-

tion process,

2. to outline some actual trade-off ratio calculation procedures

for water resource planning and development based on the

conceptual base provided.

The approach taken in the study was conditioned by the premise that

any planning group, private or public, is involved in isolating a mul-

tiple product production function. The need for calculating trade-offs

arises when some of the products and/or factors do not have known,

market determined prices.

Review of Literature

Several alternative ways of optimizing a multiple objective

function have been proposed in the literature. Several inconsistencies

and contradictions were discovered. The most significant inconsist-

ency related to what money measure of value was to be traded-off"

for non-money valued goods. Some authors used net dollar benefits.

Other examples include total dollar benefits, economic efficiency, net

national income, and national income. Very little was said about the

role of dollar costs in trade-off calculations. Ins ome cases, dollar

costs were subtracted before trade-offs were calculated. Most authors

appeared unconcerned with the level of investment required to achieve

various money and non-money valued benefits.



Theory of Multiple Output Production

The theory of multiple output production provided the base for

developing a model useful in isolating the conceptual and procedural

issues relating to trade-off calculations. The major production laws

were delineated by the values of a (degree of assortment) and K

(degree of coupling). The production laws were given by:

1. factorially determined production:

a. with coupling, a 0, K > 0

b. without coupling, a = 0, K 0

Z. assorted production:

a. with coupling, a > 0, K > 0

b. without coupling1 a > 0, K = 0.

The concept of flexibility was introduced. The least flexibility in

choice available to the decision maker regarding the eventual product

mix exists in case la and the most flexibility in case Zb. Case 2b is

the production law most frequently (almost exclusively) discussed in

the economic literature on multiple output production. The case of

joint products exists, it was argued, only when K > 0. The number

of factor free relations defines the value of K

The economic optimization calculus was outlined for the main

production classes. The factorially determined case is very similar

in nature to the optimization process for single output production. The
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case of assorted production is well documented in the literature. The

iso-cost and transformation surfaces were derived and discussed in

the context of economic optimization. It wa shown that iso-cost

surfaces can be used to summarize both factorially determined and

assorted production. The product substitution along an iso-cost curve

or surface was then shown to represent different phenomenon depen-

dent upon the underlying production function relations. It was also

shown that transformation (iso -factor, iso-resource) curves and sur-

faces do not exist in the factorially determined case. Also, given

assorted production, a transformation surface and an iso-cost surface

will plot identically in product space given the correct changes in

relative prices.

The product-product trade-off ratio was defined as the slope of

the iso -cost curve in product space. This definition, it was argued,

applies given either major class of production law. The nature of the

product-product trade-off ratio was then outlined. The effects of

technical relations on trade -off values were discussed. Incorrect

trade-offs may result unless the frontier iso-cost curve is discovered.

Intermediate products may affect the frontier curve and have to be

accounted for in order to insure the correct curve is found. The

nature of production possibility (internal, but tangent to the frontier)

curves was discussed. The 'tfrontier" iso -cost curve, it was argued,

must be found. Several other incorrect iso-cost curves may be



discovered unless technical relations and intermediate product effects

are properly included in any analysis. Also, it was shown that the

use of production possibility curves may lead to incorrect estimates of

product-product trade -off s.

The factor-product trade-off ratio was defined as the slope of a

total product function. The factor-product trade-off ratio is more

commonly referred to, in the economic literature, as the marginal

physical product. This ratio represents the amount of product that

must be sacrificed to remove some of the factor from planned or

present use. In this sense, it is a trade-off ratio.

Nature of the Production and Optimization Processes in
Water Resource Development

The theoretical models were then used to isolate the conceptual

and procedural issues regarding trade-off calculations. It was argued

that planning agencies must identify the underlying production relations

to insure the proper trade-off ratios are calculated. A very important

phase of this process it was argued, was the identification of the pro-

ducts and factors. A viewpoint must be established to accomplish that

process. Factors from the water resource planners viewpoint, for

example, may be products from the viewpoint of society. These van-

ous levels of production must be separated and delineated to calculate

trade-offs. A wilderness area, for example, may have to be treated



as a factor in the planning process. In that case, the factor-product

trade-off ratio should be utilized. If wilderness area is classified as

a product, the product-product trade-off ratio should be utilized.

The importance of delineating an independent planning unit, if

possible, was also noted. An independent unit is given for every

independent group of products. An independent group of products, in

turn, can be represented in one transformation or iso-cost surface.

In fact, all interdependent groups should be summarized in one trans-

formation surface. The products of water resource development, it

was argued, usually cannot be considered as forming an independent

group. There is, probably, substantial interdependence among water

products and the products of other public and private investment.

The optimum water product mix may be sub-optimal, then, unless the

other (non-water) products are also considered in the analysis.

Some possible production relations among water products were

then outlined. Several empirical questions were raised. The produc-

tion law describing the production of water for irrigation (W1) and

water for recreation (WR) would be described as assorted if the

allocations of each factor to both products can be determined. It was

argued that WI and WR would be factor ially determined if such

allocations could not be determined. The actual relationship has to be

determined by empirical estimation. Several other possible physical

relations among water products were also discussed--such as technical



and intermediate product relations.

A means of identifying the value of non-money valued water

products and factors used in the production of water products was then

outlined. The product-product and factor-product trade-off ratios

were introduced and discussed in the context of water product produc-

tion processes. It was shown that technical relations, unless identi-

fied by water planning agencies, could lead to distorted estimates of

trade-offs. Also, the need to identify intermediate water product

relations to insure the correct trade -offs are calculated was dis-

cussed. If water quality (as a water product) is an intermediate pro-

duct to the provision of WI (as well as a final product for aesthetic

purposes for example) the trade-off ratio may be affected. Again,

several empirical questions were raised. The nature of net benefit

curves derived from iso-cost surfaces was also discussed. It was

argued, for example, that net benefit trade -offs may be misleading

unless calculated along an iso-(minimum) cost surface. Also, the

path taken across that surface must be such that

(dW./dW.) -(P ./P .), (i,j = 1,2.,... ,m; i j), for the m
1 Wj Wi

water products.

The factor-product trade-off was also discussed in the context

of water resource planning. It was argued that many of the compo-

nents affected by water resource development should be viewed as

factors in the planning process. A wild and scenic river, for example,
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may be a factor in the production of some water product such as water

for power production. The validity of using net dollar benefits for

these trade-off calculations was also outlined. It was argued that net

benefit trade -offs may be misleading unless the price of the non-

money valued factor is set at zero during the estimation of the net

benefit curve. Also, great caution must be used in developing net

benefit curves for the factor-product case when two or more products

are concerned. It was argued that the product mix should be taken

from the product levels when (dW./dW.) = -(P ./P .)'Wj Wi

(i,j = 1,2,... ,m; i j) for all m water products.

Problems in the Calculation of Trade-Off Ratios--Some
Empirical Cases

The conceptual models were quantified using actual data from

the proposed Bronco and Kineman dam sites in the Knife River Basin

in North Dakota. Each site formed a non-independent planning unit.

In fact, even when both sites were combined the planning unit still did

not represent an independent group of products. Three products--

water for irrigation (W1), water for municipal-industrial use (WM)

and water for recreation (WR)__were identified for analysis. Several

product-product trade -off s were estimated for these water products.

Wilderness area was viewed as a factor to illustrate some of the

problems associated with calculating and interpreting factor-product
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trade-off ratios.

The important relations underlying the iso -cost surfaces are

given by the general forms:

TC = f(AC)
(6. 1)

SA g(TC)

where,

AC total annual (minimum) cost,

TC = total reservoir capacity at spillway level, measured in

acre feet,

SA = surface area of reservoir when full to capacity, measured

in acres.

The actual functions representative of the general forms in (6. 1) were

then estimated using ordinary least squares regression. The general

approach followed was to set alternative levels of AC to give particu-

lar levels of TC. This estimate of capacity was then allocated among

the various water uses. Surface area of the reservoir was used as a

proxy variable for the recreation product. The trade -offs among WI,

WM and WR were then estimated along several iso-cost surfaces

representative of production relations in the Knife River Basin.

The first models developed involved only W1 and WR. Trade-

offs were estimated to range at the Bronco site from -28.41 to -61.00.

This implied a range in the implicit value of WR of approximately
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$852.00 to $1830.00 per acre. The product-product trade-off ratio

was also found to decline (become more negative) for increases in

WR at all expenditure levels. Similar types of relations were also

estimated at the Kineman site and when the sites were combined. The

simultaneous analysis of both sites highlighted the need to calculate

trade-offs along the frontier or iso-(minimum) cost surface. Trade-

off estimates would be distorted if the frontier curve was not dis-

covered. Also, use of net dollar benefits as a measure of the

sacrifice for increases in WR was shown to give distorted estimates

of the value of WR for movements among iso-cost curves or for

movements among internal curves.

Iso-cost surfaces were then estimated for the three product case

at the Bronco site. Two cases were considered. It was first assumed

that the trade-off ratio between two of the three products was constant

and equal to -1.00. The range in estimated values of
WR

was

approximately $852.00 to $903.00 per acre for the $200, 000 iso-cost

surface. Net dollar benefits were also used to calculate p The

trade-offs, as expected, were distorted when costs were allowed to

vary; i.e. , the sacrifices in money valued outputs were distorted in

absolute value for movements among iso-cost surfaces. It was also

shown that net dollar benefits and/or total dollar benefits could be used

to estimate
WR

for movements, in any direction, across the iso-

cost surface for this case.
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The second assumption regarding the relation among the three

products gave rise to variable trade-off ratios among all three pro-

ducts. Again, it was shown that net dollar benefits cannot be used to

estimate value for movements among iso-cost surfaces. One such

example movement gave an estimated price of WR in the range

$39.80 < 'WR < $71.83. The actual price of WR at the optimum

point, estimated by the correct approach, was shown to be $983. 25.

The calculation and use of the factor-product trade-off ratio was

also illustrated at the Bronco site. Wilderness area (WA) measured

in acres, was viewed as a factor in the production of W1. Viewed in

another manner, W1 had to be reduced to make WA available for

uses other than the production of water products. The underlying

production relations were found to be extremely crucial to the correct

interpretation of the factor-product trade-off ratio. The marginal

product of WA must be declining at the point chosen by the decision

body before the estimated price of WA could be taken directly from

the curve. One point selected for illustrative purposes gave an

estimated price of $874. 20 per acre. The actual price was found to be

no more than $139.83 per acre at the same point. The distortion was

nearly seven-fold. It was shown that net benefit curves derived from

marginal product schedules must be interpreted very carefully. The

slope of the marginal product schedule must be known.
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Comparison of Recommendations Regarding Trade-Off Ratio
Concepts and Procedures

The recommendations in the literature on trade -off concepts and

procedures was compared with the results of this study. A common

error in the other literature was to ignore the existence of product-

product and factor-product trade-off ratios. The various levels of

production should be separated to calculate trade-offs. Net benefit

curves are frequently used to calculate trade -offs with no concern

expressed for keeping costs constant. This approach is valid, it is

argued as long as costs are held constant.

Evaluation of Federal Planning Procedures

A document to be used in the plan formulation processes carried

out directly by the Federal government and by State or other entities

receiving Federal support was approved by the President in October

of 1973. This document, entitled "Principles and Standards for

Planning Water and Related Land Resources" (WRC "Establishment

of. .. ", 1973), covers many problem areas related to planning.

Several segments of the document were evaluated based on the results

of this study. It was argued that the concept of a trade-off was not

defined concisely, which could lead to misleading estimates. The

concepts of consumption trade -offs and production (product-product

and factor-product) trade -offs are used interchangeably in the report.
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The most significant problem discovered in the report was the

recommendation that net dollar benefits be used to calculate trade -offs

at the project level. The recommendations are valid at the aggregate

level where net national income is to be traded-off for the achievement

of other objectives. It was argued that net dollar benefits at the pro-

ject level are not the proper measure of net national income levels

unless costs are held constant. Net dollar benefits can be used for

estimating value of a non-money valued output if costs are held con-

stant and all money valued outputs are kept in the ratios dictated by

the equilibrium conditions (dW./dW.)

(i,j = 1,2,... ,m, iii) for all m water products. It was further

argued that net benefit trade-offs among alternative plans as recom-

mended in the planning document are valid only if these conditions

were met.

Conclusions

The major findings and conclusions of this study revolve mainly

around the nature of the net dollar benefit measure of the value of

non-money valued products and factors. Based on the results of this

investigation, it can be concluded that:

1. if the non-money valued component is a product, the product-

product trade-off ratio should be used. Ideally, the iso-cost

surface should be developed. This is a comparatively simple
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task when only three (or fewer) products are of concern.

The net benefit curve can also be used for this case if the

following conditions are met:

a. dollar costs are constant at every point on the curve,

b. all the money valued products are in the combination

dictated by the equilibrium conditions

(dW./dW.) -(p ) (i,j 1,2,... ,m, i j) for
1 3 w3 WI

the m water products,

2. if the non-money valued component is a factor, the factor-

product trade-off ratio must be used. Ideally, the production

function relations should be determined. The factor-product

trade-off ratios are the marginal product schedules. The net

benefit curves can also be used for this case if the following

conditions are met:

a. the value of the resource of concern is initialized at zero

when the net benefit curve is calculated,

b. the marginal product schedule is declining,

c. all the products are in the equilibrium combinations given

by (dW./dW.) I?,) (j, 12 . . . , m; i j) for

the m water products.

These two major conclusions reflect an ideal to be strived for by the

resource planner. It is doubtful the resource planner will ever have

sufficient data, realistically speaking, to calculate the exact slopes of
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can be achieved. It is expected, however, at least rough approxima-

tions could be made to these conditions.

Other findings of the study are better stated as recommendations

for changes in the present Federal planning document, given by:

1. underlying production relations should be identified whenever

possible to insure that mistakes are not made in the estima-

tion of prices (given the choice of the decision body). At a

minimum, resource planners should be encouraged to use the

framework of multiple output production theory as the con-

ceptual base for planning. Planners, eseentially, are

charged with identifying the supply alternatives. Multiple

output production theory, in turn, helps describe those

alternatives;

Z. three classes of components should be developed in the water

resource planning procedures to insure the correct trade-off

process is utilized. It is recommended that the various

components of each major objective be classified as factors,

intermediate products, or products. As soon as this is

accomplished in each project area, the type of trade-off

process that must be utilized is automatically known;

3. the concept of independent and interdependent transformation

surfaces should be utilized by the resource planner to insure
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the correct planning unit is delineated. If it is impossible to

define the independent unit, the extent of the interdependence

should at least be noted;

4. the number of alternative plans that should be developed and

presented to the decision body is not a function of the number

of groups of complementary components, but rather is deter-

mined by the negatively sloped regions of the iso-cost sur-

face. As a result, the number of alternative plans that

should be developed should be based on the extent of the

region where trade-offs are negative. Enough plans should

be developed, all for the same cost, to insure the range in

trade -offs is covered;

5. the difference between net dollar benefits at the project level

and net national income should be highlighted and clarified to

avoid confusion;

6. the notions of complementary, competitive, and independent

products should be defined consistent with the definitions pro-

vided in Appendix B of this study to avoid unnecessary

confusion.

Other findings are all of a theoretical nature. As a result, the follow-

ing are not "conclusions't, but rather can be labeled as interesting

results from multiple output production theory, as given by:
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1. given assorted production without coupling, a transformation

curve and an iso-cost curve will plot identically in product

space given the correct change in relative factor prices. As

a result, either curve will give the same product combination

when the maximum profit condition is satisfied (see Appendix

A);

2. given factor ially determined production, there is no trans-

formation curve, but there is an iso-cost curve (in product

space). The iso-cost curve, in turn, is only a point when

there is coupling;

3. there is considerable confusion in the economic literature

regarding the notions of technical interdependence and inde-

pendence. The Heady and Carlson approaches to classifying

products, while different, have been used interchangeably in

economic analysis (see Appendix B);

4. there is considerable mis-use of the concept of "joint

products" in the literature. Most of the confusion is because

of semantic difficulties. All confusion can be eliminated if

all multiple output production processes are described for

what they are- -namely multiple output production processes.

The labels of "joint products" and "joint production" should be

reserved for the only true case of joint products. This case

results only when there is a factor free relation between the
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two products of concern; i.e. , there must be a coupling;

5. joint products can exist in either the factor ially determined

or the assorted case as long as there is a coupling;

6. the existence of joint products implies the existence of joint

costs; i. e. , products are joint only when it is impossible to

determine the allocation of each factor among the products.

Given the factor allocations cannot be determined, the costs

cannot be allocated;

7. the existence of joint costs does riot imply the existence of

joint products. Joint costs can also exist when there are no

joint products. This situation is described by the factorially

determined without coupling case; i. e. , the factor allocations

cannot be determined and the products are separable (not

joint) in production.

The ability of the decision body to reflect society's preferences

is, of course, very crucial to the use of any trade-off ratio. It must

be emphasized that prices cannot be determined from physical produc-

tion relations or the net benefit curves derived from such relations or

any other means without the imposition of the demand conditions

dictated in a social welfare function. The price as discovered along

an iso-cost surface, a production function curve, or along the

appropriate net benefit curve, is an accurate reflection of value only

to the extent the demand information is available and correct.
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Recommendations for Further Research

Further research should be initiated to test the conceptual

models of this study. This is especially true with regard to the use

of the factor-product trade-off ratio. Further knowledge of the

factor-product relations in water resource development must be

obtained because of the great number of factors not having known,

market prices. It is expected, for example that most of the corn-

ponents of the environmental quality objective will be classified as

factors in most project situations. Most environmental quality corn-

ponents must be used as inputs to the production of water products.

Given this arguments it becomes especially important to identify all

the conceptual issues and an approach for using the factor-product

trade-off ratio in water resource planning and development. The

empirical example of the use of the factor-product trade-off ratio was

presented for a very simple case in this study.

An effort should also be made to better understand the underly-

ing production relations descriptive of water resource production

processes. Knowledge would be improved in this area, of course,

through further study of the factor-product and product-product

trade-off ratio calculation process. There may, however, be an even

greater pay-off from this type of research. The possibility for cost

allocation can only be discovered with knowledge of underlying
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production relations. It was shown in this study, for example, that

joint costs can arise only when the products are factorially deter-

mined; i. e. , a factor (or the cost of that factor) cannot be allocated on

any economic basis among the products when the products are

factor ially determined. There are, on the other hand, no joint costs

in assorted production (without coupling). It is probable that water

resource production processes are a mixture of factorially deter-

mined and assorted production. As a result, some of the costs can

be allocated among the products on an economic basis and some can-

not. Identification of the correct production relations, then, would

identify a process for cost allocation.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF ISO-COST CURVES

The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the derivation of

iso-cost curves for the factorially determined without coupling and

assorted without coupling production laws. The general form of the

iso-cost function is given by Cq = Cq(ci1 q2) in both cases. This

iso-cost curve is, essentially, the opportunity cost curve (Heady,

1952, p. 214). The process for arriving at this relation, however, is

very different dependent upon the type of production law.

Factorially Determined Without Coupling

The nature of the iso-cost curve derived under the conditions

of factorially determined without coupling production can be illus-

trated with reference to Figures A-i and A-2. Consider, for exam-

ple, the isoquant maps for q1 and q2 in Figure A-i. The maps

are overlapping, but not by enough to make the products joint. 104

The isoquants intersect at an infinite number of points such as

104The location of the isoquant. maps in factor space is dictated
by the response of the products to various ratios of factor quantities.
Viewed in the x1,x2 plane, isoquant maps located in the north-west
direction represent products highly responsive to high x2/x1 ratios.
Maps located in the north-east directions require lower x2/x1 ratios.
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xi

Figure A-i. Isoquants for factorially determined without coupling production, derivation
of iso-cost relation.
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Figure A-2, Iso-cost curves.
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represented at points B, C, D, E, and F. The iso-cost curve in

product space can now be derived by finding those quantities of q1

and q2 that require the same level of expenditure. This procedure

results in finding the least cost way of providing q1 and q2 as

there is only one point in Figure A-i for each combination.105

All of the points having the same cost level (iso-cost in the product

diagram) can be found by finding all q1,q2 combinations along a

constant cost curve in the factor diagram, such as AG. The product

combinations along AG derived for constant resource prices can then

be plotted into the product diagram to give an iso-cost relation of the

nature expressed in Figure A-Z along BF. The isoquants are shown

to intersect along AG at points B, C, D, F, and F. Consequently, the

costs at each of these points are equal. At point B, q of q1 and

q of q2 can be produced (Figure A-i). This level of productive

activity is represented at point B in Figure A-2. Movement along AG

in Figure A-i from B toward C results in an increase in (from

q to q) and an increase in q2 (from q to q'). Both outputs

were increased for a slightly different factor combination. Movements

from C toward F (Figure A-i), however, requires reductions in q2

'°5There are at least two points where the output combination
(q1'q) is the same only if the isoquants are drawn such as to repre-
sent negative marginal products. Even in that case, however, one
combination will represent the least cost combination.
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but result in increases in This results in the CE portion of the

iso-cost curve in Figure A-2. Further changes in the factor combina-

tion below point E in Figure A-i results in reductions in both products

q1 and q2 as represented by EF in Figure A-2. 106 Higher levels

of cost, which would be represented by constant cost curves further

out in the x1,x2 plane would give rise to iso-cost curves such as

GJ and KM in product space (Figure A-2).

The substitution that takes place between the products in the

product diagram is now, inactuality, a substitution between the

factors. Movements from N toward L (Figure A-Z), for example,

represents changes in the total amounts of x1 and x2 utilized

when cost is held constant. For any given amount of cost (C) and

constant resource prices, movements along the iso-cost curve repre-

sent factor substitution, and not product substitution. The product

substitution is made possible only through factor substitution. The

product substitution is accomplished only to achieve factor substitu-

tion in the factor diagram. 107

must be emphasized that the marginal physical products of
both products are positive in the areas BC and EF. This is true
because of the assumed shape of the isoquants in Figure A-i; i.e.,
negative marginal products were simply not considered.

'°7This is true even if factor prices are specified to be of the
form: r1 = r1(x1,x2), r2 = r2(x1,x2); i.e., prices are assumed
variable. Product substitution is still accomplished only to find the
least cost expansion path which involves factor substitution.
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Assorted Without Coupling

The derivation of the iso-cost curve in the case of assorted

production with constant resource prices can be illustrated in the fol-

lowing manner. Using the cost function C° = rx1 + rx2, the

relation between x and x1 can be shown to be:

0

C°
r1x =- --x . (A.1)

2 o olr2 r2

The relation in (A. 1) is illustrated in Figure A-3. In addition to this

relation, the two isoquant maps (for two products) must be known.

These are illustrated in Figures A-4 and A-5 for q1 and q2,

respectively, and constant resource prices. The correct allocation of

resources to each product can now be determined by the imposition of

Figure A-3 on Figures A-4 and A-5; i.e., the least cost expansion

paths for each of the products can be found from the tangency points

of the isoquants to the inverse (negative) resource prices. The result-

ing expansion paths are represented as OLA in Figure A-4 and OFD in

Figure A-5. These expansion paths are also represented in Figure

A-3 by OLA and OFD. A starting point for the generation of the iso-

cost curve is to assume that all of the dollar expenditure (cost) is

allocated to the production of q2. This decision results in the pro-

duction of q of q2 at point D in Figure A-S. The cost function is
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now of the form:

C ri(xii+xi) + r2(x21+x2) r1x2 + r2x2 . (A.2)

The amount of each resource allocated to q1 production is zero

(x11 x21 = 0). The q2 level was produced at least cost and is

defined where the iso-cost curve ABFC intersects the vertical axis in

Figure A-6. All of the available capital could also be allocated to the

production of q1. In this case, q of q1 could be produced

(again along the least cost expansion path) using x1 of x2 and

x'11 of x1 (Figure A-4). The cost at each of the points A and C in

Figure A-6 so far derived is identical; i.e. , the costs are:

C = r1x2 + rx2 = r1x1 + r2x1 . (A. 3)

The q'1 level is represented by the intersection of the iso-cost

curve ABFC with the horizontal axis in Figure A-6.

Other points along the iso-cost curve ABFC in Figure A-6 can

now be generated by changing the allocation of resources within the

constraint of constant cost (and constant resource prices) from one of

the extremes. Consider, for example moving away from q and

producing more q1. This movement involves moving away from

point D in Figure A-3, as at point D the entire cost was allocated to

the production of q2. Assume a new allocation of the resources to
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q' q'

Figure A-6. Iso-cost curves in product space.
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q2 as represented at point F in Figure A-3. At point F, x2 and

x22 of x1 and x2 are used in the production of giving

q (Figure A-5) from a total cost of:

C = r1x2 + r2x2 < . (A.4)

The amount of capital available to allocate to the production of q1

has now increased from 0 to (CCz) = C1 >0. In order to produce

q1 at least cost, expansion of the production of q1 should proceed

along the OLA expansion path in Figure A-4. This is the same as

moving along FC in Figure A-3, where FC is parallel to OLA, until

the total budget C is expended. As a result of this movement, the

capital required to purchase (J-F) of x1 and (D-J) of x2 can be

re-allocated to the production of q1 to give q1 = q. 108
In

essence, the "box" ECFG in Figure A-3 was purchased and used to

produce some q1. This same 'box" is represented in both Figures

A-3 and A-4 by OHLM. The resulting (q1,q2) point in Figure A-6

is represented by (q, q) at B. The rest of the iso-cost curve

could be generated in a similar way. The important point to note is

that every point on the iso-cost curve ABFC in Figure A-6 results

'°8ThiS point requires some clarification. In moving from D to
F, cost was reduced by lowering the levels of resource use by
x2 x' for x1 and by x - x2 for x2. These physical amounts
were not, however, allocated to q1. The reduction in cost was allo-
cated to q1 production.
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from a least-cost factor combination. Stated in another manner, the

factor substitution has been accomplished irrespective of product

prices.

The ramifactions of producing one of the products with factors

in a ratio other than specified along an expansion path can also be

determined. Assume an initial allocation of resources such as to

produce q2 q given at point F in Figure A-3. Again, assume

constant resource prices. Movement up FB in Figure A-3 is the same

as movement up OB in Figure A-4. As soon as the total budget is

expended (at point B in Figures A-3 and A-4) the firm would be pro-

ducing q'° of q1 as represented in Figures A-4 and A-6. Pro-

duction of one of the products off the relevant expansion path leads to

a curve interior to the iso-cost curve ABFC which is represented by

curve DEFG. The two curves are tangent, however, as both repre-

sent the same total cost. At point F the resources are being used in

expansion path proportions for both products. In fact, the marginal

rate of factor substitution for each product is equal to the negative
109inverse resource price ratio at every point on the iso-cost curve.

'°9Symbolically, this statement is represented by:
(8q1/8x11) (8q21ax12)

(8q1/8x21) (aq2/8x22) r

This condition holds along an iso-cost curve with constant resource
prices.
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A very similar approach to the determination of the iso-cost

curve is followed if the resource base is considered constant, cost is

considered constant, and prices are allowed to vary. The cost func-

tion is now of the form:

0 0 0
C = r1x1 + r2x2 . (A. 5)

Under these assumptions, the iso-cost curve generated in the product

diagram is of the same nature as the transformation curve derived

earlier. 110 The relation between prices is of the form:

0

o
x1

r --r . (A.6)
2 0 01

x2 x2

As r1 increases, r2 must necessarily decrease. The significant

characteristic of this iso-cost curve is that the resource base,

x and x, is held constant. This curve can be considered an

"iso-resource" curve.

The iso-cost and iso-resource curves will always be of the

same shape and located in the same position in the product diagram

as long as certain conditions are met. The cost functions and the

respective differentials are given by:

110Pages 56-58 , Chapter III.
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C =rx 0 0

1 1
+ r2x2; dC = r1dx1 + rdx2 (A.. 7)x

C = r x0
°

dC x°dr + x°dr (A.8)r 11+r2x2; r 1 1 22
where,

C iso-cost curve (constant prices) with variable resources,
x

C = iso-resource curve (constant resources) with variabler
prices.

Given the cost C0 C° C° and setting dC° = dC° = 0, the
x r x r

requirement for C° = C°(x1,x2) = C°(r1,r2) is:

rdx1 + rdx2 = xdr1 + xdr2

or, (A.9)
dx2 x' dr1 x dr2 r
dx odx odx o

1 r2 1 r2 1

By introducing the required variables, (A. 9) can be written in the

more familiar terms:

2rl(x1l)
r2 r1 1 x1 r2 1

o o 0r1 x2 r=(X )+( ) -- (A.l0)
o o o c or2 x1 r2

o or1=(K )+( -1)
o c 0 0r2
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111where,

= cross-price flexibility

X = own-price flexibility.

The nature of the relationship between iso-resource and iso-cost

curves can now be specified. If prices are constant, the derivative

(dxIdxi) is constant. This condition prevails at all points on the iso-

cost curve derived with constant resource prices as ? = 0. If
c 0

resources are held constant and prices are allowed to vary, the

derivative (dx2/dx1) varies along the entire iso-resource curve. 112

In either case, however, the product-product relation in the product

diagram will have the same shape and location as long as the same

level of cost is used in the derivation. This is very significant in

that either curve can be used in the optimization process. Either

curve will given the identical optimum product mix.

The substitution that takes place along the iso-cost curve in the

product diagram is now (in contrast to the factorially determined case)

a substitution only between the products. The substitution between the

factors has already been accomplished by finding the least cost

111These terms are defined in Ferguson ('The Neoclassical...",
197l,p. 237).

112The case of variable resource prices could also have been
described in the manner illustrated in Figures A-3, A-4, and A-5.
In that case, the cost lines of Figures A-4 and A-5 would have been
curved rather than straight. Again, the derivative (dx2/dx1) would
vary in value along the iso-cost curve.
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expansion paths in the respective factor diagrams or the locus of

tangencies between the isoquants in the Edgeworth-Bowley Box.

Movements from B toward F (Figure A-6), for examples represents

changes in the allocation of each factor. In addition, the total

amounts of each resource and/or relative resource prices may be

changing. In any case, the factor substitution has already been

accomplished along an iso S-cost curve as derived in assorted produc

tion. Movements along the curve are accomplished only to achieve

the desired product mix through product substitution and not factor

substitution.
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APPENDIX B

TECHNICAL INTERDEPENDENCE AND INDEPENDENCE
IN PRODUCTION

The type of technical relations prevailing between products can

be found from the sign on the second partial derivative of the cost

function, C f(q1,q2, . . . ,q), for m products. The resulting

classification of the relation between each pair of products is given by

(Carlson, 1938, pp. 82-83):

a2C >0, technically competitive,
aq1aq2

a2C
3q1Dq2

= 0, technically independent, (B. 1)

82c < 0, technically complementary.
aq1aq2

The mathematical definitions in (B. 1) are not particularly enlightening,

however, as regards a verbal definition. A geometric approach to

classification provides more insight into the nature of each relation-

ship.

The geometric approach to classification of products requires

that at least three iso-cost curves be located in product-product
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space. 113 The change in cost, C, must be constant among the

three curves. The product relation can then be determined by con-

struction of a 'Tbox't in the product space having one corner on the

lowest iso-cost curve. The relationship between the products is then

determined by the location of the box in the space. Consider, for

example, the iso-cost curves represented in Figure B-i. Any point

can be chosen as a starting point on the lower curve. Point A on

p0p0 was chosen in Figure B-i. There is some value of the ratio

where = (E-A), at point A on p0p0. The technical

classification is then determined by changing the level of q2 by

q2 (F-A) and monitoring the change in q1. Note that points F

and E, two defining corners of the box, are on the second, or

iso-cost curve. The amount of change in q1 now determines the

technical relation. The discrete partial is given by the relation:

T
q2 tq1

where zC is constant. The technical relation (T) will be positive,

zero, or negative for a change in q2 dependent upon how tq1

changes. If the new is smaller than (the same as, larger than)

the at point A, the products are technically competitive

'13This approach was developed by Dr. Albert N. Halter, Pro-
Lessor, Department of Agricultural Economics, Oregon State tini
versity.
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p4

p3

p1

p0

p0 1i'23 p4 q1

Figure B-i. Classification of technical relations between q1 and q2, diagrammatic
representation of the cross partial a2c/aq1aq2.



(independent, complementary). The technical classification, then,

depends on the location of the (upper most) third iso-cost curve. The

three possible locations of the third curve are represented by curves

p2p2 p3p3, and p4p4 in Figure B-i. Given curve p2p2, the pro-

ducts are classified as technically competitive as the newtT

= (B-F) is smaller than at point A. An increase in q2 by

(F-A) led to a decline in (from E-Ato B-F). If the rele-

vant curve was p3p3, an increase in q2 by (F-A) led to no

change in and (C-F) (F-A); the products are technically inde-

pendent. Similarly, the products are classified as technically corn-

plementary if increased as shown by (D-F) > (F-A) for curve

p4p4. The location of the upper right hand corner of the box relative

to the third (upper-most) curve, then, determines the classification.

If that corner is above (on, below) the highest curve, the products are

technically competitive (independent, complementary). 114

The nature of different technical relations can also be illustrated

with an actual algebraic equation. Consider the quadratic form of the

cost equation given by:

C = aq + bq + cq1q2 [.]

4The "highestt' curve is the "third" curve as represented by
p3p3 or p4p4.
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where a,b,c = constants.

The cross partial is given by (from B. 2):

c. (B.3)aq2aq1

The constant multiplying the interaction term determines the type of

technical relation. The products are technically competitive (inde-

pendent, complementary) if the constant on the interaction term is

positive (zero, negative).

The technically competitive case is presented in Table B-i and

Figure B-2 for varying levels of cost from the equation:

C (1.0)q + (1.0)q + (l.0)q1q2 . (B.4)

The value of the cross partial is:

a2c = +1.0. (B.5)aq1aq2

Products q1 and q2 are technically competitive in the entire

q1q2 plane of Figure B-2. Using the geometric approach, the upper

right hand corner of the box is shown to be above the third curve

(point D). The upper right hand corner of the box will be above the

third curve for all such boxes that could be constructed in Figure B-2;
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Table B-i. Product combinations at varying cost levels, technically
competitive products for cost function C = q + q + q1q2.

q1 q2
$2.00

dq2ldq1

Cost at:
$4.00

q2 dq2/dq1
$6.00

q2 dq2/dq1

0 1.414 -0.500 2.000 -0. 500 2.450 -0. 500
.1 1.362 -0.553 1.948 -0.538 2.398 -0.531
.2 1.304 -0. 607 1.892 -0.575 2. 343 -0. 561
.3 1.240 -0.662 1.833 -0.614 2.856 -0.592
.4 1. 171 -0. 719 1.770 -0.652 2.225 -0. 624
.5 1.096 -0. 778 1.703 -0.692 2. 161 -0.656
.6 1.015 -0.842 1.631 -0.733 2.094 -0.688
.7 0.928 -0. 911 1.556 -0.776 2.023 -0. 721
.8 0.833 -0.987 1.476 -0.820 1.950 -0.755
.9 0.730 -1.072 1.392 -0. 866 1.872 -0. 791

1.0 0.618 -1. 171 1.303 -0. 916 1.791 -0.827
1.1 0.495 -1.289 1.209 -0.969 1.707 -0.866
1.2 0.359 -1.438 1.109 -1.027 1.618 -0.906
1.3 0.206 -1.639 1.003 -1.090 1.525 -0.948
1.4 0.028 -1.942 0.891 -1. 160 1.428 -0.993
1.4142 0 -2.000 * *

1.5 0.771 -1.240 1.327 -1.042
1.6 0.642 -1.332 1.220 -1.094
1.7 0.504 -1.442 1.108 -1.151
1.8 0.353 -1.577 0.989 -1.214
1.9 0.187 -1.753 0.864 -1.285
2.0 0 -2.000 0.732 -1.366
2.1 0.591 -1.460
2.2 0.440 -1.572
2.3 0.276 -1.710
2.4 0.096 -1.889
2.450 0 -2.000

*Estimate was not calculated.
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Figure B-2. Transformation curves illustrating technically competing products from
the relation C + q + q1q2.
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i.e., the cross-partial is positive in the entire plane. It should also

be noted that the slope of each respective curve is not related to the

technical classification. Product q2 decreases at an increasing

rate for increases in q1 along each of the curves. The slope of

each iso-cost curve at various points is shown in Table B-i. The

slope at point A, for example, was determined to be -1. 171 for

q1 = 1.0. Increases in q1 beyond point A (for the same cost) gave

an increase in the slope (becomes more negative). The slopes of these

curves are, of course, the product-product trade-off ratios between

q1 and q2 as defined in Chapter III of this study.

Products q1 and q2 are technically independent in the cost

equation:

C (l.0)q + (1.0)q + (O.0)q1q2 . (B.6)

The value of the cross partial derivative is given by (from B. 6):

DC =0
Dq2Dq1

The estimated values of q2 for alternative levels of q1 and cost

are presented in Table B-2 and Figure B-3. Again, the slopes (trade-

offs) become greater as q2 is reduced for increases in q1 at any

given cost level. Also, the calculated values of the slopes are not
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Table B-2. Product combinations at varying cost levels, technically
independent products for cost function C q + q.

Cost at:
$2.00 $4.00 $6.00

q1 q2 dq2/dq1 q2 dq2/dq1 q2 dq2/dq1

0 1.414 0 2.000 0 2.450 0

.1 1.411 -0.071 1.998 -0.050 2.447 -0.041

.2 1.400 -0.143 1.990 -0.100 2.441 -0.082

.3 1.382 -0.217 1.977 -0.152 2.431 -0.123

.4 1.356 -0.295 1.960 -0.204 2.417 -0.166

.5 1.323 -0.378 1.936 -0. 258 2.400 -0. 208

.6 1.281 -0.468 1.908 -0.314 2.375 -0.253

.7 1.229 -0.570 1.874 -0.374 2.347 -0.298

.8 1.166 -0.686 1.833 -0.436 2.315 -0.346

.9 1.091 -0.825 1.786 -0.504 2.278 -0.395
1.0 1.000 -1.000 1.732 -0.577 2.236 -0.447
1.1 0.889 -1.238 1.670 -0.659 2.189 -0.503
1.2 0.748 -1.604 1.600 -0.750 2.135 -0.562
1.3 0.557 -2.335 1.520 -0. 855 2.076 -0.626
1.4 0.200 -7.000 1.428 -0.980 2.010 -0.696
1 . 4 14 0 - * * *

1.5 1.323 -1.134 1.936 -0.775
1.6 1.200 -1.333 1.855 -0.863
1.7 1.054 -1.614 1.764 -0.964
1.8 0.872 -2.065 1.661 -1.084
1.9 0.624 -3.042 1.546 -1.229
2.0 0 -oo 1.414 -1.414

2.1 1.261 -1.665
2.2 1.077 -2.043
2.3 0.843 -2.730
2.4 0.490 -4.899
2.450 0 -

*Estimate was not calculated for this cost level.
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related to the technical classification scheme. As expected, the upper

right corner of the hlboxu was found to be located on the third curve

(point D). That corner would be on the third curve for all such boxes

that could be constructed in Figure B-3 as the cross-partial is zero

at every point in the q1 , q2 plane.

The technically complementary case exists in the cost function:

C (1.0)q + (l.0)q - (l.0)q1q2 . (B.8)

The cross-partial derivative is given by (from B.8):

a2c -1.0 . (B.9)
aq2aq1

The estimated values of q1 and q2 are presented in Tables B-3

and B-4 and Figure B-4. Products q1 and q2 are technically

complementary inthe entire q1q2 plane. Using the geometric approach,

the upper right hand corner of the box is below the third curve (point

D). This same relationship will occur for all such boxes constructed

in Figure B-4; i.e. , the cross-partial is negative in the entire plane.

The slopes of the curves in this case, while not affecting the

technical classification, do not remain negative over the entire range.

The slope of the iso-cost curve for the $4.00 expenditure level, for

examples is positive for 0 < q1 < 1. 1 and 2.000 < q2 < 2.309

(Thble B-3). The slope (trade-off) is negative for 1. 1 < q1 < 2.309
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Table B-3. Product combinations at varying cost levels, technically
complementary products from cost function

C q + q q1q2 positive branch of quadratic equation.

q1
$2.00

q2 dq2/dq1

Cost at:
$4.00

q2 dq2/dq1
$6.00

q2 dq2/dq1

0 1.414 0.500 2.000 0.500 2.450 0.500
.1 1.462 0.446 2.048 0.462 2.498 0.469
.2 1.504 0.393 2.092 0.425 2.543 0.439
.3 1.540 0.338 2.133 0.386 2.586 0.408
.4 1.571 0.281 2.170 0.348 2.625 0.376
.5 1.596 0.222 2.203 0.308 2.661 0.344
.6 1.615 0.158 2.231 0.267 2.694 0.312
.7 1.628 0.089 2.556 0.224 2.723 0.279
.8 1.633 0.013 2.276 0.180 2.750 0.245
.9 1.630 -0.072 2.292 0.134 2.772 0.209

1.0 1.618 -0.171 2.303 0.084 2.791 0.173
1.1 1.595 -0.289 2.309 0.031 2.807 0.134
1.2 1.559 -0.438 2.309 -0.027 2.818 0.094
1.3 1.506 -0.639 2.303 -0.090 2.825 0.052
1.4 1.428 -0.942 2.291 -0. 160 2.828 0.007
1.5 1.309 -1.512 2.271 -0.240 2.827 -0.042
1.6 1. 083 -3. 743 2. 242 -0. 332 2. 820 -0. 094
1.633 .816 -oo

1.7 2.204 -0.442 2.808 -0.151
1.8 2.153 -0.577 2.789 -0.214
1.9 2.087 -0.753 2.764 -0.285
2.0 2.000 -1.000 2.732 -0.366
2.1 1.882 -1.393 2.691 -0.460
2.2 1.708 -2.213 2.640 -0.572
2.3 1.330 -9. 069 2.576 -0.7 10
2.3094 1. 155 -oo

2.4 2.496 -0.889
2.450 2.449 -1.000
2.5 2.396 -1.137
2.6 2.264 -1.522
2.7 2.080 -2.275
2.8 1.746 -5.562
2.828 1.414 -ca

*Estimates were not calculated.
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Table B-4. Product combinations at varying cost levels, technically
complementary products from cost function

C q + q q1q2, negative branch of quadratic equation.

q2
$2.00

dq2/dq1

Cost at:
$4.00

q2 dq2/dq1
$6.00

q2 dq2/dq1

1.414 0
1.5 0. 191 2.512
1.6 0.517 4.743
1.633 0.816 -oo

2.0 0 2.000
2.1 0.218 2.393
2.2 0.492 3.213
2. 3 0. 970 10. 069
2.3094 1.155 -

2.450 0

2.500 0. 104 2. 137
2.60 0.336 2.522
2.7 0.620 3.275
2.8 1.054 6.562
2.828 1.414 -
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.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Figure B-4. Transformation curves illustrating technically complementary products from the
relation C = q + q - q1q2
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and 1. 155 < q2 < 2.309 (Table B-3). The slope becomes positive

again for 2.000 < q1 < 2.309 and 0 < q2 < 1. 155 (Table B-4).

As a result, q2 increases for increases in q1 in region QR and

ST of the iso-cost curve for the $4.00 expenditure level (Figure B-4).

Increases in q1 result in reductions in q2 in region RS.

There is a great deal of confusion in the economic literature

regarding the classification of technical relations. The classification

system based on the value of the cross partial derivative (as just

discussed) can be attributed to Carison (1938, pp. 78-83). An alterna-

tive system of classification, based on the slope of an iso-cost curve

is presented in Heady (1952, pp. 221-234). Both systems of classifi-

cation use the same identifying names to describe completely unrelated

phenomenon. Heady, for example, would classify the relationship

between q1 and q2 along curve QT of Figure B-4 as technically

complementary in regions QR and ST, technically competitive in

region RS, and technically independent (supplementary) at the points

R and S. This classification system is based on the slopes (trade-offs)

along iso-cost curves, as given by Heady (1952, p. 234):

dq2/dq1 < 0, technically competitive,

dq2/dq1 = 0, technically independent, (B. 10)

dq2/dq1 > 0, technically complementary.
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This is a completely different notion of interdependence and inde-

pendence as the cross partial (8ZC /8q28q1) in (B. 1) is not related

to the derivative (dq2/dq1) in (B. 10). The confusion has arisen,

then, due to a failure to recognize the difference between the slope of

an iso -cost curve at constant cost as compared to a change over the

surface for variable cost.

It should also be noted that the reason for a varying sloped

(positive, zero, and negative) iso -cost curve can only be determined

by knowledge of the underlying production functions. The iso-cost

curves of Figure B-4, for example, could result from either the

factor ially determined without coupling (a 0, K = 0) or the

assorted without coupling (a > 0, K = 0) cases discussed in Chapter

III of this study. Given that the underlying production relations were

factor ially determined (without coupling), for example, regions QR and

ST are really uneconomic regions of production in the sense that

more of both products could be obtained by changing the ratios of the

total available factors. The regions QR and ST can also be considered

"uneconomic" given assorted production. In that case, however, both

and q2 can be increased by changing the allocations and/or the

total available amounts of factors between the products. 115 Also,

115Both the allocation and the total amount must change along
the iso-cost curve from assorted production. Only the allocation
changes along the iso-resource curve from assorted production.
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the marginal products of each factor can all be positive in regions QR

and ST given factorially determined production. This is not the case

in assorted production; i. e. , at least one of the marginal products is

negative in each of the QR and ST regions for that case.

Both of the approaches to product classification have usefulness

in economic analysis. The labels attached to the different concepts,

however, leave a great deal to be desired. The real, significant dif-

ference between the two concepts should be reflected in the labels to

avoid confusion and eliminate misuse. The real difference between

the concepts, in turn, relates to the manner in which costs are

changing. The concepts defined by Heady are relevant for a constant

cost (or constant resource) situation while the concepts described by

Carlson refer to changes in cost (or resource levels). 116 A more

suitable identification scheme then is given by:

dq./dq. < 0, iso-cost competitiveness,

dq./dq. 0, iso-cost independence,

dq./dq. >0, iso-cost complementarity,

''6The Carlson approach refers to movements across an iso-
resource or iso-cost surface in such a manner to change costs or the
resource levels. The use of derivatives, of course, also requires
consideration at a point; i.e. , in the limit, costs are also constant
in the Carlson approach.
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82c >0, variable-cost competitiveness,
a q

a

a2c
aqaq

= 0, variable-cost independence,

< 0, variable-cost complementarity.
aq.aq.

Once these concepts were defined in any particular analysis, the

researcher could resort to abbreviations such as 'ic _competitivenessu,

"vc-independence", etc. The confusion in the literature regarding

these concepts would, eventually disappear.
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APPENDIX C

EMPIRICAL MODELS UTILIZED FOR DERIVATION
OF TRADE-OFF RELATIONS

The basic relations rejuired for the derivation of all the trade-

off curves and surfaces of Chapter V are given by the general forms:

TC f(AC)
(C. 1)

SA g(TC)

where,

TC total capacity of reservoir,

AC = annual cost,

SA surface area of reservoir.

These physical relations were estimated at each of two sites in the

Knife River Basin. The actual algebraic manipulations utilized to

develop the empirical sections of Chapter V are discussed below.

Product-Product Trade -Offs at the Bronco Site

The specific forms of the physical relations discovered at the

Bronco site, and used in all subsequent analysis at that site, are given

by:

TC = a + b(AC) + c(AC)Z

= -17893. + 0. 31070(AC) + 0. 00000050357(AC)2 (C. 2)
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SA = d + e(TC) f(TC)2

= 749.33 + 0. 036528(TC) 0. 000000025712(TC)2. (C. 3)

Equations (C. 2) and (C. 3) provided the basis for the iso-cost relation.

In order to derive the iso-cost relation, however, several assump-

tions had to be made. First of all, it was assumed that any water

allocated from the reservoir for irrigation was totally unavailable for

recreation (surface area). This precludes, for example, the pos

sibility that water available in the reservoir in the early part of the

season could be used for recreation and then released later in the

season for irrigation use. Water had to be used for irrigation or left

in the reservoir for recreation. This assumption is reflected in the

equation:

SA = d + e(TC-W1) f(TC-W1)2. (C.4)

Equation (C.4) was then solved for W1, with the quadratic formula,

to give:

-[e-2f(TC)] [eaf(TC)]2 -4f[-d-e(TC) +f(TC)2 +SAJ
I 2f

(C. 5)

The plus sign gives the correct branch of the iso-cost curve for this

derivation. Equation (C. 5) was then used to give estimates of W1 for

alternative levels of recreation (surface area, SA = WR). The second

assumption made was that only 60 percent of the total capacity could be
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used for WI production; i. e. , 40 percent must remain in the reser-

voir for Tdeadn storage and contingency needs. This figure can be

changed easily and most likely will vary by project area. This

restriction enters this model by mere subtraction.

The rate of change in W1 for a change in the recreation level,

WR (surface area) can now be formed from the first differential of

(C.5), where d(TC) = 0 and SA WR to give:

dW1
1 (C.6)

dWR {e-af(TC)J2- 4f[-d-e(TC) +f(TC)2 + WR]

This is the product-product trade-off ratio between WR and W1 for

constant iso -(minimum) cost. The second derivative was found to be

(from C. 6):

d2W1
-Zf{{e-Zf(TC)] - 4f[-d-e(TC)+f(TC)2 +WR]}.

dWR2 (C.7)

Equation (C. 7) is negative over all values of TC and WR within the

positive quadrant. The iso-cost curves are, as a result, concave

downward (or convex from below) as expected.

A simple Fortran program was then utilized to generate iso-

cost curves for varying levels of cost. The program used for this

process is reproduced in Table C-i. The annual cost value is pro-

vided as input to the program (line 14). The total capacity of the
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Table C-i. Computer program utilized in generation of iso-(minimum) cost curves at Bronco site,
Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

01: PROGRAM BISOCOS
02:C THIS PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE ISOCOST AT THE BRONCO SITE
03: WR1749.33
04: WR2=. 036528
05: WR3. 000000025712
06: WI32.0*WR3
07: CAP1=17893.
08: CAP2-,31070
09: CAP3=. 00000050357
10: WIO-'0. 0
11: WROO.0
12: PWI=30.
13: XNBOLD=Q.0
14: 1000 READ(30, 2000)ANC
15: 2000 FORMAT(F6. 0)
16: IF(ANC. EQ. 999999. 0)GO TO 4500
17: ANC2ANC**2
18: TC-CAP1+CAP2*ANC+CAP3*ANC2
19: UCTC*.60
20:C MINIMUM SURFACE AREA FOR ALL UC TO OTHER USES
21: TC2TC**2
22: REMR=TC-UC
23: REMR2REMR**2
24:C THIS SURFACE AREA IS THE MINIMUM AMT, WITH ALL UC TO OTHER
25:C USES
26: WRWR1+WR2*REMR-WR3*REMR2
27:C THIS IS THE MAX AMT TO REC
28: WRMAXWR 1+WR2*TC -WR3*TC2
29: WRITE(31, 3000)TC, UC, ANC, WRMAX
30: 3000 FORMAT(1H1, 'TC&,F9. 1, 2X, 'TOT. UC', F9. 1, 2X, 'AN COST', F12. 1,
31: 11X,'WRMAX&, F9.1)
32: TC2TC**2
33: WI1WR2-2. 0*WR3*TC
34: W112W11**2
35: WI2WR1-WR2*TC+WR3*TC2
36: WRMAXAr(WRMAXWR)/ 100.
37: JKrrIFIX(WRMAXA+. 5)+3
38: WRITE(31,3100)
39: 3100 FORMAT( 1HO, 'WS', 8X, 'WI', 8X, 'WR', 8X, 'EST. DIDR', 1X,
40: 1'EXT. DIDR', 1X,'NETBEN.',4X,'EST. DBDR')
41: DO3500Ir1,JK
42: SRSQRT(WI12-4. 0*WR3*(W12+WR))
43: W1( -WI 1+ SR)/WI3
44: WSTC-WI
45: WINWI
46: DWIWIN-WIO
47: WIOWIN
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Table C-i. Continued.

48: WRN=WR
49: DWRWR-WRO
50: WRO=WR
51: DIDRDWI/DWR
52: EDIDR-i. 0/SR
53: XNEBPWI*WI-ANC
54: XNBNEW=XNEB

55: DBXNBNEW-XNBOLD
56: XNBOLDXNBNEW
57: DBDRDB/DWR
58: WRITE(31, 4000)WS, WI, WR, DIDR, EDIDR, XNEB, DBDR
59: 4000 FORMAT(3F 10. 1, 2F 10.4, F 12. 1, F 10.4)
60: WRWR+ 100.
6i: 3500 CONTINUE
62: GOTO 1000
63: 4500 CALL EXIT
64: END



reservoir is then calculated for that given cost (line 18). The assump-

tion regarding useable capacity is implemented in line 19; i.e. , only

60 percent of reservoir capacity was assumed useable in any given

year. The various levels of WI are then calculated by incrementing

WR (surface area) from the minimum surface area (line 26) when the

reservoir is at 40 percent of capacity to the maximum surface area

(line 28) when the reservoir is full. The increment chosen was 100

acres (line 60). The production trade-offs are calculated over

intervals of the curve (line 51) and at points on the curve (line 52).

Net dollar benefits from W1 production are also monitored (line 53)

and the rate of change in net dollar benefits for changes in WR is

calculated (line 57).

The program in Table C -1 is, essentially, a small simulationhi

model. The entire iso-cost surface can be generated for the two pro-

duct case with this program. Varying assumptions regarding useable

capacity and prices are easily changed. Trade-offs are automatically

given at every point on the surface. Very similar types of Fortran

programs were utilized to generate the other surfaces used in the

empirical analysis of Chapter V.

Product-Product Trade-Offs at the Kineman Site

The specific forms of the physical relations at the Kineman site

are given by:
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TC = -715.63 + 0.054476(AC) + 0.00000079369(AC)Z (C.8)

SA = -4.8355+0.074593(TC) - 0.0000024083(TC)2. (C.9)

The same general approach was used to find the slope equations

(product-product trade -offs) as for the Bronco site.

Product-Product Trade-Offs for Both the
Bronco and Kineman Sites

The iso-cost surfaces for both sites were developed by combin-

ing equations sets (C. 2), (C. 3), (C. 8), and (C. 9) such as to permit the

generation of composite surfaces. It was first assumed that total

capacity and surface area for recreation were (each) additive as given

by:

TCT TCB + TCK

SA W W +W
T RT RB RK

where,

(C. 10)

TCT total capacity (TCT) is composed of the TC at Bronco site

(TCB) plus the TC at Kineman site (TCK)

SAT = W T
total surface area of reservoir available for

recreation (WRT) is composed of the WR at the Bronco

site (WRB) plus the WR at the Kineman site (WRK).

The two relations tn (C. 10) were then used to form the following rela-

tions:



WRB = a + b(TCBWIB) + C(TCBWIB)2

= 749.33 + 0.036528(TC -w ) 0.000000025712(TC -w
B lB B lB

W d+e(TC -w ) + f(TC -w
RK K 1K K 1K
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(C. 11)

= 4.8355 + 0. O74S93(TCKWIK) - 0. 0000024083(TCKWIK)2

to give:

WRT WRB + WRK

(a +bTCB bWIT +bWIK + cTC2 ZcTCBWIT

+2cTCW +cW IT 1K 1K
ZcW W +cW

1K IT

+(d +e(TC WK) + f(TCK WIK)) . (C. 12)

The quadratic formula was then used to solve equation (C. 12) for WIT

from the relations,

Lc
M-b-2cW -ZcTC

1K B

2 2
N = a + bTCB + bWIK + cTC + ZcTCBWIK + cWIK + d

to give:

2
+ e(TCKWIK) + f(TCK WIK WRT

J4LN
WIT

M±
= (C.13)
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The resulting estimates of WIT were generated by changing

the levels of annual cost (which gives different levels of TC), the

levels of WIK and WRT.

Product-Product Trade -Offs at the Bronco Site, Constant
Ratios Between Two of Three Products

The three product case, with the constant trade-off ratio among

the three products was generated by modifying equations (C. 2) and

(C. 3) to give:

WR = a + b(TCWIWM) c(TCWJWM)2

= 749.33 + U. O36SZ8(TCWI_WM) (C. 14)

- 0. 0000000257 l2(TCWIWM)2

The quadratic equation was then used on the relations,

Lc
M b ZcTC + ZcWM

N -a bTC + bWM + cTC2 ZcWMTC + cW + WR

to give:

-M ± M2 4LN
2L

(C.l5)

The plus sign gave the relevant branch. The trade-off ratio between

W1 and WM is given by (from C. 15):
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dW

dWM
= -1.0 [(b2cTc+2cwM)(b2cTC+2cwM].

(C. 16)

The trade -off ratio between WI and WM is constant over the entire

surface. The trade-off ratio between W1 and WR is given by (from

C. 15):

dW
I 1 (C. 17)

dWR 1M2-4LN

After the cancellations are made in the denominator of (C. 17),

dWI/dWR becomes a function of only WR. The trade-off ratio

dWM/dWR is also given by equation (C. 17).

Product-Product Trade -Offs at the Bronco Site
Variable Ratios Among All Three Products

The three product case with variable trade-offs was generated

by modifying equations (C. 2) and (C. 3) to give (where a, b, c have the

same values as in C. 16):

where,

WR = a + b(TCWiRwi) c(TCWiRi)2 (C. 18)

1/2
R =dW e(W

WI M M (C. 19)

= (l.0)WM (50.0O)(WM)''2.

The quadratic formula was used to solve the equation for W1 from the
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relations,

L= C

M = b 2cTC + ZcdWM - Zce(WM)h/Z

N -a bTC + bdWM be(WM)''2 + cTC2 ZcdWMTC

+ Zce(WM)h/ZTC + cd2W - ZcdeW'2 + ceWM + WR

to give:

-M ± JM24LN
2L

(C.20)

The positive sign was used on the square root in (C. 20). The trade-

off ratio between WI and W is then found from the derivative of

(C. 20) to give:

dW1
e -1/2

dWMd+2M) . (C.21)

The trade-off between WR and WM was derived from equation

(C. 18) to give:

dW

dWM
b[d e 1--

1/2
WM

(C. 22)
e

2C(TCWiRwi)(d+

where Rwi is given in equation (C. 19). The trade-off (dWI/dWR) is

the same as in equation (C. 17).
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Factor-Product Trade-Off Ratios at One Site

The factor-product ratio model was also developed from the

basic relations in (C. 2 and (C. 3), but with a different approach. It

can be argued that:

f(WA)

WI g(W5)

where,

W5 = total capacity,

W = wilderness area inundated,

W1 = water for irrigation.

Also, from (C.3), using SA = WA and TC W,

or,

SA = WA = d + e(W5) f(Ws)2

= 749. 33 + 0. 036528(W5) 0.000000025712(W)2

(C. 23)

e±Je24f(WAd)
W5 2f

(C.24)

Using this formulation, W was allocated to W1. The negative sign

was used on the square root in (C. 24). Surface area, in essence, is a

factor in W1 production. The factor product trade-off ratio is then

given by (from C. 24):

dW5dW
1 (C. 25)

dW1 dWA Je24f(WAd)

The total product curve, as a result, is convex.
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APPENDIX D

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING VALUE OF IRRIGATION WATER
AND FOR ILLUSTRATION OF iSO-COST SURFACES

Value of Irrigation Water

The farm budget data used to develop the value of irrigation

water used as a proxy for price is summarized in Table D-l.

Both an irrigation and a dryland budget were developed using an

assumed rotation of 2 years of row crop, 1 year of small grain, and

3 years alfalfa. The rotation was then combined to get a composite

acre, the associated composite return, and the composite irrigation

water requirement. The prices used reflect the factor and product

market conditions existing in the Basin in 1969. Productivity condi-

tions reflect better than average management strategies.

The return to management for the dryland composite acre was

determined to be $1. 34 (Table D-1). This value results from using

the following weighting scheme, based on the assumed rotation, to

give:

(l)($4. 18)+(2)(-$7.05)-f-(3($5.99) $1.34
6

where the return to management for dryland barley corn silage, and

alfalfa production were determined to be $4. 18, -$7.05 and $5.99 per

acre, respectively. The return to management and irrigation water



Table D-l. Costs, returns, and value of an acre foot of water for irrigation, dryland and irrigated
crops, Bronco site, Knife River Basin, North Dakota.

Unit of
Measurer-

ment Barley
Irrigated
Potatoes Alfalfa Barley

Dryland
Corn
Silage Alfalfa

Variable costs, w/o labor and
capital charges $/acre 44.72 129.86 40.52 14.95 18.93 10.02

Labor costs $/acre 2.62 30.83 10.21 2.50 7.84 5.22
Land capital@ 7% $/acre 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04
Operating capital @9% $/acre 2.01 5.84 1.82 .59 .68 .36
Equipment capital @ 9% $/acre 7.67 9.97 7. 11 2.74 4.56 2.17
Yield/acre b 62.80 256.90 4.35 30.00 5.00 1.60
Price of crop $/b 1.00 1.40 18.00 1.00 6.00 18.00
Total returns $/acre 62.80 359.66 78.30 30.00 30.00 28.80
Total cost $/acre 62.06 171.54 64.70 25.82 37.05 22.81
Water requirements (irrigation) acre feet 1.66 1.74 1.97 ---
Return to managementc $/acre .74 188.12 13.60 4.18 -7.05 5.99
Rotation acres 1 2 3 1 2 3

Return to composite acrec $/acre 69.63 1.34
Return to irrigation water $/acre foot 32.91

aFigures derived from (North Dakota State Water Commission, "The Plan.. . ", 1971).
bYield measured in bushels/acre for barley, hundredweight/acre for potatoes, and tons/acre
for alfalfa and corn silage.

cReturn to management and irrigation water for the irrigated crops.

U.)

U-'

a.'
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was determined to be $69.63 for the composite acre. An adjustment

was then made in the return to an irrigated composite acre to account

for additional management requirements. It was assumed that man-

agement requirements could be related directly to gross dollar

returns. Using this approach the manager of the dryland (composite)

acre realized a return of 4.56 percent on the (composite) gross return,

or:

(l)($30. 00)+(2)($30. 0O)+(3)($28.80) = $29.40
6

$1.34 = 0.0456.$29.40

This factor was applied to the gross returns to the irrigated (corn-

posite) acre to give a management return of $7. 73, by:

(1)($62. 80)+(2)($359. 66)+(3)($78. 30)
6

= $169.50

($l6950)(0.0456) = $7.73

The residual return to irrigation water was then determined by sub-

tracting the management return from dryland and from irrigation to

arrive at an estimate of the additional return, less associated costs,

attributable to irrigation. Numerically, this is represented by:

$69.63 -7.73 - 1.34 = $60.56.

This value was then converted to the (residual) value of irrigation
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water by using the (composite) acre foot requirement of 1. 84 acre

feet. The resulting value of irrigation water per acre foot is given by

(Table D-l):

$60.56 $32.91.

This is the 'adjusted for management and dryland returns" estimated

value of an acre foot of water applied to a composite acre in the

Knife River Basin near the Bronco and Kineman dam sites.

The approach followed here for estimating value is consistent

with procedures followed in benefit-cost analysis as previously used

by some of the Federal planning agencies. Associated costs for

irrigation, such as additional fertilizer and labor requirements, are

usually subtracted (as accomplished here to arrive at the additional

net dollar income generated by the application of irrigation water.

This approach, however, raises a set of very significant issues.

A measure of the net national income generated from the public

investment in irrigation facilities would be the difference in the gross

dollar returns in changing from dryland to irrigation agriculture

(after adjustments for capital consumption); i.e. , associated costs

would not be subtracted. Additional fertilizer expenditures for

example are still a part of net national income. 117 Even if it is

''7Net national income is defined as the dollar value of all goods
and services produced (less capital consumption) during some period
of time (Ackley, 1961, p. 35).
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argued that additional purchases of factors, such as fertilizer,

merely represent transfers from other segments of agriculture, the

purchase is still a part of the net national income. The procedure of

subtracting associated costs seems inconsistent with attempts to

measure the net national income generated from a project.

The return to irrigation water generated in this study repre-

sents a measure of the amount the farmer -irrigator will pay for the

irrigation water. The estimate of $32. 91 per acre foot would exhaust

all the additional net income received by the user. This value, then,

is a measure of the net benefits generated (not net national income

from using public investment to produce one acre foot of water for

irrigation. This value was used to keep the results of this study con-

sistent with other studies; the validity of this value may be subject

to que stion, however.

Data for Iso-Cost Surfaces

The following set of tables represents the basic data used to

illustrate the iso-cost surfaces at the Bronco and Kineman sites.

Data on the amount of water stored in the reservoir (W5), the amount

allocated to irrigation (W1) and recreation (surface area of reser-

voir, W), and the trade-offs are represented in each table.

Further, the data in each table represents one iso-(minimum) cost

curve. Several of the points on the iso-cost surface estimated for the
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Bronco site are represented in Tables D-2 to D-8. The estimates for

the Kineman site are represented in Tables D-9 to D-16.
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Table D-2. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $200, 000 and total
capacity of 64, 300 acre feet, Bronco site.

Ws WI WR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

25,756 38,634 1673
28,602 35,787 1773
31,461 32,929 1873
34,332 30,058 1973
37,214 ?.7,176 2073
40,110 24,280 2173
43,017 21,373 2273
45,938 18,452 2373
48,871 15,519 2473
51,818 12,572. 2573
54,777 9,612 2673
57,750 6,639 773
60,737 3,653 2873
63,738 652 2973

LWILAWR dWI/dWR

-28.41
-28.46 -28.52
-28.59 -28.64
-28.70 -28.77
-28.83 -28.89
-28.95 -29.01
-29.08 -29.14
-29.20 -29.27
-29.33 -29.40
-29.46 -29.53
-29.60 -29.66
-29.73 -29.80
-29.87 -29.94
-30.00 -30.07
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Table D-3. W, W1, and WR for annual
capacity of 105,632 acre feet,

cost of $275, 000

Bronco site.

and total

Ws W1 WR LWIiAWR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

42,253 63,379 2247 -29.11
45, 170 60,462 2347 -29. 17 -29.24
48, 100 57,532 2447 -29.30 -29.36
51,043 54,589 2547 -29.43 -29.50
53,999 51,633 2647 -29.56 -29.63
56,969 48,663 2747 -29.70 -29.76
59,952 45,680 2847 -29.83 -29.90
63,949 42,683 2947 -29.97 -30.04
65, 960 39,672 3047 -30.11 -30.18
68,984 36,648 3147 -30.25 -30.32
72, 024 33, 608 3247 -30.39 -30.46
75,078 30,554 3347 -30.54 -30.61
78,146 27,486 3447 -30.68 -30.76
81,230 24,402 3547 -30.84 -30.91
84,328 21,304 3647 -30.99 -31.06
87,443 18, 189 3747 -31. 14 -31.22
90,572 15,060 3847 -31.30 -31.38
93,718 11,914 3947 -31.46 -31.54
96,880 8,752 4047 -31.62 -31.70

100,058 5,574 4147 -31.78 -31.86
103,253 2,379 4247 -31.95 -32.03
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Table D-4. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $350, 000
capacity of 152,539 acre feet, Bronco site.

and total

W W1 WR wJ/wR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

61,016 91,524 2882 -29.95
64,018 88,522 2982 -30.02 -30.09
67, 033 85,506 3082 -30. 16 -30.23
70,063 82,476 3182 -30.30 -30.37
73,108 79,432 3282 -30.44 -30.52
76, 167 76,372 3382 -30.59 -30.66
79,241 73,298 3482 -30.74 -30.81
82,330 70,210 3582 -30.89 -30.96
85,434 67, 105 3682 -31.04 -31.12
88,554 63,986 3782 -31.17 -31.28
91,689 60,850 3882 -31.35 -31.43
94,840 57,699 3982 -31.51 -31.59
98,008 54,531 4082 -31.68 -31.76

101,192 51,347 4182 -31.84 -31.92
104,393 48,146 4282 -32.01 -32.09
107,611 44,929 4382 -32.18 -32.26
110,846 41,694 4482 -32.35 -32.44
114,098 38,441 4582 -32.53 -32.62
117,369 35,170 4682 -32.70 -32.80
120,658 31,882 4782 -32.89 -32.98
123,965 28,575 4882 -33.07 -33.16
127,290 25,249 4982 -33.26 -33.35
130,635 21,904 5082 -33.45 -33.54
134,000 18,540 5182 -33.64 -33.74
137,384 15,156 5282 -33.84 -33.94
140,788 11,751 5382 -34.04 -34.14
144,213 8,327 5482 -34.25 -34.35
147,658 4,881 5582 -34.45 -34.56
151,125 1,414 5682 -34.67 -34.77
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Table D-5. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $425,000 and total
capacity of 205, 112 acre feet, Bronco site.

W WI WR tWILAWR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

82,045 123,067 3573 -30.95
85, 148 119,964 3673 -31.03 -31.10
88,266 116,846 3773 -31. 18 -31.26
91,400 113,712 3872 -31.34 -31.42
94,550 110,562 3973 -31.50 -31.58
97,716 107,396 4073 -31.66 -31.74

100,898 104,214 4173 -31.82 -31.91
104,098 101,014 4273 -31.99 -32.08
107,314 97,798 4373 -32.16 -32.25
110,547 94,564 4473 -32.33 -32.42
113,798 91,314 4573 -32.51 -32.60
117,067 88,045 4673 -32.69 -32.78
120,354 84,758 4773 -32.87 -32.96
123,660 81,452 4873 -33.05 -33.15
126, 984 78, 128 4973 -33.24 -33.34
130,327 74,785 5073 -33.43 -33.53
133,689 71,423 5173 -33.62 -33.72
137,071 68,040 5273 -33.82 -33.92
140, 474 64, 638 5373 -34. 02 -34. 12
143,896 61,215 5473 -34.23 -34.33
147,340 57,772 5573 -34.44 -34.54
150,805 54,307 5673 -34.65 -34.75
154,291 50,821 5773 -34.86 -34.97
157,800 47,312 5873 -35.08 -35.19
161,330 43,782 5973 -35.31 -35.42
164,884 40,228 6073 -35.54 -35.65
168,461 36,651 6173 -35.77 -35.89
172,062 33,050 6273 -36.01 -36.13
175,686 29,425 6372 -36.25 -36.37
179,336 25,776 6473 -36.50 -36.62
183,011 22,101 6573 -36.75 -36.88
186,712 18,400 6673 -37.01 -37.14
190,439 14,673 6773 -37.27 -37.40
194, 193 10,919 6873 -37.54 -37.68
197,974 7,138 6973 -37.81 -37.95
201,784 3,328 7073 -38.10 -38.24
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Table D-6. W, WI and WR for annual cost of $500, 000 and total

capacity of 263,350 acre feet, Bronco site.

Ws W1 WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

105,340 158,010 4312 -32.14
108,563 154,787 4412 -32.23 -32.32
111,803 151,547 4512 -32.40 -32.49
115,061 148,289 4612 -32.58 -32.67
118,337 145,013 4712 -32.76 -32.85
121,631 141,714 4812 -32.94 -33.03
124, 943 138, 406 4912 -33. 12 -33.22
128,275 135,075 5012 -33.31 -33.41
131,625 131,724 51.12 -33.50 -33.60
134,995 128, 354 5212 -33.70 -33.80
138,385 124,964 5312 -33.90 -34.00
141,795 121,554 5412 -34.10 -34.20
145,226 118,123 5512 -34.31 -34.41
148,678 114,672 5612 -34.52 -34.62
152, 151 111, 198 5712 -34.73 -34.84
155,646 107,704 5812 -34.95 -35.06
159, 163 104, 187 5912 -35. 17 -35.28
162,702 100,647 6012 -35.40 -35.51
166,265 97,085 6112 -35.63 -35.74
169,851 93,499 6212 -35.86 -35.98
173,461 89,889 6312 -36. 10 -36.22
177,095 86,254 6412 -36.34 -36.47
180,755 82,595 6512 -36.59 -36.72
184,440 78,910 6612 -36.85 -36.98
188, 150 75, 199 6712 -37. 11 -37.24
191,888 71,462 6812 -37.37 -37.51
195,652 67,697 6912 -37.64 -37.78
199,445 63,905 7012 -37.92 -38.06
203,265 60,084 7112 -38.21 -38.35
207,115 56,234 7212 -38.50 -38.64
210,904 52,355 7312 -38.79 -38.94
214,904 48,445 7412 -39.10 -39.25
218,845 44, 505 7512 -39.41 -39.57
222, 818 40, 532 7612 -39.73 -39.89
226,823 36, 527 7712 -40.05 -40.22
230,862 32,488 7812 -40.34 -40.56
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Table D-6. Continued.

W W1 WR LWJ/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

234,935 28,415 7912 -40.73 -40.90
239,043 24,306 8012 -41.08 -41.26
243, 187 20, 162 8112 -41.44 -41.63
247,369 15,981 8212 -41.82 -42.00
251,589 11,761 8312 -42.20 -42.39
255,847 7,502 8412 -42.59 -42.79
260, 146 3,203 8512 -42.99 -43.20
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Table D-7. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $575, 000 and total

capacity of 327,252 acre feet, Bronco site.

W W1 WR LWJ/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

130,901 196,351 5090 -33.56
134,267 192,986 5190 -33.66 -33.76
137,652 189,600 5290 -33.86 -33.96
141,058 186,194 5390 -34.06 -34.16
144,484 182,768 5490 -34.26 -34,37
147,932 179,321 5590 -34.47 -34.58
151,400 175,852 5690 -34.68 -34.79
154,890 172,362 5790 -34.90 -35.01
158,402 168,850 5890 -35.12 -35.23
161,937 165,315 5990 -35.35 -35.46
165, 494 161,758 6090 -35.58 -35.69
169, 076 158, 177 6190 -35.81 -35.93
172,680 154,572 6290 -36.05 -36.17
176, 309 150,943 6390 -36.29 -36.41
179,963 147,289 6490 -36.54 -36.66
183,643 143, 610 6590 -36.79 -36.92
187, 348 139, 904 6690 -37.05 -37. 18
191,080 136, 173 6790 -37.32 -37.45
194,838 132,414 6890 -37.59 -37.72
198,624 128,628 6990 -37.86 -38.00
202,439 124,813 7090 -38.14 -38.29
206,282 120,970 7190 -38.43 -38.58
210,155 117,097 7290 -38.79 -38.88
214,058 113,194 7390 -39.03 -39.18
217,992 109,260 7490 -39.34 -39.10
221,958 105,294 7590 -39.66 -39.82
225,956 101,296 7690 -39.98 -40.15
229,988 97,265 7790 -40.31 -40.48
234, 053 93, 199 7890 -40.66 -40.83
238, 154 89,098 7990 -41.01 -41.18
242,290 84,962 8090 -41.36 -41.55
246,464 80,788 8190 -41.73 -41.92
250,675 76,577 8290 -42.11 -42.31
254,926 72,327 8390 -42.50 -42.70
259,216 68,036 8490 -42.90 -43.11
263, 547 63,705 8590 -43. 32 -43.52



Table D-7. Continued.

W WI WR WJ/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

267,921 59,331 8690 -43.74 -43.96
272,339 54,914 8790 -44.18 -44.40
276,801 50,451 8890 -44.62 -44.86
281,310 45,942 8990 -45.09 -45.33
285,867 41,385 9090 -45.57 -45.81
290,474 36,779 9190 -46.06 -46.32
295, 131 32, 121 9290 -46.57 -46.84
299,841 27,411 9390 -47.10 -47.37
304,606 22,646 9490 -47.65 -47.93
309,428 17,824 9590 -48.22 -48.51
314,308 12,944 9690 -48.80 -49.10
319,250 8,003 9790 -49.41 -49.72
324,254 2,998 9890 -50.04 -50.37



Table D-8. W, W1 and WR for annual cost of $650, 000 and total
capacity of 396,820 acre feet, Bronco site.

W W1 WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

158,728 238,092 5900 -35.25
162, 265 234, 556 6000 -35. 37 -35.48
165,825 230,996 6100 -35.60 -35.71
169,408 227,413 6200 -35.83 -35.95
173,015 223,806 6300 -36.07 -36.19
176,646 220,174 6400 -36.31 -36.44
180,302 216,518 6500 -36.56 -36.69
183,984 212,836 6600 -36.82 -36.94
187, 692 209, 129 6700 -37.08 -37.21
191,426 205,394 6800 -37.34 -37.48
195, 187 201,633 6900 -37.61 -37.75
198,976 197,844 7000 -37.89 -38.03
202,793 194,027 7100 -38.17 -38.31
206,639 190,181 7200 -38.46 -38.61
210,515 186,306 7300 -38.76 -38.91
214,421 182,400 7400 -39.06 -39.21
218,358 178,463 7500 -39.37 -39.53
222, 326 174, 494 7600 -39.69 -39.85
226, 328 170,493 7700 -40. 01 -40. 18
230,362 166,458 7800 -40.35 -40.52
234,431 162,389 7900 -40.69 -40.86
238,535 158,286 8000 -41.04 -41.22
242,675 154, 146 8100 -41.40 -41.58
246,852 149,969 8200 -41.77 -41.96
251,066 145,754 8300 -42.15 -42.34
255,320 141,500 8400 -42.54 -42.74
259,614 137,206 8500 -42.94 -43.14
263, 950 132, 870 8600 -43.35 -43.56
268,328 128,493 8700 -43.78 -44.00
272,749 124,071 8800 -44.22 -44.44
277,216 119,604 8900 -44.67 -44.90
281,730 115,091 9000 -45.13 -45.37
286,291 110,529 9000 -45.61 -45.86
290,902 105,918 9200 -46.11 -46.36
295,564 101,256 9300 -46.62 -46.88
300,280 96,541 9400 -47.15 -47.42
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Table D-8. Continued.

W WI WR EWI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)
305,050 91,771 9500 -47.70 -47.98
309,877 86,944 9600 -48.27 -48.56
314,762 82,058 9700 -48.86 -49.16
319,710 77, 111 9800 -49.47 -49.78
324,720 72, 100 9900 -50.10 -50.43
329,796 67,024 10000 -50.76 -51.10
334,941 61,879 10100 -51.45 -51.80
340, 158 56,662 10200 -52.16 -52.53
345,449 51,371 10300 -52.91 -53.29
350,818 46,002 10400 -53.69 -54.09
356,268 40,552 10500 -54.50 -54.92
361,804 35,016 10600 -55.36 -55.80
367,429 29,392 10700 -56.25 -56.71
373, 148 23,673 10800 -57.19 -57.67
378,965 17,855 10900 -58.17 -58.68
384,886 11,934 11000 -59.21 -59.75
390,918 5,903 11100 -60.31 -60.88
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Table D-9. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $20, 000 and total

capacity of 691 acre feet, Kineman site.

W W1 WR WIIoWR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

276 415 16 -13.65
414 278 26 -13.71 -13.77
552 139 36 -13.84 -13.90
692 0 46 -13.97 -14.03

Table D-lO. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $30, 000 and total

capacity of 1633 acre feet, Kineman site.

W W1 WR tWI/tWT dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

653 980 43 -14.00
794 839 53 -14.06 -14. 13
936 697 63 -14.20 -14.27

1079 554 73 -14.34 -14.41
1224 409 83 -14.48 -14.56
1370 263 93 -14.63 -14.78
1518 115 103 -14.78 -14.86
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Table D-ll. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $40,000 and total
capacity of 2733 acre feet, Kineman site.

Ws W1 WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)
1093 1640 74 -14.42
1238 1495 84 -14.50 -14.57
1385 1348 94 -14.65 -14.72
1533 1200 104 -14.80 -14.88
1682 1051 114 -14.96 -15.04
1834 900 124 -15. 12 -15.21
1986 747 134 -15.29 -15.38
2141 592 144 -15.47 -15.56
2298 436 154 -15.65 -15.74
2456 277 164 -15.84 -15.93
2616 117 174 -16.03 -16.13

Table D-12. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $50, 000 and total

capacity of 3992 acre feet, Kineman site.

Ws W1 WR tWILAWR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)
1597 2395 108 -14.95
1747 2245 118 -15.03 -15.11
1899 2093 128 -15.20 -15.28
2053 1940 138 -15.37 -15.45
2208 1784 148 -15.54 -15.64
2366 1627 158 -15.73 -15.82
2525 1468 168 -15.92 -16.02
2686 1306 178 -16. 12 -16.22
2849 1143 188 -16.32 -16.43
3015 978 198 -16.54 -16.65
3182 810 208 -16.76 -16.87
3352 640 218 -16.99 -17.11
3524 468 228 -17.23 -17.36
3699 293 238 -17.48 -17.61
3877 116 248 -17.75 -17.88
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Table D- 13. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $60, 000 and total
capacity of 5410 acre feet, Kineman site.

WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)
2164 3246 145 -15.58
2321 3089 155 -15.68 -15.77
2480 2931 165 -15.86 -15.96
2640 2770 175 -16.06 -16. 16
2803 2608 185 -16.26 -16.37
2968 2443 195 -16.48 -16.58
3134 2276 205 -16.70 -16.81
3304 2106 215 -16.92 -17.04
3475 1935 225 -17. 16 -17.28
3649 1761 235 -17.41 -17.54
3826 1584 245 -17.67 -17.80
4006 1405 255 -17.94 -18.08
4188 1222 265 -18.23 -18.38
4373 1037 275 -18.53 -18.68
4562 849 285 -18.84 -19.00
4753 657 295 -19. 17 -19.34
4948 462 305 -19.52 -19.70
5147 263 315 -19.89 -20.08
5350 60 325 -20.28 -20.48
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Table D-l4. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $70,000 and total
capacity of 6987 acre feet, Kineman site.

W W1 WR WJ/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

2795 4192 185 -16.36
2959 4027 195 -16.46 -16.57
3126 3861 205 -16.68 -16.80
3295 3691 215 -16.91 -17.03
3467 3520 225 -17.15 -17.27
3641 3346 235 -17.40 -17.53
3817 3169 245 -17.66 -17.79
3997 2990 255 -17.93 -18.07
4179 2808 265 018.21 -18.36
4364 2623 275 -18.51 -18.66
4552 2435 285 -18.82 -18.99
4744 2243 295 -19.16 -19.32
4939 2048 305 -19.50 -19.68
5138 1849 315 -19.87 -20.06
5340 1647 325 -20.26 -20.46
5547 1440 335 -20.67 -20.89
5758 1229 345 -21. 11 -21.34
5974 1013 355 -21.58 -21.82
6194 792 365 -22.08 -22.34
6421 566 375 -22.62 -22.90
6653 334 385 -23.20 -23.50
6891 96 395 -23.82 -24.15
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Table D- 15. W, WI and WR for annual cost of $80, 000 and total
capacity of 8722 acre feet, Kineman site.

W W1 WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

3489 5233 226 -17.30
3663 5059 236 -17.43 -17.56
3840 4882 246 -17.69 -17.83
4020 4702 256 -17.96 -18. 10
4202 4520 266 -18.25 -18.40
4388 4334 276 -18.55 -18.70
4576 4146 286 -18.87 -19.03
4768 3954 296 -19.20 -19.37
4964 3758 306 -19.55 -19.73
5163 3559 316 -19.92 -20. 11
5366 3356 326 -20.31 -20.51
5573 3149 336 -20.73 -20. 94
5785 2937 346 -21.17 -21.40
6002 2721 356 -21.64 -21.89
6223 2499 366 -22. 15 -22.41
6450 2272 376 -22.69 -22.97
6683 2039 386 -23.27 -23.58
6922 1800 396 -23.91 -24.24
7168 1554 406 -24.59 -24.96
7421 1301 416 -25.34 -25.74
7683 1039 426 -26.16 -26.60
7953 769 436 -27.07 -27.56
8234 488 446 -28.08 -28.63
8526 195 456 -29.22 -29.83
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Table D-16. W, W1, and WR for annual cost of $90,000 and total
capacity of 10,616 acre feet, Kineman site.

W W1 WR WI/WR dWI/dWR

(acre feet) (acre feet) (surface acres)

4246 6370 268 -18.47
4433 6183 278 -18.62 -18.78
4622 5994 288 -18.94 -19. 11
4815 5801 298 -19.28 -19.45
5011 5605 308 -19.64 -19.82
5211 5405 318 -20.01 -20.20
5416 5201 328 -20.41 -20.61
5624 4992. 338 -20.83 -21.05
5837 4780 348 -21.28 -21.51
6054 4562 358 -21.76 -22.01
6277 4339 368 -22.27 -22.54
6506 4111 378 -22.82 -23.12
6739 3877 388 -23.42 -23.73
6980 3636 398 -24. 06 -24.41
7228 3388 408 -24.77 -25. 14
7483 3133 418 -25.53 -25.94
7747 2869 428 -26.37 -26.82
8070 2596 438 -27.30 -27.80
8303 2313 448 -28.34 -28.90
8598 2018 458 -29.51 -30. 14
8907 1709 468 -30.83 -31.55
9230 1386 478 -32.35 -33. 18
9571 1045 488 -34. 11 -35. 10
9933 683 498 -36.20 -37.39

10321 295 508 -38.74 -40.19




